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Troutw ine, Judy M., M A., M arch 1999 Geography
GIS Education for Agencies in M ontana tha t Manage Forest Resources (176 pp.) 
Director; Paul B. W ilson
In recent years, the use of GIS technology by agencies managing forest related 
natural resources has increased. Agencies often assign broad responsibilities for GIS 
projects to  staff members. Budgetary and time constraints often limit the availability or 
use of appropriate sources of GIS education for those staff. This thesis proposes an alter­
native in the form of university-produced short courses. Efficiency in  instruction is to be 
achieved by tailoring instruction content to  agencies’ GIS applications and also to the 
division of responsibilities among personnel.
Two goals are defined to  collect facts from agencies and to utilize the information 
in recommending appropriate education. T he first goal consists of (1) a broad survey of 
GIS im plem entation and interest in  GIS education among agencies in a two-stage sample 
of the population, and (2) a detailed survey of a subsample of the agencies, including the 
most advanced implementations in the first sample. T he first survey shows that interest 
in university-produced short courses derives from increasing use of GIS technology and 
also from a lack of theoretical and problem-solving concepts in existing GIS education 
sources. T he second survey shows tha t all topics in a master list of potentially appropriate 
concepts were selected by one or more interviewees, representing agencies in the sub­
sample, as being relevant to their agencies’ GIS applications and personnel. Personnel at 
agencies carrying out the most complex GIS projects, particularly individuals performing 
project planning or analysis tasks, reportedly require the most knowledge. T o fulfill the 
second goal, agencies are first categorized into Education Groups based on their GIS 
application areas. Education levels are assigned to each topic for each of four main 
Education Groups represented by interviewees. For staff, three curriculums are proposed: 
one for managerial tasks and two for hands-on tasks in completing GIS projects.
T he M anagers’ Course is to be an overview of all concepts included in the master 
list o f potentially appropriate concepts, whereas the Input/D ata M anagement Course and 
Analysis/Output Course curriculums are subsets of the list. T he latter are intended to  be 
m ade available at the introductory and interm ediate education levels. Educators could 
elect to provide custom  courses for the Education Groups when feasible. T he proposed 
curriculums are considered to  be a starting point for further study in arranging topics into 
series o f short courses and preparing instruction materials and class presentations.
u
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Chapter 1 
IN T R O D U C T IO N
T he need for im plem entation of digital geographic information system (GIS) 
technology has been growing among agencies in Montana* which manage forest resources. 
Increasing and conflicting uses of resources drive the necessity to m aintain detailed and 
up-to-date resource information. GIS technology facilitates information m anagem ent for 
these agencies by allowing them  to  access resource data and information in ways not 
possible before. For some, a GIS also enables research to be conducted that was previously 
either too cumbersome to pursue or no t even possible.
W hile there is a general lack of GIS expertise at all personnel levels, the need is 
greatest for those specialists who require a "moderate level of technical skills combined 
w ith an  understanding of GIS application areas."^ Educational materials and formal 
learning opportunities in GIS are still rare for many. Yet, more maps are being produced 
by people w ith little or no  cartographic education, creating a potential for geographic 
misinformation. M anagem ent o f natural resources, particularly those in  forested areas, is a 
prime GIS application area for agencies within M ontana. T he extent of GIS imple-
‘The term "agencies in Montana" refers to any office of any government body, including federal, 
interagency, state, or local office located within state boundaries. Refer to Chapter 3, Objectives and 
Methods, for a more detailed description.
^M. Goodchild and K. Kemp, eds., Core Curriculum in GIS (Santa Barbara, CA: NCGIA, 1990), 1.
1
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m entation varies among agencies, progressing only as interest, funding, and knowledge 
increase, and all of these take place gradually. Some agencies that manage forest resources 
are considering, initially, to  docum ent resources through spatial databases. O thers have 
reached levels of interpretation or analyses tha t utilize databases in actual managem ent 
situations. Depending on  objectives and available personnel and systems, existing 
organizational structures may need to be modified w hen accommodating the introduction 
of GIS operations. Implementing all aspects of a new technology requires planning, 
acquisition, and training. M ost individuals may be expected to continue their traditional 
functions bu t to  do so by different means. It is no t desirable simply to replace personnel 
w ith those trained in GIS, but rather to bring GIS education to  personnel likely to be 
impacted by new technology.
Proficiency in using digital geographic information systems is no t acquired by 
simply learning a particular software package. GIS technology is a tool associated with 
academic fields of long standing, requiring some knowledge of those fields for its best use. 
D evelopm ent has been m ade possible particularly by advances in digital com puter systems, 
spatial analysis theory, m athem atics, and com puter cartography.^ T he resulting GIS 
software combines concepts from geodesy, surveying, cartography, and statistics in an 
integrated, spatial context. In  addition to the analytical and map making tools incorpor­
ated within a GIS, the better systems can handle spatial data  from b o th  old and new 
sources. Consequently, expertise includes four broad aspects of GIS: (1) the tools incorp-
^Star and j. Estes, Geographic Information Systems: An Introduction (Englewœd Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
1990), 17.
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orated in to  GISs, (2) the knowledge base required to  use those tools correctly, (3) plan­
ning projects, and (4) managing data.
T he term  ‘geographic inform ation systems’ is commonly used to  refer broadly to 
GIS technology and its uses as a whole. This paper conforms to that usage and uses the 
term  'GIS project' to  refer to a particular instance of an  application of the technology.
S ta tem ent o f the  P roblem
Given the demands for resources and on agencies to use GIS technology to handle 
resource data  and spatial information, many agency offices have provided or considered 
providing access to GIS education for their personnel. Agency management, current and 
potential GIS coordinators, and GIS practitioners all could have a part in selecting among 
possible education sources. From attendance at state GIS conference presentations and 
random  contacts with GIS practitioners in agencies, the author has gained the impression 
th a t many agencies are uncertain about just w hat expertise is needed to plan and carry out 
GIS projects. The context w ithin w hich planning for GIS im plem entation and education 
of staff take place includes budgetary and time constraints as well as the level of support by 
m anagem ent and interest on  the part of existing staff. Cost control and retention of 
existing staff seem to  be top priorities in adapting to GIS technology.
GIS education/inform ation options include making use of periodicals, a few texts, 
conferences and seminars, consultants, university course work, vendor short courses, 
software manuals, in house experts, on-line vendor or other technical assistance, organi­
zation-provided short courses, and organizational newsletters. Most recently, list servers
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and other online help have become available. N ot all however are available to all agen­
cies, and each option has its most appropriate uses. Conferences, for example, provide 
good introductory and specialized information, bu t they do no t provide comprehensive 
education or hands-on experience. A ttendance at semester courses is usually no t feasible 
for most personnel bu t would provide the most education. Furthermore, managers, 
resource specialists, and hands-on GIS operators may have different degrees o f interest in 
planning and carrying out projects. For example, resource specialists may specify analyses 
to  be done or even perform data m anipulation operations but might no t produce final 
presentation quality maps of the results. Available options appeared to  be inadequate to 
address the GIS educational concerns of agencies that manage forest resources. T hus, the 
prob lem  is to  suggest alternative, appropria te  GIS education  for agencies w ith in  
M on tana  w hich  m anage forest resources in  a way th a t can  address agencies' con ­
cerns.
Goals
T he purpose of this study is to prom ote university-produced short courses as an  
alternative to  existing GIS education options for agencies th a t manage forest related 
natural resources in  M ontana. Several factors could affect GIS educational requirements 
of agencies. Each organization has its own set of resource m anagem ent responsibilities and 
history of organizational structure and political support. T he progress in implement-ing a 
GIS, staffing structures, and the types of GIS projects indicate how interested agencies 
may be in  GIS education and the range of personnel th a t could benefit from instruction.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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T he existing availability of sources of GIS instruction and information, the responsibilities 
and interest of staff, and the tasks to  be performed may vary among agencies.
Furtherm ore, these factors may change for each agency over time or for offices within an 
agency. Two goals clarify the in ten t o f the study.
G oal O ne. E stim ate th e  need  for and  the  co n ten t o f university produced 
sho rt courses as an  alternative to  existing G IS education  options. This goal includes 
collecting data from individuals representing agencies and then  summarizing and 
interpreting those data. T he results should be (I) a broad impression of agencies’ CIS 
operations and staffing and potential attendance by staff at university-produced short 
courses, and (2) specific information pertaining to  the concepts appropriate for agencies 
and their personnel.
G oal Tw o. Provide guidance ab o u t educational requirem ents, bo th  for agency 
personnel w ho m ake decisions abou t G IS education  for the ir ow n agencies and for 
educato rs w ho prepare the  coursew ork for those agencies. After collecting and 
interpreting data, resulting information is to  be organized as a reference for educators for 
preparing short courses. T he same information can be provided to agencies having 
uncertainties in planning CIS education opportunities for their staffs.
Scope o f the  Study
T he scope of this study is to  estimate w hat knowledge is required for the range of 
GIS activities and personnel occurring in agencies in the population. Introductory and 
interm ediate course con ten t will be recom m ended based on the data  collected from a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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sample of agencies in the population. T he range of implementations identified through 
this study are intended to  serve as an  indicator of expected progress in GIS as other 
agencies begin GIS operations. A ctual preparation of short courses is beyond the scope of 
the thesis and is left to educators.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2 
CARTO GRAPHY A N D  GIS
Considering tha t GIS has evolved from several disciplines and has been applied to 
even more fields of study, the question may be asked w hether 018 education is an appro- 
priate task for cartographers. It makes sense to think of cartography and CIS in the con­
tex t of the field of geography. Geography, the study of spatial relationships of things as 
they are distributed about the surface of the earth, is considered to be the "mother of 
sciences."'* Even more relevant to the application of GIS to resource management, the 
eighteenth century geographer, C ount Buffon, addressed processes of change and the 
interaction betw een hum ans and nature.^ Maps have long been primary tools for geo­
graphic exploration. They are "carefully designed instrum ents for recording, calculating, 
displaying, and in general understanding the interrelation of things in their spatial 
relationships."^
As science evolved, scientific investigation became more varied and specialized, 
w ith analysis frequently being nonspatial (e.g., organism specific) in fields such as biology.
“'Preston E. James and Geoffrey J. Martin, All Possible Worlds: A  History of Geographical Ideas, 2d ed. 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1981), 8.
Mbid., 105.
* Arthur H. Robinson et al., Elements of Cartography, 5th ed., rev. (New York: John Wiley and Sons,
1984), 4.
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However, the "trend now is for all fields of study to  come together around specific 
problems. T he special skills of geography are those related to the significance of location 
and the spatial relations of things and events."^ In  particular, increased complexity in the 
m anagem ent o f resources has brought increased focus on viewing resources within a 
spatial context. Ordinary maps are no longer sufficient. T he varied capabilities of GIS, 
used in conjunction w ith geographic theory, may be viewed as enabling the spatial focus. 
This allows not only access to and portrayal of geographic information, bu t also scientific 
research, in  a spatial context for viable natural resource management.
Information Systems
T o relate cartography more closely to GIS, consider a broader definition of 
GIS. A  geographer's notion of a geographic information system is described by the following 
definitions and diagram.
Geographic information is information about geographical or spatial phenom ena th a t 
have location and can therefore be mapped. In  particular, it is derived from observa­
tions about the locations and attributes of objects and events on the surface of the 
Earth.
A n  information system is tha t chain of operations tha t takes us from planning the 
observation and collection of data, to storage and analysis of the data, to the use of the 
derived information in some decision-making process.®
Therefore a geographic informaticm. system is an information system that is designed to 
work w ith data  referenced by spatial or geographic coordinates/
^James and Martin, All Possible Worlds: A  History of Geographical Ideas, 9.
®H. W . Calkins and R.F. Tomlinson, Geographic Information Systems: Methods and Equipment for Land Use 
Planning, International Geographic Union Commission on Geographical Data Sensing and Processing, 
Resource and Land Investigations (RALI) Programs (Reston, VA: U.S. Geological Survey, 1977).
Ĵ. Star and J. Estes, Geographic Information Systems, 2.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Star and Estes^° give the following chain of operations in an information system:
r 1 User User Output1 Needs Action Products
1 Planning I _ Data Data Manipulation
1 Collection Storage &. Analysis
Defining the objective and outputs required from a project is the first step (User Needs). 
T hen  planning and carrying out the project requires five more steps. O nce User Action 
has occurred, User Needs may be refined or modified to  define a subsequent project. It 
should be m entioned th a t such information systems have been used for some time with 
m anual m ethods. T here are strong similarities in  the use of data elements^^ between 
m anual and computer-aided approaches. Comparing the phases of an information sys­
tem, shown above, to the cartographic process given by Robinson et one sees some
'“Ibid., 3.
"Ibid., 3.
' În Elements of Cartography, Robinson, et al. list the transformations of data which must occur in order 
to present information as a two-dimensional map:
—Select the map scale. This sets a limit on the information that can be included and on the manner 
in which it can be delineated.
—Locations on the Earth's surface must be transformed to a map projection and a coordinate grid for 
reference.
—Define the objective of the map and select information to satisfy this objective, making decisions 
about how it can be portrayed to satisfy the objective. This process is termed ‘generalization’ and includes a 
variety o f operations. T o portray the selected data in a meaningful and accurate way requires use of 
simplification, classification, induction, and symbolism, being limited by map objective, quality of the data, 
map scale, and graphic limitations (of the technology, display medium, and physiological and psychological 
limitations o f the map-reading audience).
— Portray the selected information via the medium and symbolism of the technology being used to 
produce the map.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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parallels. T o  prepare a final map, the steps m ust be performed with the products in mind. 
In order to define the objective of a map, the user’s needs must be known. Planning, data 
collection and storage, m anipulation and analysis m ust all be conducted so as to  m eet the 
criteria of the output design. T he specification of data accuracy and level of general­
ization m ust be appropriate for the map. A  "GIS may be seen as a higher order map" in 
tha t it "also stores and m anipulates non-spatial data."^^ In actuality, cartographic 
principles are needed throughout bo th  m anual and computer-assisted geographic infor­
m ation systems procedures.
Geography, Cartographic Theory, and GIS
Keith Clarke outlines the dependency of GIS on cartography. He describes 
cartography as "a set o f skills and a body of theory, and the theory remains the same 
independent o f what particular technology one happens to  use to make any particular 
map." Contributions from analytical cartography deal "with the theoretical and m athe­
m atical background behind cartography and the rules cartographers employ in the m ap­
ping process." Com puter cartography, "the particular set of methods and techniques 
which the  current technology uses to produce maps," '̂* translates analytical cartography 
concepts into algorithms within geographic information systems software products. Thus 
the functionality of GIS is derived from techniques devised by cartographers, and cartog­
raphy provides a theoretical and conceptual base for approaching the analysis and por­
trayal of cartographic features via GIS technology.
'^Star, Geographic Information Systems, 3.
''^Keith C. Clarke, Analytical and Compmer Cartography (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1990), 2.
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Academic support for the development of GIS software capabilities is being done 
primarily by research geographers and cartographers; they define desirable capabilities and 
standards relative to  current and potential applications. Some issues include data m an­
agem ent tools, accuracy assessment, further autom ation of cartographic techniques usually 
requiring hum an decisions, and spatial analytical, statistical, and modeling tools appro­
priate for inclusion in  GISs. T here is a distinction to be made between geographic theory 
and cartographic theory however. Cartographic principles are directly applicable to the 
understanding o f GIS functions and to  the act of "operating" the software commands 
correctly, whereas the meaningful use of certain analytical procedures, which may be 
carried ou t via GIS functions, more suitably belongs to the broader field of geography.
In terms of agencies' realities, the relationship of cartography to GIS must be con­
sidered in the context of funding, interest, and awareness. Interest and awareness are in 
tu rn  dependent on funding, applications, current personnel, and opinion. O ne finds a 
variety o f adaptations between personnel and tasks. Cartographers might produce maps 
for presentation from digital cartographic data files and analysis outputs provided for them, 
or they might perform the data m anagem ent and analyses in addition to map preparation. 
Resource specialists may utilize advanced GIS functions, with data preparation, data 
m anagem ent, and presentation o f output being done by others. This thesis includes study 
of those adaptations to  implementing GIS as influencing agencies’ GIS educational 
requirements.
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C h ap te r 3 
O BJECTIV ES A N D  M E T H O D S
C hapter 1 introduced the m ain problem to be studied and two goals aimed at 
creating an alternative in GIS education for governm ent agencies that manage forest 
related resources in M ontana. This chapter describes three objectives which must be 
systematically m et in order to achieve the goals. Objectives O ne and Two are designed to 
achieve Goal O ne while Objective T hree addresses Goal Two.
O bjectives
O bjective O ne. F o r agencies located w ith in  M ontana w hich m anage forest 
resources, identify th e  sta tus o f GIS operations and in te rest in  G IS education . This 
objective seeks a broad impression of GIS usage among agencies in M ontana which 
manage forest resources and the factors influencing their interest in GIS education.
O bjective Tw o. A ssem ble po ten tia l topics to  be included in  GIS short 
courses, th e n  determ ine  w hich are m ost appropriate  for agencies and th e ir staffs.
A lso identify  the  preferred  learning form ats for agencies studied. T he range and 
complexity o f GIS education concepts are enormous due to a wide range of potential 
applications, analysis techniques, and products possible with GIS technology. It is no t
12
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expected tha t all possible applications, analysis techniques, or products can be covered 
comprehensively in short courses or th a t all would be relevant for agencies in the 
population. T he aim is to estimate the course content most suitable for the range of 
applications of GIS at agencies in the population.
Objective Three. Recom m end short course content and organization in a way 
that is sufficiently flexible to satisfy GIS education requirements for the range of  
agencies in the population.
T he term  'short courses' is used to refer to  any subset of a curriculum presented in 
one or more time periods planned by educators. Recommendations are to allow flexibility 
in planning courses for particular agencies or groups of agencies according to their GIS 
operations’ education requirements.
Study Design and Procedures
O ne of the first steps needed to accomplish this research project was to select a 
population of agencies and organizations which were either practitioners of GIS in the 
state of M ontana or which aspired to  utilize a GIS. All three objectives discussed above 
were targeted towards this same population, which is defined in the next section.
The Population
T he population studied included any agency, with at least one office located within 
M ontana, which played some role in managing forest resources. A  broad definition of 
‘managing forest resources’ was employed in order to include as many agencies as possible.
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T he concept of ‘managing resources’ was interpreted to include one of the fol-lowing: 
direct control over resources for either multiple use or specific objectives, educational or 
regulatory activities to mitigate impacts on resources, or research which served manage­
m ent objectives. ‘Forest resources’ included any natural or cultural resource associated 
with forested land.
A n  agency managing forest resources was included in the population if it had 
m anagem ent responsibilities for any land on which forests were present. N o limits were 
set on the geographic area of responsibility of agencies to be included. T he presence of 
even one office in M ontana, regardless of the location of the parent agency, qualified that 
agency as a potential GIS education client w ithin the state. Local, state, and federal 
agencies, as well as joint commissions of more than  one governm ent body, were included 
in  the population.
Since agencies or offices are occasionally added, eliminated, or reorganized, only 
those in existence in the early part of 1992 were included. It was assumed that all such 
agencies were listed in  local and governm ent telephone directories, tha t there was a finite 
num ber o f such agencies in the population, and tha t each was potentially identifiable by 
contacting it to ascertain agency objectives w ith regard to  GIS technology.
M ethods for Each Objective
Both Objectives O ne and Two were m et by querying personnel at agencies in the 
population. Objective Two was the m ost dem anding because it required assembling the 
wide range of GIS topics, contacting the agencies which had been achieving at least some
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success in GIS operations, and interviewing the most knowledgeable GIS people in those 
agencies in person. Objective T hree involved examining the findings of the first two 
objectives in  order to make recom mendations for course content and organization.
Objective One: For agencies located within Montana which manage forest resourc­
es, identify status o f GIS operations and interest in  GIS education.
T he Sample
Before any in-depth, structured interview could be conducted, it was necessary to 
select a sample from the entire population of agencies using or aspiring to use a GIS for 
forest resource m anagem ent in the state of M ontana. T o sample the variety of agencies, a 
two stage sampling scheme was adopted. T he first stage stratified agencies into levels of 
the governm ent hierarchy. Because there was little evidence of local government GIS 
activity, the strata were comprised of just three levels of organizations: (I) Federal,
(2) State, and (3) O ther. O ther organizations included local, interagency, quasi-federal, 
or private. T he second stage stratified each of these into two ranges of management 
responsibilities undertaken by organizations: (I) agencies which managed a variety of 
forest resources for multiple use (Multiple Use), and (2) agencies which specialized either 
in  one or two resources, or performed specialized functions such as research or protection 
(Specialized). Examples include the BLM for multiple use (strata I), GS for hydrology 
(strata 2) and D O H  for reduction of impact by transportation corridors (strata 1)}^ Such 
a representation would include both  small and large agencies and various m anagem ent 
objectives.
‘̂ See Appendix A  for definitions of abbreviations of organizations.
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T he selection of agencies began with a telephone search which included eleven 
major M ontana state agencies and ten  US federal agencies. A lthough selecting agencies 
in each strata was param ount, the actual selection w ithin each strata was purposeful*^ 
rather th an  random. T he aim was to  include agencies tha t dem onstrated the range of 
implem entation/staff situations, GIS activities, and GIS education requirements and 
interest to  be found among agencies in M ontana.
As a result of the brief, unstructured interview tha t was employed in  the initial 
search, some of the agencies and corporations were eliminated and others were added 
which showed promise of helping to  round out the variety of situations. Ultimately thirty- 
six agencies and offices were selected for which a GIS had been planned or implemented to 
some degree. Personnel in central offices in M ontana were contacted in some cases to 
represent the entire agency’s views on GIS within the state. Some agencies (GS and EPA) 
were represented by a single office in the state. In rare cases, an agency could be 
considered to  consist o f only one office (M ontana Dept, o f H ealth  and Environmental 
Sciences for example). Still o thers were field offices, whose characteristics could contrib­
ute to  an  overall view of their respective agencies' potential GIS educational require­
m ents. For large organizations, bo th  a central office and a field office were included in the 
sample to obtain a more complete characterization of the agency. Two commercial 
organizations thought to  have fledgling GIS operations were contacted as well. T he 19 
organizations, and some subagencies, ultimately selected for the sample are listed in Table
3.1.*®
16
See Appendix A, page 146, for a list o f agency, subagency, and office abbreviations.
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Table 3.1: Federal, state, and other organizations 
included in the sample
Range o f
M anagem ent
Responsibility
Level o f  O rganization
Federal State Other
Multiple use BIA, BLM, FS-Rl FWP, DSL'F Champion, MPC
Specialized GS, FWS, NFS, s e s ,  
FS-IFSL, EPA
DA, DSL-R, SL-NRIS, 
DNRC, DOH, DHES
NWPPC, BPA
T he Telephone Survey
T o address Objective O ne, a telephone survey was used to collect facts about GIS 
usage by agencies. Each of the thirty-six offices was contacted, and individuals w ith at 
least some knowledge about GIS were sought out. T he individuals interviewed were not 
necessarily experts, bu t all were able to  provide information about their agency's or 
corporation's characteristics, objectives, and GIS operations.
A  common set o f questions/topics (Appendix B) was used to  structure each in ter­
view.*^ Interviews were partly conversational, however, to  encourage contacts to  speak 
freely in their own words. T he author took notes to record contacts’ responses. If the 
agency or subagency represented by a contact had more than  one office in the state, the 
contact was queried about those offices as well. T he interview in each case began with 
questions about the agencies’ resource m anagem ent responsibilities. These were followed 
by discussion focusing on  implementation/available staff, GIS use, and interest in GIS 
education. For example, to determ ine which of the six Phases (later simplified to four
"Stoddard, Robert H.. Field Techniques and Research Methods in Geography, 136.
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Stages, see below) of Im plem entation best described an agency’s progress, contacts were 
queried about informal and formal planning for GIS implementation, current and expect­
ed projects, and the staff and hardware/software on hand. Responses were interpreted so 
as to assign a GIS im plem entation phase (or phases) to the various offices of an agency.
For example, a concise description of planned projects and the availability of a GIS and 
skilled staff was interpreted to  indicate the start up phase at an office. For an agency 
having one or more offices in the  startup or operational stage, questions about the tasks for 
which a GIS was used (or to  be used) and the expected or current types of projects and 
maps further defined the scope and complexity of GIS operations. Each of the above 
m entioned questions revealed some information about interest in GIS education, but 
additional questions specific to limitations such as funding possibilities and staff interest 
were included as indicators as to  w hether agency staff would take advantage of GIS course 
offerings. A ltogether, the questions targeted the organizational structures, processes, and 
other causes influencing GIS operations and interest in GIS education.*®
T he notion of Stages of GIS Im plem entation requires some additional expla­
nation. A ranoff presents a series of six phases (Appendix C) to guide managers in 
planning the im plem entation of a GIS. These phases were simplified to four Stages:
(I) Awareness, (II) Planning, (III) Startup, and (IV) Operational, where Awareness is
'®Earl Babbie, The Practice of Social Research (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1998), 297-298.
*^Stan Aranoff, Geographic Information Systems: A  Management Perspective (Ottawa: WDL Publications, 
1991).
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equivalent to A ranoffs phase I, Planning includes phases 2 - 4 ,  III is equivalent to  phase 5 
and O perational is equivalent to  phase 6. T he four stages served as a guide in interpret-ing 
interviewees’ responses so as to categorize each agency’s progress in implementing GIS.
Summarizing responses. Responses obtained during interviews are summarized in 
C hapter 4. T he status of im plem entation and interest in GIS education of agencies in the 
sample are described via qualitative evaluation methods^® and summarized in tables. For 
each of the three levels of organizations sampled (federal, state, and o ther), agency offices 
are assigned one of the four Stages of Im plem entation (see above) and to one of five 
Interest Groups (A-E). Agency offices having personnel with good expertise and ready for 
broader knowledge were placed into Interest Group A. In contrast, agency offices having 
no interest in GIS education were placed into Interest Group E. T he remaining offices 
belonged in one of Interest Groups B, C, or D, based on contacts descriptions of their 
agencies’ interest in GIS education. T he im plem entation often varied among offices 
within one agency. Some field offices in a large agency could be in the awareness stage 
(Stage I), one or more could be in the planning (Stage II) or startup stage (Stage III), and 
the central office could be operational (Stage IV). This was considered in assigning offices 
to Interest Groups.
T he tasks for which a GIS was used and the types of projects carried out were 
considered to  be target levels of GIS use across an organization. These were studied to 
discern eight Application Patterns among organizations in  the startup and operational
°̂Earl Babbie, The Practice of Social Research, 128, 346-347.
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Stages of Im plementation. T he Application Patterns provided a means to uniformly 
describe types of GIS projects across the range of agencies studied. Initial recom m en­
dations for appropriate education take into account bo th  the Stages of Implementation for 
agencies’ offices and the Application Patterns associated with each agency.
Objective Two: Assem ble potential concepts to be included in GIS short courses, then 
determine which are most appropriate for agencies and their staff. A lso identify the 
preferred learning formats for agencies in the population.
Recommending appropriate concepts to include in GIS education for the agencies 
studied involved three tasks. First, the range of potentially suitable topics needed to be 
assembled. Second, selecting from the range of concepts those most appropriate for the 
agencies and their staffs required a second structured interview. Third, detail regarding 
educational sources was required to  identify interest in  university-produced short courses.
As m entioned earlier (pages 12-13), the range and complexity of GIS education 
subjects is quite broad. Self-imposed limits were set by two criteria. First, GIS subjects 
were restricted to  those likely to be used for forestry resource management GIS applica­
tions. Second, cartographic principles and analytical techniques were taken from primary 
references of GIS and cartography. Educational concepts were referenced by category 
rather than  being addressed individually.
It might be asked w hether personnel at the various agencies involved could be 
considered sufficiently knowledgeable to specify which potential education topics would 
actually be most appropriate for their own situations. A lthough many agencies did have
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expert staff on hand, the 1992 systems capabilities, in some cases, limited operations and 
thus staff experience. W hat was needed was some logical m ethod of categorizing concepts 
as m entioned in an earlier paragraph. A n  individual w ith some experience might have 
only minimal knowledge of map projections, for example, but might still be expected to 
know w hether the subject should be included in GIS education for personnel in his or her 
agency. This approach enabled the direct course of action of obtaining information from 
agency personnel as the most fitting approach to determining appropriate concepts for 
short courses. Identifying knowledge requirements for the sample served as a guide in 
recommending short course con ten t for agencies in the population.
In order to accomplish this goal, a second interview was required. However, the 
original sample taken from the population was not completely comprised of individuals 
who could respond to  the next round of questioning appropriately. Accordingly, the 
population was further restricted by taking a subsample
The Subsample
T he sample for the second interview was also purposeful in its selection. The 
agencies selected had the most advanced implementations and comprised a subset of the 
first sample. T he eight agencies and corporations for this sample are listed (Table 3.2) by 
the same two strata defining the larger sample. T he subsample is somewhat less represen­
tative of the strata th an  the first because the EPA and interagency offices located within 
M ontana did no t have GIS capabilities.
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Table 3.2: Federal, state, and o ther organizations^* 
selected for the subsample.
Range o f
M anagem ent
R esponsibility
O rganizational Level
Federal State Other
Multiple Use BLM, FS-Rl DSL-F Champion
Specialized GS, s e s ,  FS-IFSL SL-NRIS, DNRC, 
DOH, DSL-R
Interviewees representing each agency in the sample included some of the most 
knowledgeable and experienced GIS managers and practitioners in agencies in the study 
population. It was expected tha t they would also be the most knowledgeable about the 
GIS education requirements of their staff. T he num ber of individuals for this interview 
was reduced from 30 to 14. A n  attem pt was made to include both  managers and practi­
tioners as agency representatives. M ost experts selected were among the contacts sur­
veyed by telephone. For some agencies, however, the telephone contact recommended 
another, more qualified, individual who was interviewed instead. Because the Forest 
Service had a large presence in forest resource management, several interviewees were 
chosen to represent the  agency’s hierarchy o f offices. Similarly, the D epartm ent of State 
Lands was represented by two experts a t GIS operations in two divisions. The following 
two lists include the names, titles, agencies, and locations of the interviewees. All of the 
experts engaged in coordinating GIS operations to  some degree.
21 Refer to Appendix A, pages 149-150, for full names.
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Managers:
A llan Cox, D irector of SL-NRIS, Helena.
D on Cromer, Rural Planning Section Supervisor, D O H , Helena 
Kathy Jewel, GIS Coordinator, BLM State Office, Billings.
D on Krogstad, GIS Coordinator, FS-Rl-FNF, Kalispell.
Brian Long, Supervisor, DSL-F, Missoula
Bill Tanke, GIS Coordinator, FS-R l-RO , Missoula.
A llan Vandiver, Supervisory Forester, FS-Rl-GNF, W est Yellowstone
Practitioners:
Craig Bacino, Cartographer, DNRC-RW RCC, Helena 
Dave Briar, Hydrologist, GS District Office, Helena.
Carolyn Chase, M athem atician, FS-IFSL, Missoula.
Kristen G erhardt, Cartographer/GIS Coordinator, SCS, Bozeman.
Colleen Stein, Com puter Assistant, FS-Rl-G N F, Bozeman 
Loretta Thomas, GIS Coordinator, DSL-R, Helena
John W oods, Inform ation System Supervisor, Cham pion Timberlands, Missoula,
T he Guided Interview
The second interview, the guided interview, was conducted in person with each of 
the selected GIS experts at their places of work during the spring and early summer of 
1992. T he interview questionnaire (Appendix D) has four parts. Part I covers back­
ground information of the agency and details the im plem entation situation (Stage of
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Im plem entation, GIS system (s), GIS staff). Part II identifies the responsibilities of staff 
members in implementing and carrying out GIS projects. Part III presents the actual 
concepts to be selected as relevant for tasks particular to an  agency/office, organized by 
GIS Project Phases as described below. Part IV requests preferences in GIS education 
m ethods and information sources.
A n  initial questionnaire was pre-tested by interviews with two of the fourteen 
selected GIS experts. D on Krogstad was a GIS coordinator (FS-FNF) and Craig Bacino 
was a cartographer involved in all aspects of carrying out GIS projects (DNRC). These 
two represented the M anagem ent and the Practitioner strata of the subsample respec­
tively. T heir reactions to  the questionnaire indicated that Part III of the questionnaire in 
particular required excessive time to complete and solicited some information that was 
difficult for the interviewees to provide quickly. It sought information on current levels of 
expertise in  addition to the relevance of topics. After the pre-test, a relatively simplified 
Part III was written. T he paragraphs below describe the revised questionnaire adminis­
tered to the remaining twelve interviewees.
P a rt I. B ackground inform ation . This part o f the interview questionnaire was 
similar to  aspects of the  telephone survey described in an earlier section but requested 
greater detail regarding resource m anagem ent activities, current GIS hardware/software, 
and staff, and staff functions. Different GIS require different knowledge and skills to some 
extent. A  pre-GIS staffing structure might include managers, resource specialists, database 
managers, systems administrators, technicians, cartographers, and editors.
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O ne sign of the  m aturity of an agency in  using GIS is the extent to which indivi­
dual responsibilities or staff structure have changed to adapt to plan and carry out GIS 
projects. O f the pre-GIS staffing structure, the five pre-GIS staff categories considered 
potentially associated w ith GIS tasks were managers, database managers, resource specia­
lists, systems administrators, and cartographers. In addition, a category comprised of 
defined GIS positions was included to  record the presence of staff members who already 
had expertise with geographic inform ation systems. GIS project managers, coordinators, 
analysts, database managers, operators, cartographers, and draftspersons were examples of 
defined GIS positions.
Responses would indicate the available pool of individuals who were, or could 
become, involved in planning or carrying out GIS projects. Inevitably, GIS practitioners 
in a variety of natural resource applications perform similar tasks.
Interviewees were asked to state their agencies’ major resource management 
activities. A  list of typical activities was provided in  the questionnaire, but other activities 
could be added by interviewees as needed.
Summarizing responses. T he results from Part I of the guided interview, namely 
characterizing organizations by current staff structure, available computing systems, and 
major resource m anagem ent activities are presented in C hapter 4 in a series of tables. 
Federal, state, and o ther organizations are treated separately prior to making overall 
observations about the agencies’ potential for using GIS technology.
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P a rt IL Staff responsibilities. This part of the interview questionnaire detailed 
the link betw een the range of duties performed by individuals carrying out GIS projects. It 
m ust not be assumed tha t a staff structure supportive of GIS activities was exactly parallel 
to a pre-GIS staff structure. T he addition of even one defined GIS staff position to  an 
agency’s staff structure was an indication of a difference between pre-GIS and operational 
GIS staff structures. However, this part sought information verifying the involvement of 
pre-GIS staff in carrying out GIS projects. Such verification implies the need for GIS 
education among pre-GIS staff categories (page 24-25) potentially associated with GIS 
projects.
As agencies increase their use of GIS, enhancem ent of staff structures or assign­
m ent of GIS tasks to existing staff occur as a result of: (1) new approaches to ongoing 
projects, (2) new projects dependent on updated technology, (3) specialized skills required 
for the technology, and (4) complexity of coordination required for planning and carrying 
out projects. T he addition of new technology both  facilitates and requires planning and 
coordination. Consistency of data  sources and processes are generally required to effec­
tively use a GIS for the entire range of resource m anagem ent activities in an  agency.
GIS Project Phases. T o  focus on the determ ination of GIS tasks performed by 
agency personnel, the chain of operations of a generic information system (page 9) have 
been slightly modified to describe phases of individual GIS projects. It is these modified 
phases that are referred to throughout the rest o f the thesis, beginning with the descrip­
tions of this part (Part II) and Part III o f the interview questionnaire. The seven Project
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Phases as used in  this thesis are drawn in the diagram below. Corresponding to the 
diagram on page 9, a project begins w ith defining the products needed for making decisions. 
It ends short o f ‘User action,’ however, to  correspond only to  the actual GIS project tasks 
to be performed. Also different from the original diagram. D ata Query is introduced as a 
separate Project Phase. Extracting selected information from a spatial database may be the 
only result of some GIS projects, or may be an adjunct to one or more related projects.
r UserN eeds Data OutputQuery Productst t
1 Planning 1 Data Data Manipulation
- ► Input -> ■ Management ->■ and Analysis
Also like the original diagram, outputs from the M anipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
can  be used as further inputs (D ata Collection) tha t also require managem ent (Data 
M anagem ent). T he term  D ata M anagem ent is m eant to  include data storage as well as 
data  docum entation and file m anagem ent, bo th  of which are advisable when storing data.^^ 
Roles. As people are drawn from existing positions to perform various tasks in 
carrying out GIS projects, they may be taking on more new tasks than  anticipated. Even 
designated GIS positions may no t be well understood in terms of the scope of responsi' 
bility or the knowledge required. T he concept of roles, as described by Dean A nderson of 
Environmental Systems Research Institute,^^ define the responsibilities and tasks tha t need
^^Abbreviated names (in boldface) will sometimes be uses in the remainder of the paper.
^^Anderson, Dean, Implementing a GIS; Necessary functions, successful strategies, 1991 Montana CIS 
Conference, December, 1991.
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to be filled in  planning and carrying out projects. A n example of this would be a GIS 
coordinator at a fledgling GIS operation. T h a t coordinator might also act as the analyst 
and database manager, gradually turning those roles over to others as operations mature. 
A nother example is th a t o f a resource specialist who might initially define projects and 
later engage in hands-on GIS modeling tasks. T he roles of th a t specialist would include 
both  modeler and end user. U nder some conditions, the specialist may also manage data 
and produce products. N ote tha t in each of these examples, individuals perform tasks for 
more th an  one project phase.
Roles were no t rigidly defined in the questionnaire but served as a guide for 
discussion during interviews. Interviewees could see the roles typical of a Project Phase as 
guides in  deciding which staff were responsible for each phase. They were invited to 
com m ent on the roles listed w ith each phase and add roles particular to their agencies as 
needed. T he questionnaire also listed the major functions comprising each Project Phase 
to aid interviewees in understanding the phases. T he result was a connection between 
staff categories and responsibilities for Project Phases. Additional information expected 
from the m atching process was a pattern  of how agencies assign GIS roles to currently 
available staff as they bring GIS technology into their operations.
Summarizing responses. Responses to Part II were utilized to gain a view for each 
organization and for the entire subsample collectively. Tables listing staff categories 
assigned to GIS Project Phases detail each organization’s situation. Tables again present 
federal, state, and o ther organizations separately. T o  see the pattern  over all the agencies 
sampled, a tally across agencies for each staff category for each Project Phase is made. For 
example, the num ber of agencies assigning resource specialists to carry out tasks in plan-
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ning projects indicates how frequently resource specialists become involved in planning 
GIS projects as compared to  o ther staff categories.
P a rt III, Selecting re levant concepts. Considerable data were collected to 
associate concepts w ith the responsibilities of each Project Phase. T o obtain reliable 
feedback from interviewees, the interview questionnaire listed GIS concepts in an aca­
demically concise bu t understandable m anner. It was no t feasible, for interviewing 
purposes, to list all possibly relevant concepts (see page 20). More appropriately, concepts 
were grouped into categories and subcategories, guided by approaches found in cartog­
raphy and GIS references. T hree texts of note give overviews of GIS processes, applica­
tions, and functionality.^'^ O f these, Star and Estes describe the sequence of operations 
comprising GIS projects (either m anual or digital), including data capture and preproces­
sing; Burrough describes GIS data models, typical natural resource analyses, some 
applications, products, and limitations in data and algorithms; and Aranoff provides a 
coherent organization of GIS functions and defines data issues succinctly. Each of the 
three describe digital spatial data  products commonly used in GIS applications. Two 
cartographic texts cover geographic fundam entals in  map use and analysis and the 
essentials for making maps.^^
Stan Aronoff, Geographic Information Systems.
P. A. Burrough, Principles of Geographic Information Systems for Land Resources Assessment (Oxford; 
Clarendon Press, 1986).
J. Star and J. Estes, Geographic Information Systems: An Introduction (Englewood cliffs, NJ: Prentice 
Hall, 1990), 17.
”  Phillip C. Muehrcke, Map Use: Reading, Analysis, and Interpretation (Madison; JP Publications, 
1986)
Arthur H. Robinson, Elements of Cartography (New York; John Wiley and Sons, 1984).
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Using the overall organization given by Star and Estes, and the modified GIS 
Project Phases as described at the beginning of this section (page 26), a reasonably 
comprehensive listing of Concept Categories and subcategories was gleaned from the 
several sources. From these references a master list of concepts was organized into seven 
Concept Categories. W ith in  these, subcategories and topics applicable to natural resource 
applications were listed. Programming, interfacing with other application software, or 
advanced analysis techniques were not included among concepts in the seven categories. 
These subjects are beyond the focus of this thesis which is concerned with cartographic 
knowledge as applied to  GIS technology. A  complete listing of the categories, subcate- 
ories, and topics within them  is included in  the interview questionnaire (Appendix D).
T he seven Concept Categories are:
1. Geographic Fundam entals
2. D a ta  Sources
3. D a ta  Quality
4. D a ta  M anagem ent
5. D a ta  C apture
6. A nalysis Procedures and Functions
7. Cartographic Display and Production
Some terms in  this list are identical to or very similar to the Project Phases given on page 
26. It is no t surprising th a t D ata M anagem ent is a category of education concepts as well 
as a Project Phase. Nevertheless, although D ata M anagem ent concepts are obviously
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needed for the D ata M anagem ent Project Phase, some D ata M anagem ent concepts could 
apply to  other Project Phases as well. Anyone planning or using databases (such as in the 
Planning or Query phases) would require some understanding of database managem ent 
systems (DBMS) concepts for example. T he next section describes the means by which 
such associations are made. Please note tha t the boldface letters will occasionally be used 
as abbreviations to refer to  the Concept Categories.
Selection of concepts bv interviewees. Respondents were asked to select concepts 
from each of the seven Concept Categories which they considered to  be relevant to  their 
agencies. In  particular, they were asked to indicate which subcategories in each major 
Concept Category would be suitable for individuals working in a Project Phase either by a 
simple check mark or leaving a blank for that phase. (The questionnaire included a blank 
for each Project Phase for each subcategory.) Interviewees were also asked to indicate 
whether topics within subcategories were non-relevant, of general or neutral interest, or of 
specific interest to their organization. They were asked to strike out topics tha t were not 
relevant and use a check to  mark those of specific relevance. Topics of neutral or general 
interest were left w ithout any mark. C urrent expertise was no t a factor in selection of 
concepts; the main issue was w hether the concepts were needed for a Project Phase for an 
organization.
Summarizing responses. Responses for this part of the interview questionnaire are 
summarized in two ways; for each interviewee and for all of the organizations in the 
sample. Each aspect involves calculating index values.
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Summarizing responses for each interviewee. T he importance of a major Concept 
Category to  an organization is measured by the average of the relevance of its subcategor- 
ies. Each subcategory in  a C oncept Category is first assigned a value based on its overall 
relevance to the organization. This value, called the Organizational Subcategory Index 
(081), is simply the percentage of the seven Project Phases for which a subcategory is 
considered relevant. For example, if an  interviewee considered the subcategory ‘Com pon­
ents of quality* in the category D ata Quality to be relevant to individuals carrying out tasks 
in  five of the seven Project Phases (page 26), the OS! value for that subcategory would be 
the percentage 71. T he O SI values for all subcategories in a Concept Category are then  
averaged to  yield an  index term ed the Organizational Concept Category Index (OCCI) 
which indicates the importance of the Concept Category to an organization.
T o  measure the relevance of concepts to  staff carrying out GIS projects in an 
organization, a value is calculated to rate the importance of a major Concept Category to each 
Project Phase for that organization. T he Organization Category Phase Index (OCPI) for a 
major Concept Category was calculated (for each phase) as the percentage of subcategories 
in the Concept Category selected for th a t phase. A  comparison of the OCPI values for a 
phase indicates the relative im portance of each category to  that phase. A  weighted 
average of the OCPI values (weighted by the num ber of subcategories in a major Concept 
Category), yields the O PI or Organizational Phase Index. As an example, if three of four 
subcategories of D ata Quality were relevant to the planning phase of a project, the OCPI 
for D ata Quality would be 75. In  calculating the weighted average of OCPI values for each 
phase (the OPI), D ata Quality would have a weight of four. T he OPI indicates each
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interviewee’s opinion about the overall educational requirements for each phase in their 
organization.
Additionally, the non-relevant, general interest, and specifically relevant respons­
es for suhcategory topics were coded into 0, 1, 2 interest level values. Responses indicating 
specific relevance do no t indicate for which Project Phases topics are relevant hu t for 
which organizations they are relevant. O ne D ata M anagem ent topic was om itted from the 
summaries because either the wording or the topic seemed to perplex several interviewees. 
This was ’Limitations and current integrated database m anagem ent’ in the suhcategory 
‘Managing spatial and attribute data  together.’ T he resulting list of 0, 1 ,2  values for each 
completed questionnaire was too extensive to he included in  presentation of the results. 
They are studied in the context of Education Groups in C hapter 5.
Summarizing collective responses. Paralleling the indices used to summarize indivi­
duals' responses, the importance o f major Concept Categories to all agencies in the suhsample 
together is estimated by a simple average of the score for each suhcategory in a Concept 
Category. T he score for each suhcategory however takes into account all interviewees’ 
responses for each project phase. T he  percentage of respondents considering a suhcategory 
relevant for a phase, the Suhcategory Phase Index (SPI), is used to weight the value for 
each o f the seven phases:
SPI =  100 X  (c ^  R),
where,
c =  num ber of positive responses for a suhcategory for a phase, and 
R =  the num ber of interviewees.
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T he SPI values themselves are particularly useful in  discerning the relevance of a subcate- 
gory to each Project Phase. Summing the seven SPI values for a subcategory and dividing 
by seven yields the weighted average, the Subcategory Index (SI). Because it is a weighted 
value, it indicates the overall importance of a subcategory in carrying out GIS projects, tha t 
is, its relevance to all the tasks required to  carry out projects. As an example, suppose the 
subcategory ‘Com ponents of quality,’ in D ata Quality has SPI values 72, 95, 73, 65, 60, 55, 
and 70, for the phases Needs, Planning, D ata Collection, Data M anagement, Query, 
M anipulation and Analysis, and O utput, respectively. T heir average, 70, would be the SI 
value for the subcategory. Finally, a simple average of the SI values for all of the 
subcategories in a major Concept Category, yields the Concept Category Index (CCI).
Continuing to parallel the m ethod used to summarize individuals' responses, the 
importance of major Concept Categories to each phase of GIS projects is estimated. A n 
average of the SPI values for each subcategory for each phase is calculated. Suppose the 
subcategories ‘Com ponents of quality,’ ‘Sources of error,’ ‘Sensitivity analysis,’ and ‘Data 
quality standards’ have SPI values of 42, 33, 33, and 42, respectively for the Needs phase of 
projects. A n  index, the C oncept Category Phase Index, CCPI„ =  37 derived by a simple 
average of the SPI values for tha t phase, would indicate that 37 percent of inter-viewees 
considered Data Quality concepts to  be relevant for individuals determining user needs to 
define projects. T o summarize the CCPI values over all seven major Concept Categories, 
the collective Phase Index (PI) values for each phase are calculated as a weighted average 
(weighted by the num ber of subcategories in a category) of the CCPI values for that phase. 
For example, for the Needs phase, the Phase Index PL =  ( 4 x 4 2  + 6 x 2 5  +  4 x 3 7  +  6 x 
09 +  4 x 19 +  6 X 18 +  10 X 25)/40 =  954/40 =  24. T he value 24, on a scale of 0 to 100,
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can be compared to the CCPI values for other phases as an indication of the relative 
importance of GIS education to the Needs phase.
P a rt IV . P referred  education  sources. T o obtain a complete picture of educa­
tional preferences, Part IV of the questionnaire (Appendix D) included questions aimed at 
identifying which agencies would actually either provide short courses on site or send 
personnel to short courses elsewhere. Responses for Questions A, C, D, and E were in the 
form of numerical rankings whereas Questions B, F, and G required qualitative, w ritten 
responses. T he availability of sources of GIS education, and the interviewees' impressions 
of those sources indicated w hether sources were adequate and whether there was interest 
in further education (Questions A  and B). The preferred teaching paradigms and learn­
ing environm ents gave an indication of w hether short courses were a preferred learning 
m ethod (Question D ). Q uestion F asked about preferred locations for short courses. 
Q uestion C addressed the instructional m ethods preferred for class time learning. The 
ranking of preferred ongoing, daily sources of information (Question E) indicated the type 
of learning experience staff would prefer after having acquired an initial knowledge base. 
This allows individuals who are com petent to  m aintain or increase their knowledge 
independently. Lastly, Interviewees were invited to offer opinions on preferred locations 
for short courses and to  make any comm ents they wished (Question G ).
Summarizing responses. For questions requiring numerical responses, the num ber 
of responses for each possible response value (1-3) are used in calculating a weighted 
average rank value, weighted by the num ber of interviewees assigning a 1, 2, or 3 to  an 
option in a question. Responses to  Q uestion D are compared to those for Q uestion B to
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deduce which agencies would utilize university-produced short courses. The opinions 
expressed in reply to  questions F, and G are studied via expository techniques.
Objective Three: Recom m end short course content and organization in a way that is 
sufficiently flexible to satisfy GIS educational requirements for the range of agencies 
in the population.
A fter Objectives O ne and Two were met, the results were interpreted to estimate 
GIS educational needs of agencies in the population, and also of their staffs. T he Appli­
cation Patterns defined in the results for Objective O ne provided a basis for estimating 
similarities and differences between organizations’ educational requirements. Following 
expository discussion, organizations were categorized into Education Groups defined by 
eight subsets o f the eight Application Patterns. Most organizations were placed, by their 
associated Application Patterns, into one of four m ain groups.
Topic interest levels (pages 31, 33) were used to recommend topics and education 
levels for each of those four groups. T o  derive the education levels from interviewees 
responses, the topic interest level values were first averaged for a group, and then  criteria 
were applied to the average values. T he criteria were tha t a low rank (low average interest 
level value, greater th an  or equal to  0 and less th an  .5) was interpreted to m ean that a 
topic was ‘non-relevant’ (-) for th a t group; a medium rank (medium average interest level 
value, greater than  or equal to .5 and less than  1.5) was interpreted to m ean that a topic 
should be presented a t the introductory level (I) ; a high rank (high average interest level 
value, greater than  1.5 and less th an  or equal to  2) indicated a core topic (C) to be taught
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at the interm ediate level. This comprised the GIS education recommendations for 
organizations as a whole.
Instruction for staff responsibilities was organized into separate courses for 
managerial and hands-on GIS tasks. Results from Objective Three provided interviewee 
comments and Subcategory Phase Index values (page 33 and Appendix E). These were 
studied and three curriculums derived from the SPI values, one for managerial tasks and 
two for hands-on tasks. T he delineation of a curriculum for managerial tasks was derived 
partly from interviewees’ comm ents and partly from the SPI values. The curriculums for 
hands-on Project Phases were derived by two steps: First, a simple criterion was used to 
decide which subcategories were most relevant for each of several hands-on Project Phases. 
Subcategories having a SPI value greater than  50 were considered relevant or needed for a 
Project Phase. Second, similarities and differences between the results for the several 
phases were interpreted to  aggregate instruction into two curriculums for hands-on phases.
Summary of Study Design and Procedures 
In  conclusion, bo th  the telephone survey and guided interview sought to identify 
the GIS education concerns o f a broad population of agencies which manage forest re­
sources. T he difference lay in  the samples (pages 15ff and 2 Iff) and in the complexity of 
information sought. T he first sample consisted of as many agencies in the population as 
possible, while the second consisted of agencies represented by selected GIS experts. 
Telephone survey contacts were not required to  be GIS experts, but only to be able to 
describe their organization and their organizations' GIS operations and educational
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interests. T he guided interview of Objective Two sought further details about organiza­
tions and their staffs’ responsibilities and education requirements. Results for the second 
objective required quantification to interpret responses whereas categorical and expository 
summaries were adequate for Objective O ne. T he results from Objectives O ne and Two 
are utilized in Objective Three to recommend curriculums and levels of education for 
agencies and their staffs.
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RESULTS
Two goals were stated at the outset tha t were aimed at suggesting an alternative 
source of GIS education for agencies managing forest resources in M ontana. Goal O ne, 
involved collecting data  about agencies GIS operations, interest in GIS education, and GIS 
educational requirements. This chapter covers the results that address Objectives O ne 
and Two (pages 12 ff.) designed to satisfy Goal One. Objective Three is addressed in 
Chapter 5 by utilizing results to  satisfy Goal Two.
Objective O ne
For agencies located within Montana which manage forest resources, identify 
the status o f GIS operations and interest in GIS education.
T he methods associated with Objective O ne (pages 15ff) were based on a struc­
tured telephone survey of a broad range of organizations managing forest resources in 
M ontana. Contacts were successfully made for each of the agencies and corporations in 
the sample. In some cases, the initial contact was the primary expert on GIS in the organ­
ization. In o ther cases, referrals were made to  more knowledgeable individuals. In  a 
num ber of cases, no one was experienced in GIS and no implementation was planned. 
However, in all cases, a t least one person knew of GIS, some of its potential applications.
39
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and the existence of plans within their organization to implement a GIS. All persons 
interviewed were aware of resources managed, systems available, staff structure, and 
interest in  GIS education.
Telephone Survey Results 
T he results of the telephone survey (page 17) are presented in order of the first 
sampling factor used to  stratify the sample (federal, state, and other, see pages 15 and 17). 
Im plementation, available staff, and interest in  GIS education are first presented together. 
How the Stage of Im plem entation affects GIS education requirements is considered next. 
The types of GIS tasks and projects reported by contacts are utilized in the third section to 
define eight Application Patterns. T he Application Patterns serve as a means to describe 
GIS operations across all combinations of implementations, staffing structures, and 
m anagem ent objectives found among agencies in the sample. A n  initial estimate of 
education requirements can be made based on  the observed Stages of Im plementation and 
Application Patterns.
Stages o f Implementation, GIS Personnel, 
and Interest in GIS Education
Prior to the recent rise o f desktop computing systems, GIS technology was rarely 
implemented. In  some cases (federal agencies such as BLM and SOS), creation and 
m aintenance of large resource databases across two or more tiers of offices utilized m ain­
frame/terminal systems. Recently, the availability of desktop computers and powerful 
software, combined w ith the need for highly skilled resource management (Chapter 1), has 
contributed to  increasing use o f GIS for a wider range of purposes.
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Many interviewees reported tha t GIS was introduced gradually. A  typical sce­
nario was to  initiate a pilot project in  either a central or field office by way of an outside 
contract or by an individual who had a particular interest in GIS. More people and offices 
in an agency would then  become involved in other projects after a procurem ent of equip­
m ent and software. Later (for larger agencies), a central office generally provided GIS 
support for more field offices across the agency. As the process of implementing a GIS 
continued, the organization as a whole gained some awareness and familiarity with GIS, its 
capabilities, and applications. After some time (decades in some cases), an organized effort 
to implement GIS agency-wide was planned.
Stages o f Im plem entation (page 18) for federal, state, and other organizations in 
the sample are listed in Tables 4.1 to  4-3, serving as focal points for comparisons. Full 
agency names are listed in  A ppendix A. N ext to each agency abbreviation, the scope of 
m anagem ent responsibility is noted by "M" (multiple use management) or "S" (specia­
lized). A n  ”x" in  a colum n headed by one of the Stages of Implementation (I - IV) 
indicates tha t at least one office in the agency has reached that stage; a blank indicates 
tha t no offices in  the agency were known to be in tha t stage. O ne can usually assume, for 
offices in the startup and operational stages, tha t the previous stages had already occurred. 
In addition, some offices in an  agency may be in the awareness stage while one is further 
along in im plem entation (cf. page 19). Stages-of-implementation, as expected, ranged 
from initial awareness o f GIS to  full im plem entation of systems that included dedicated 
GIS staff.
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Federal agencies. A bout seven of eight (88%) federal agencies in the sample 
(page 17) had at least a central office in the operational Stage of Implementation (Table 
4.1). Some of the larger US agencies began GIS operations during a previous generation of 
technology and had been building databases for some time. Three of these were expecting 
organization-wide, state-of-the-art implementation: BLM, PS, and SCS. Each interviewee 
representing them  expressed an interest in instruction from outside sources, looking 
forward to  educating a broad range of personnel. N ote that the BLM and FS had multiple- 
use responsibilities, and th a t all three had ongoing data collection operations.
Table 4.1. Stages of Im plem entation of the eight federal 
agencies in  the sample.
Federal Stage o f  Im plem entation
A gency Stage 1 Stage II Stage III Stage IV
BIA (M) X X
BLM (M) X X X
ERA (S) X
FS-RO (M) X
FS-FNF (M) X
FS-D (M) X X X X
FS-IFSL (S) X
FWS-CMR (S) X
FWS-WSAL (S) X
FWS-GBRC (S) X
FWS-Ocher (S) X
GS(S) X
NFS. Glacier (S) X
SCS-Central (S) X
SCS.Field offices (S) X X
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
X -  A t least one office was in this Stage
Stage I -  Awareness 
Stage II -  Planning 
Stage III -  Startup 
Stage IV -  Operational
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SCS was working toward converting soil survey maps to digital form for general 
use. T he activities involved only a limited num ber o f personnel and had not yet gener­
ated widespread involvement throughout the agency.
BLM was building a num ber of them e layers, both for their own planning purposes 
and as a provider of statewide data  layers for the N ational Digital Cartographic Database. 
Some districts had pilot resource m anagem ent projects, wherein them e layers were being 
created for study areas. Personnel involved were located primarily at the state office in 
Billings.
In the case of the  Forest Service, Region 1, because there was no ongoing process at 
the central office to provide them e layer data for in-house or public use, progress was more 
sporadic. In-house rather than  commercial software was made available to Forests and 
Districts. T he software was implemented at those field offices having interest in using 
them  to aid in timber and ecosytem platming. As compared to BLM, there was relatively 
more GIS activity and involvem ent by personnel at field offices (forests and districts) than  
at the central office, the Regional Office.
For each of the three agencies m entioned above, limitations in progress resulted 
primarily from the organizational size and complexity resulting in a structure which 
included field offices in  addition to a central office. This complicated the transfer of 
interest, technology, and expertise throughout the agencies, requiring more gradual or 
systematic im plem entation to  ensure coordination. T he process of change and adaptation 
to new technology included acquiring enough knowledge to develop interest. Data 
acquisition, data format conversion difficulties, and data quality issues were also high on 
the list of limitations.
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Two other US agencies (BIA and GS) had state-of-the-art hardware and soft-ware, 
as well as centralized basic GIS-software training programs available to them. Since both 
were large, federal agencies and their objectives were somewhat specialized, one might also 
expect their approach to  GIS to  be different.
T he BIA managed lands for multiple use, but the area of concern was restricted to 
tribal lands. A t the time the questionnaire was administered, the BIA Billings area office 
had state-of-the-art systems in addition to  a previous generation mainframe serving some 
field offices. Many members of the staff had attended courses to learn basic GIS skills. 
Limitations in  carrying ou t projects were staff interest and m aintenance of skills, although 
data availability and data quality played a part as well. The Pablo office was planning a full 
im plem entation as soon as a dedicated GIS expert could be hired.
As for the GS office in Helena, the resource m anagem ent objective was both 
specialized and research oriented. GIS tasks were performed primarily by hydrology 
engineers who were involved in performing analyses and publishing research findings. 
State-of-the-art workstations, software, some peripherals, and centralized software training 
were available.
Even though training was already available. Both the BIA and GS contacts ex­
pressed interest in further instruction opportunities which were not expressly software 
based. These agencies should be considered to be fully implemented.
Two of the rem aining US agencies, the NFS and the FWS, had resorted to inde­
pendent, project-oriented approaches to  GIS implementation. T he objectives of bo th  of 
these agencies were focused on  specialized resource m anagement. T he degree of GIS
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implem entation, however, ranged from Stage I to Stage IV for the group, each having just 
one or a few offices in  the state.
T he most ambitious, was the FWS Gap Analysis Project (GAP), located in the 
M ontana Cooperative Wildlife Research U nit’s Wildlife Spatial Analysis Lab (FWS- 
WSAL) at UM. Since FWS only partially funded the W SAL project for each state, 
cooperative contracts were sought to acquire state-of-the-art systems. A lthough only one 
expert, an image analyst, had been hired at the time of the survey, GIS staff were expected 
to be hired soon. A  separate project, the FWS Grizzly Bear Recovery Project (GBRP), 
shared W SAL facilities. T he only other FWS office in M ontana implementing GIS was 
the one located at the Charles M. Russell (CMR) Wildlife refuge where a PC-based system 
was set up by one CIS-educated resource specialist w ith limited funding.
T he GIS im plem entation at Glacier Park, NPS, was similar to the CM R Wildlife 
Refuge, in tha t GIS projects were carried out by one GIS-educated individual. It was 
different in that GIS use was concentrated on data collection and data sharing; the project 
was only beginning to  use the data for resource management.
There were evidently no FW S agency-wide GIS implementation plans nor any 
possibility of the parent agency training personnel across the state. Individual interest in 
GIS education varied; staff already were knowledgeable or tended to learn software by 
individual study. For those already doing GIS, educational interest had more to do with 
information th a t was no t readily available from user manuals. Topics of interest pertained 
to problem solving for data conversion, managing digital cartographic data, mapping 
principles, or learning further analytical functions.
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T he EPA office in H elena was an unusual one for the agency since it was the sole 
state-specific EPA office in  the US. Its purpose was to administer Superfund and pollu­
tion control projects and to oversee the use of EPA funds by DHES and NRIS. All M on­
tana superfund GIS projects were contracted to SL-NRIS; there were no plans to 
implement GIS at the EPA office. However, there was an expressed need for increased 
understanding of GIS by EPA staff in order to enhance their ability to plan GIS projects. 
Several of the seven EPA project m anagem ent staff members had had introductory classes 
in GIS. The contact individual indicated th a t additional instruction, conferences, or 
instructional media would be helpful.
S tate o f M ontana  agencies. A  smaller percentage {57% or four of seven) of state 
agencies than  federal agencies had one or more offices in the operational Stage of 
Im plem entation (Table 4-2). T he progress toward implementation for M ontana state 
agencies seemed to depend upon politically m andated priorities for the specific resources 
managed. T he M ontana S tate Library GIS operations began as a result of contracts 
associated with Superfund projects. T he N atural Resource Inventory System (SL-NRIS) 
has since become a strong influence in GIS development throughout state agencies, 
providing an introductory class, advice, and technical support.
T he advent of GIS in state agencies coincided with the availability of the current 
generation of hardware and software. Consequently, all systems were either PC- or UNIX 
workstation-based and employed current generation software. Some agencies were hind­
ered by the necessity of converting existing databases to  GIS-compatible formats. Some 
contacts expressed concern for compatibility in data formats and preference for shareable
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Table 4.2: Stages of Im plem entation of the 
seven state agencies in the sample.
State Stage o f  Im plem entation
A gency
Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV
D A (S ) X
DHES (S) X
DNRC -RWRCC (S) X
DNRC -W (S) X
DNRC -Other (S) X
DSL-F (M) X X
DSL-R (S) X
DO H  (S) X X
FWP-Central Office (8) X
FWP-Field Offices (5) X X
SE-NRIS fSI _____%____
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
X -  A t least one office was in this Stage
Stage 1 -  Awareness 
Stage II -  Planning 
Stage III -  Startup 
Stage IV -  Operational
user interface programs w ritten and supported by NRIS. For these reasons, the trend was 
to adopt the workstation platform and ESRI software. There were some exceptions. The 
DSL Forestry Division in Missoula used the PC-based version of PAM AP in coordination 
with UM in a joint endeavor to  develop criteria for locating logging roads. The FW P in 
Missoula was leaning in  this direction also, bu t as yet had only a compatible database 
management system, FOXPRO. D O H  had obtained Intergraph hardware and software 
earlier because of ongoing dem ands for combined engineering and production mapping 
functionality.
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O ther crucial resource issues for state agencies included in the study were evalu­
ating and assigning water rights, mining regulation and reclamation, and forest manage­
m ent for income or for mitigation of impacts on forest resources. Agencies involved were 
DN RC and DSL both  of which had implemented GIS in their offices to varying degrees. 
T he D O H  also had implemented a GIS due to  a history of civil engineering and mapping 
activities and the requirem ent o f m itigation of impacts from road placement and con­
struction. T he DFW P and the D A  were slower in  implementing GIS. The DA was 
beginning w ith one project pertaining to the vulnerability of aquifers, an issue which had 
been a cause of increasing concern in recent years. FW P priorities involved endangered 
species, including Grizzly bears and Bulltrout, and some GIS projects had been started.
Educational interest among state agencies tended to be commensurate with pro­
gress in implementation and applications. Beyond SL-NRIS' introductory classes, several 
preferred sources of GIS education were m entioned. Some preferred an in-house GIS 
"guru" to train several staff members at a time. O thers preferred a combination of indi­
vidual initiative and access to  an in-house expert. T he W ater M anagement Bureau of 
DNRC was seeking a consultant to  provide a short course for up to ten  people beginning 
work on a pilot project. DHES was planning projects related to water quality issues. The 
Reserved W ater Rights Com pact Commission a t DNRC, however, had a trained GIS 
specialist who advised hydrologists and engineers as needed. D O H  had contracted on ­
going educational support w ith their vendor and did no t anticipate requiring any other 
educational source for most employees. Some contacts expressed a preference that 
personnel a ttend  short courses th a t were less software-specific than  those already available.
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T he M ontana D epartm ent of FW P was considering the feasibility of planning to 
implement GIS, bu t DSL had no known plans to coordinate GIS for its divisions. The 
central office of D O H  had a well developed operation but no apparent need to implement 
GIS at field offices.
Thus, the evidence shows tha t most state agencies had individual approaches to 
GIS education. O ne gets the sense tha t if appropriate short courses were available and 
economically feasible, a num ber of state agencies would find them  to be quite helpful.
O th e r  organizations. Just one of the four organizations in this stratum  (Table 3.1, 
page 17), a corporation, had reached the operational Stage of GIS Implementation. 
Contacts at BP A  and N W PPC, reported tha t there were no plans to implement GIS at 
their M ontana offices. T he BP A  was considering hiring one student to begin building a 
spatial database for M ontana, using equipm ent in the area office in Portland. The
Table 4.3: Stages of Im plem entation of o ther organizations in the sample.
where,
O ther
O rganization
Stage o f  Im plem entation
Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV
BPA (S) X
NW PPC (S) X
Champion (S) X
Montana Power (S) X
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
X -  A t least one office was in this Stage
Stage I -  Awareness 
Stage II -  Planning 
Stage III -  Startup 
Stage IV -  Operational
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N W PPC  office in Missoula did not use a GIS bu t instead used a combination of A uto­
C A D  and a spreadsheet program to assess hydropower potential. Some data were made by 
in-house digitizing or acquired from SL-NRIS, and there was an interest in obtaining GPS 
instruction to assist in further data collection.
Just two corporations were contacted which were considered likely to  be inter­
ested in  GIS: M ontana Power Company (MPC) and Champion International. As of early 
1992, MPC's leanings toward GIS were nebulous. A  referral to an engineer at the Missoula 
office led to scant inform ation about an undefined interest in a future implementation.
T he local Cham pion Tim berlands office had begun GIS operations in the fall of 1991 with 
one operator and an assistant. T he operator/supervisor had attended vendor training 
sessions and had begun utilizing data  available from corporate head-quarters to  make 
reference maps. A  local steering comm ittee and administrators at corporate headquarters 
planned and supported GIS projects. It appeared tha t interest on the part of these 
corporations in local GIS education opportunities eventually might be welcome but were 
not being considered at the time of the interviews.
Interest Groups
Some tentative grouping of agencies by their interest in GIS education can be 
derived from statem ents about and factors affecting their interest (cf. page 18). The 
groups are not mutually exclusive because an agency may have one office in Interest Group 
A  and one in Interest Group C  for example. W ith in  an agency, this is largely determined 
by the Stage of Im plementation of each office. Five groups are listed in Table 4-4 in
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descending order of interest. A  set of columns listing Stages of Im plementation is included 
to  differentiate betw een offices w ithin agencies (cf. page 19).^^
Table 4.4: Organizations categorized by Interest Groups 
in descending order of interest.
Interest
Group
O rganization Stage o f  
Im plem entation
I II II
I
I
V
A FSdFSL X
FWS-GBRP X
GS X
DNRC- RWWRC X
SL-NRIS X
Champion X
B BLM X X
FS-Rl X X
SCS X X
C FWS-CMR X
FWS-WSAL X
D A X
DHES X
DNRC-W X
DO H X
DSL-F X
DSL-R X
FWP
D FWS-Other X
DSL X
FWP X
DNRC X
E BIA-Billings X
BPA X
NW PPC X X
NPS-Glacier
where,
X -  A t least one office was in this Stage
26'Appendix A  lists full versions o f agency abbreviations.
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Agencies m ost interested in  GIS education had a t least a central office in the 
operational stage. Offices (in any agency) in  the startup stage were also considered to  have 
high levels of interest. Interest Group A  included agencies having employees with some 
expertise who were interested in learning more. Interest Group B consisted of larger 
federal agencies with central offices in  the operational Stage of Implementation; they could 
be expected to  provide training a t beginning to interm ediate levels for GIS projects to be 
carried out at bo th  central and field offices. Central office personnel might require 
additional expertise. T he general trend towards increasing implementation was expected 
to continue. These agencies could possibly require instruction for more persons than 
agencies in the remaining Interest Groups.
T he interest of relatively small agencies and corporations was less predictable 
because managem ent objectives and funding varied widely. Even though rates of 
implementation were no t uniform, a pa ttern  of increasing use of GIS was apparent. 
Agencies with offices approaching startup, having less funds for education, or having 
relatively less interest belonged in Interest Group C. Those w ith some expectation of 
implementing a GIS comprised Interest Group D. Agencies that were not expected to 
increase GIS operations or did no t require additional expertise made up Interest Group E.
Sum m ary. C ontacts a t m ost of the agencies in  the sample expressed interest in 
GIS education for their agency. Stages of Im plementation, staff interest, types of GIS tasks 
performed, and expected increases in GIS operations all were m entioned as influencing
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interest in GIS education. These in turn  were influenced by organizational objectives, the 
pace of organizational change, and availability of adequate data. Offices were placed into 
five Interest Groups by their perceived level of interest in GIS education. Offices in the 
startup or operational Stage of Im plem entation Interest Groups A  C had sufficient 
interest to  utilize GIS educational sources.
A ppropriate Education 
T he summary on im plem entation patterns touched on the idea that knowledge 
and interest in  GIS are partly influenced by current Stages of Implementation and also can 
be precursors to  im plem entation of GIS. O ne can infer that some knowledge is appro­
priate for each stage. T he first subsection immediately below introduces the notion of 
stages of learning GIS as compared to  the stages of implementing a GIS.
T he second subsection below delineates categories for types of GIS projects that 
were carried out by agencies in the sample, referred to  as Application Patterns. The 
Application Patterns provide an initial sense of appropriate course content for each agency 
represented in the sample.
Stages of Implementation and GIS Education Requirements
T he telephone contacts were asked about their agencies' interests in GIS educa­
tion. It became apparent that w hat they would like to  learn corresponded to the four 
major Stages of Im plem entation (awareness, planning, startup, operational). Typical 
expressions of their interest and the corresponding Stage of Implementation were:
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(1) 'W hat is it, what do we want to do with it, and/or w hat does it take to do it?'
(awareness stage), (2) 'How do we go about it, or do it reasonably and effectively?' 
(planning stage), (3) ‘Show me how’ (startup and operational stages). T he education 
requirem ents of the awareness stage can be m et by attendance at conferences. These 
acquaint personnel w ith GIS capabilities and applications. N ot only personnel who carry 
out projects bu t also m anagem ent and planning personnel who are considering GIS imple­
m entation can benefit.
T he second and third learning stages are similar to one another, both being 
expressed by 'how do we do it' bu t broken down into planning and skills development. 
Individuals who define software requirements and evaluate available systems (planning 
Stage of Im plementation) need specifics on  software capabilities, limitations, and 
applications. They also need to develop a vision of training requirements and decide 
whether to hire dedicated GIS practitioners. As startup begins, individuals who carry out 
projects or parts of projects need basic instruction and hands-on experience. The startup 
and operational stages are appropriate for bo th  beginning and intermediate instruction.
Progression through the stages is not necessarily linear; a planning stage for exam­
ple can be revisited w hen applications become more ambitious or system capabilities 
upgraded. T he next subsection describes the Application Patterns found among agencies 
in the sample. Examples of Application Patterns include data collection and integrating 
models w ith a GIS. A pplication Patterns aid in organizing course structure suitable for 
agencies in the startup and operational Stages of Implementation.
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GIS Project Application Patterns
In  order to identify and categorize applications carried out by agencies into 
Application Patterns, contacts from the telephone survey were asked not only about their 
ongoing and expected GIS projects, bu t also about which types of tasks were performed via 
a GIS in carrying out those projects.
In keeping with the purpose of the telephone survey to obtain an  overall picture of 
interest in GIS education, the types of tasks were broadly defined but contacts were 
encouraged in conversation to m ention specifics if possible. T he types of tasks were (as in 
Appendix B) :
D ata collection, form at conversion, and preprocessing,
Records m anagem ent and spatial data m anagement.
Analysis: types of analysis and interpretation,
O u tpu t products such as maps and reports.
Responses were studied to determ ine the range of projects and GIS activities expected for 
each agency in the sample. Agencies typically began GIS operations with data collection 
acquisition and processing. O nce data were prepared for use, subsequent projects often 
included some form of analysis or interpretation. M ap production, from working maps to 
maps for public presentation, could be a part of any project. Eight Application Patterns are 
described below to cover the range of GIS activities reported during the telephone query.
Application Pattern  1, D ata Collection and Records M anagement. Converting 
information sources to  digital format, standardizing formats, building coverages, storing
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and sharing data  are in this Application Pattern. Most agencies go through at least an 
initial project of obtaining and preparing data  for use. Steps to do this can include 
activities ranging from obtaining existing digital data to social surveys, ground surveys, or 
format conversion.
Application Pattern  2. Simple Visual Interpretation. Initial interpretation of 
spatial information is usually based on feature locations, usually including base map 
features. O nce data are prepared, a major benefit of GIS is simply to be able to present the 
information visually (e.g., water rights or elk home range) or to provide answers to specific 
queries.
Application Pattern  3. Complex Visual Interpretation. This pattern involves 
evaluation of the relationships betw een geographic features of more than  one theme. It 
may include summary statistics for comparisons but often takes the form of overlays. Many 
applications are at this level, especially where multiple use managem ent is an objective. 
Several m anagem ent options may be mapped separately to show their impact on affected 
themes, e.g., a road location relative to  timber harvesting sites or protected wildlife habitat.
A pplication Pattern  4. Classification and Interpretation of O ne Them e. Instead of 
interpreting geographic phenom ena individually as in Application Patterns 2 and 3, objects 
or events of one them e are first categorized to aid interpretation. Classification may be 
done by many methods, depending on w hether spatial or attribute data are being classified, 
and in the case of attribute data, m ethods depend on the scale of measurement being used. 
Comparisons can be made either by examining the differences between classes or by 
looking at spatial patterns of single classes. Examples include classifying streams for water 
quality, categorizing topography in to  aspect classes, delineating areas by precipitation class
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limits, and many others. Classification can be areal, e.g, grassland and forest polygons 
delineated from aerial photographs (nominal variables), or based on some attribute, e.g., 
water quality o f wells (rank, interval, or ratio variables).
Application Pattern  5. Classification and Interpretation of More T han O ne 
T hem e. In  this situation a t least one them e is classified and interpreted in conjunction 
with at least one other them e.
A pplication Pattern  6. Integration with Modeling Software. Somewhat apart from 
the sequence of application patterns is the integration of specialized modeling software 
with GIS software. Most instances in which this was encountered were related to hydrog­
raphy studies.
A pplication Pattern  7. O ther Analysis and Interpretation. Beyond the basic types 
of analyses, description is less manageable: analytical spatial operations are limited only by 
software functionality, imagination, and ability. They can be grouped to a limited degree 
by type of com putation involved (as in  the  Interview Questionnaire, Appendix D). Exam­
ples include search functions, algebraic surface modeling functions, and network modeling 
functions.
Application Pattern  8. G eneration of Products. O utputs in the form of reports, 
tables, or maps may accompany any of the Application Patterns. For data input projects, 
check plots are standard, and for the o ther Application Patterns, working or presentation 
maps are likely.
In total, the eight Application Patterns appear to be comprehensive; that is, pro­
jects carried out by any agency in  the population could be expected to be characterized by 
one or more of the Application Patterns.
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Application Patterns pertaining to  an agency were derived from survey data 
gathered about offices in the startup or operational Stages of Implementation. As field 
offices in an  agency or subagency begin operations, their GIS projects could be expected to 
be a subset of the Application Patterns associated w ith the parent agency. Application 
Patterns associated w ith federal, state, and other organizations are listed in Tables 4.5 to 
4.7.
Every Application Pattern  was associated with at least one federal agency in the 
sample and having at least one office in  the startup or operational Stage of Implemen-
Table 4.5: Application Patterns associated w ith federal agencies having at least 
one office in  the startup or operational Stage of Implementation.
Federal
Agency
A Dplication Pattern
API AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7 AP8
BIA'Billings (M) 
BIA -Pablo (M)
X X X X X X
X X X X X
BLM (M) X X X X X
FS-Rl (M) 
FS-IFSL (S)
X X X X X
X X X X X
FWS-CMR (S) 
FWS-GBRC(S) 
FWS -WSAL(S)
X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X X
GS (S) X X X X X X
NPS-GNP (S) X X X X X
SCS (S) X X X X X
where,
A P I-D ata  Collection and Records Management 
AP2-Sim ple Visual Interpretation 
AP3 -Com plex Visual Interpretation
AP4 -Classification and Simple Interpretation of One Theme
AP5 -Classification and Complex Interpretation of More than One Theme
AP6 -Integration with Modeling Software
AP7 -O ther Analysis and Interpretation
AP8 -Presentation of Products
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tation. T he most prevalent patterns were Application Patterns 1,3, 7, and 8, with each 
being associated w ith at least six o f the seven agencies (Table 4-5). Application Patterns 
having to  do with classification (Application Patterns 4 and 5) and integrating modeling 
software w ith a GIS (Application Pattern  6) occurred infrequently; each was associated 
w ith only one to three (14%-43%) federal agencies. It is possible that if more were known 
about each of the agencies, more of them  would have been considered to be associated 
with Application Patterns 4 and 5. Classification of features, either by area or by attribute 
values should no t be uncommon.
Application Patterns 1,3, and 8 were comm on among state agencies as well 
(Table 4.6). Application Patterns 2 and 7 however occurred for only 33 - 50% of the 
agencies
Table 4.6: Application Patterns associated with state agencies having at 
least one office in the startup or operational Stage of Implementation.
State A pplication Pattern
A gen cy API AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7 APS
DSL:-F (M) X X X X X X
DSL-R (S) X X X X X X
DNRC-RWRCC (S) X X X X
DNRC -W (S) X X X X
DHES (S) X X X X X X
DOH (S) X X X
FWP (M) X X X
SL-NRIS (N/A) X X X X X
where,
A P I-D ata  Collection and Records Management 
AP2-Sim ple Visual Interpretation 
AP3 -Com plex Visual Interpretation
AP4 -Classification and Simple Interpretation of One Theme
AP5 -Classification and Complex Interpretation of More than One Theme
AP6 -  Integration with Modeling Software
AP7 -O ther Analysis and Interpretation
APS -Presentation of Products
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and Application Patterns 4 and 5 for 00 - 17% of the agencies. In contrast, Application 
Pattern  6 occurred more frequently (50% of state agencies) than  for federal agencies.
Only one organization in the startup or operational Stage of Implementation, 
Cham pion International, was placed into the “o ther” category (Table 4.7). Expected 
projects included uses o f GIS associated with Application Patterns 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8.
Table 4 7: Application Patterns associated with other organizations having at 
least one office in the startup or operational Stage of Implementation.
O rganization A pplication  Pattern
API AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 AP6 AP7 AP8
Champion (M): X X X X X
where,
A P I-D ata  Collection and Records Management 
AP2-Sim ple Visual Interpretation 
AP3 -Com plex Visual Interpretation
AP4 -Classification and Simple Interpretation of One Theme
AP5 -Classification and Complex Interpretation of More than One Theme
AP6 -Integration with Modeling Software
AP7 -O ther Analysis and Interpretation
AP8 -  Presentation o f Products
In conclusion, it was found th a t all organizations in the sample expected to carry 
out projects that encompassed more than  one Application Pattern. All of them  engaged in 
Application Patterns 1 and 8, i.e., data  collection, records management, and the produc­
tion of output products. Application Pattern  3, complex visual interpretation, also 
appeared to be nearly universal. A bout 60% of organizations reported GIS projects 
including tasks associated w ith A pplication Patterns 4, 5, or 6. Approximately 80% 
expected to perform analytical operations.
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A  brief clarification is needed to see how to interpret the notions of Project Phases 
and Application Patterns in the context of educational requirements. A  GIS project can 
be associated w ith more than  one Application Pattern. T hat is a project can entail tasks 
related to A pplication Patterns I and 4 for example. But all GIS projects call for the com­
pletion of all the Project Phases. For example, a task such as data acquisition is needed to 
complete the Input Project Phase of any project. T he Application Patterns are used to 
estimate educational requirements of agencies in the population whereas the Project Phas­
es pertain  to  staff responsibilities w ithin agencies.
U se o f Application Patterns for Initial Curricula Organization
A n initial suggestion about course content is to tailor courses for agencies accord­
ing to their Application Patterns. Ideally, one would also group agencies by their applica­
tion patterns and design short courses to  m eet the GIS educational requirements for each 
group. Furthermore, it m ight be best to combine instruction for some Application Pat­
terns.
It would be reasonable to combine instruction for Application Patterns 2 and 3 
because some projects associated w ith Application Pattern  3 might benefit from 
interpretation of individual them es prior to doing a comparative analysis of more than  one 
theme. Similarly, Application Patterns 4 and 5 require the skills found in Application 
Patterns 2 and 3, w ith the addition of classification.
Considering similarities and differences between organizations by their Applica­
tion Patterns, grouping of agencies occurs when making distinctions between those who do 
or do no t conduct projects associated w ith Application Patterns 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7. More
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inform ation is needed (Objective Two) in terms of concepts selected by interviewees to 
verify this approach.
Summary of Objective O ne Results
A fter summarizing the Stages of Im plementation, personnel, and interest in GIS 
education, a set of Interest Groups was described (pages 50-52), it was found that some 
organizations tha t had GIS operations expected to remain static, some had individuals 
interested in further expertise, and some agencies were expecting to begin or expand GIS 
operations and provide GIS education for a variety of staff.
Suggestions about appropriate education were made for Stages of Implementation 
and GIS tasks performed. Application Patterns were derived from GIS tasks reported for 
agencies in  the startup and operational stages. A n  initial notion was to m atch course 
content to  the Application Patterns associated with agencies. It was expected that some 
subset of Application Patterns associated w ith a parent agency would also pertain to its 
field offices. T he next part of this chapter covers the interviewees' recommendations on 
course content.
Objective Two
Assemble potential concepts to be included in GIS short courses, then 
determine which are m ost appropriate for agencies and their staffs. Also identify the 
preferred learning formats for agencies studied.
M ethods for Objective Two relied on  a detailed, guided interview of GIS experts. 
All fourteen experts (pages 22-23) agreed to participate in the study and were interviewed 
at their places of work. For Parts I and II o f the questionnaire, the author took notes on a
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laptop com puter while talking to the interviewees. This allowed longer answers than  if 
interviewees had w ritten everything by hand. O ne entire interview was completed very 
quickly (DO H) due to  loud construction activity taking place near the interviewee's desk. 
For the sake of expediency, the author wrote down the interviewee's responses as he spoke. 
Some interviewees had stronger interest in GIS education than  others, but all appeared to 
respond conscientiously. A  few individuals requested additional time to  complete Parts III 
or IV. All but Kathy Jewel's (BLM) responses to Part III were received. Her responses for 
Parts I, II, and IV are, nevertheless, included in the results. Bill T anke’s responses to Part 
IV will be discussed rather than  included in the averages because he provided two sets of 
responses each to two of the questions and did no t answer four others. As mentioned 
previously (pages 23-24), two interviewees took part in  a pretest of the questionnaire and 
were subsequently eliminated from the final survey. In  all, responses from twelve 
interviewees are included for Parts I, II, and IV, whereas responses from eleven 
interviewees are included for Part III.
Interview Results
P a rt I, B ackground In fo rm ation , T he reader may recall that Part I of the inter­
view questionnaire requested specifics about organizations’ available staff and hardware/ 
software for defining and carrying ou t GIS projects. T he major resource management 
activities indicate agency activities tha t could benefit from GIS technology.
Staff structure. Five Staff Categories (SC) were considered likely to become
involved in GIS operations at resource m anagem ent agencies. These were managers.
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database managers, resource specialists, systems administrators, and cartographers. Their 
presence at organizations implies a potential dem and for GIS education. In addition, the 
presence of designated GIS staff can be indicative of a more mature GIS operation and/or 
an agency’s approach to staff assignments. T he staff available at federal, state, and other 
organizations are listed in Tables 4.8 to 4.10.
T he federal agencies having a wide spread presence (BLM, FS, SCS) in the state 
also had more staff categories present th an  o ther federal agencies (Table 4 8). The 
agencies and subagencies engaged in research (GS and FS-IFSL) had the fewest staff 
categories. Resource specialists were present a t each agency. Most agencies also had
Table 4.8: Categories of staff present at the four 
federal agencies in the subsample.
Federal Staff C ateeon
A gency SCI SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6
BLM (M) X X X X X X
FS -R1 (M) X X X X X X
FS -IFSL (S) X
GS (S) X X X
SCS (S) X X X X X
where,
SCI -Managers
SC2 -  Resource specialists
SC3 -  Database Managers
SC4 -G IS staff
SC5 -Systems administrators
SC6 -Cartographers
M -Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
managers, database administrators, GIS staff, systems administrators, and cartographers. 
O nly GS and FS-IFSL had no previously educated GIS staff. BLM, FS-Rl, and SCS each
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had a GIS section at their central offices and knowledgeable GIS practitioners at some but 
no t all of their field offices.
All state agencies had managers, resource specialists, systems administrators, and 
GIS staff (Table 4.9). Cartographers were present at two of the three agencies; but data­
base managers were no t present a t any of the agencies. T he D O H  database managers 
worked in  a section separate from GIS operations. T he Reclamation division of DSL had 
the fewest staff categories present.
Table 4.9: Categories of staff present at the three 
state agencies in the subsample.
State
A gency
Staff Category
SCI SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6
DSL-F (M) X X X X
DSL-R (S) X X X
DOH (S) X X X X X
SL-NRIS (S) X X X X X
where.
SCI -Managers
SC2 -  Resource specialists
SC3 -Database Managers
SC4 -G IS  staff
SC5 -Systetns administrators
SC6 -Cartographers
M -M ultiple Use 
S -  Specialized
Champion Corporation had no GIS staff or cartographer, but did have managers 
and resource specialists. M ajor database m anagem ent and systems administration tasks 
were done at corporate headquarters (Table 4.10).
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Table 4.10: Categories of staff categories present the one 
other organization in the subsample.
1 O rganization 1992 Staff Structure
SC SC SC sc sc sc
1 Cham pion (M) X X
where.
M -Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
SCI -Managers 
SC2 -Resource specialists 
SC3 -  Database Managers 
SC4 -C IS staff 
SC5 -System s administrators 
SC6 -Cartographers
Tallies over the three tables above show tha t six of the eight organizations had GIS 
staff on hand, bu t th a t managers, resource specialists, and systems administrators occurred 
more frequently. Resource specialists were present at all organizations (100%) and data­
base managers were present at the fewest organizations (38%). T he other staff categories 
ranged from 75% to  87% occurrence.
Hardware/software. T he trend toward using m odem  and powerful computing 
systems for GIS applications can be discerned from Tables 4.11 to 4.13. Agencies that 
began using a GIS more recently also had  recent generation computing platforms. O thers 
used both PCs and UNIX work-stations w ith minicomputer/term inal hardware during 
transition to  newer systems. All agencies still using public domain software expected to 
eventually convert to commercial software.
Both BLM and FS-R l began GIS operations with previous generation software and 
m inicomputer-terminal com puting platforms (Table 4.11). The FS-Rl-Regional Office
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and FS-IFSL had UNIX workstations used by a few staff members. Both BLM and FS were 
planning agency-wide upgrades, however. SCS and GS had been able to purchase recent 
hardware. T he presence of state-of-the-art hardware and software packages occurred 
where relatively few people were involved in GIS. Because interfacing database manage­
m ent systems to  public dom ain systems was possible, recent generation DBMS such as 
ORACLE and INGRES were more prevalent than  were recent programs for handling
Table 4.11: Systems available at the four federal agencies in the subsample.
A gen cy Software packages Com puting platforms
BLM (M) M OSS/ADS, ORACLE Minicomputer network 
PC terminals
FS-Rl (M) 
FS-RO (M)
MOSS/SPATIAL/DWRIS 
ARC/INFO, PAMAP
Minicomputer network 
UNIX Workstations, 1 PC
FS-IFSL (S) GRASS, DBASE, ORACLE Minicomputer network 
UNIX workstation
GS (S) ARC/INFO, INGRES 
M IDAS
UNIX Workstations 
Minicomputer network
SCS (S) GRASS, Prelude, LT Plus PCs, UNIX Workstations
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S “Specialized
spatial data (PAMAP, A R C /IN FO ). Each agency had a DBMS in addition to GIS 
software. Some programs had  specialized format conversion capabilities. DWRIS and LT 
Plus were used in scanning and ADS was the format conversion companion to MOSS.
In contrast to the situation for federal agencies, all computing platforms and 
software packages available to state agencies were recent generation computing systems
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(Table 4.12). All software packages m entioned were commercial products. Only the SL- 
NRIS interviewee however m entioned a commercial DBMS to be used in conjunction with 
the GIS software.
Table 4.12; Systems available a t the three state agencies in the subsample.
A gency Software packages C om puting platforms
DSL -F (M) PAMAP, DBASE, FOXPRO PCs
DSL R (S) ARC/INFO  
AutoCAD, REFLEX 
GSM surface modeling
UNIX Workstation, PCs
DO H  (S) Intergraph, ORACLE UNIX Workstations, PCs
SL-NRIS (S) ARC/INFO, ERDAS UNIX Workstations
where,
M -M ultiple Use 
S -  Specialized
O ther organizations in the subsample either had no GIS or had only recently 
begun operations (Cham pion). O ne would expect any such organization to purchase 
current generation com puting systems (Table 4.13).
Table 4.13: Systems available a t the one other organizations in the subsample.
O rganization Software packages Com puting platforms
Champion Intergraph UNIX Workstations
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -Specialized
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Resource M anagem ent Activities. Results for the final question in Part I of the 
interview questionnaire reveal organization activities that were or could be facilitated by 
GIS technology. A lthough the interview questionnaire (Appendix D) listed specific 
activities, interviewees were invited to  add others if needed to describe their organizations.
Some activities in  Tables 4-14 to  4-16 apply only to multiple use or only to specia­
lized m anagem ent responsibilities. For example, ‘Integrated resource planning for income 
and multiple use’ applied only to multiple use m anagement, whereas IFSL’s forest fire 
‘Research’ was an instance of specialized forest management. T he range of management 
responsibilities o f federal agencies was strongly associated with some of the activities. Both 
multiple use agencies (BLM ,FS-Rl) engaged in integrated resource planning. All three
Table 4.14: Resource m anagem ent activities at the 
four federal agencies in the subsample.
O r^ n iza tio n R esource M anagem ent A ctiv ities
BLM (M) Integrated resource planning for income and multiple use 
Data collection
Resource monitoring, evaluation, and regulation 
Cadastral mapping
FS-Rl (M) Integrated resource planning for multiple use 
Data collection and reporting 
Resource monitoring, evaluation, and regulation 
Mitigation o f impacts
FS-IFSL (S) Research (forest fire)
GS (S) Data collection and reporting
Resource monitoring, evaluation, and regulation
Research
SCS (S) Data collection and reporting 
Research
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
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federal agencies/subagencies involved in  specialized managem ent conducted research. 
D ata collection and resource monitoring, however, were m entioned for four of the five 
agencies.
Most state agencies in the subsample had specialized management objectives 
(Table 4.15). T he single multiple use agency, the subagency DSLT; was also the only 
state agency engaging in data  collection. DSL-R received quarterly data reports from 
mining companies. Both DSL divisions m onitored resources and managed for mitigation 
of impacts. SL-NRIS performed the specialized function of obtaining and disseminating 
digital data.
Table 4.15; Resource m anagem ent activities at the 
three state agencies in  the subsample.
O rganization R esource M anagem ent A ctiv ities
DSL -F (M) Integrated resource planning for income and multiple use 
Data collection and reporting 
Resource monitoring, evaluation, and regulating 
Mitigation of impacts on resources
DSL -R (S) Resource monitoring and reclamation 
Mitigation of cumulative impacts
DOH (S) Route planning, research 
Mitigation of impacts
SL-NRIS (S) Collect existing digital data 
Data sharing
Technical support, mapping
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
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T he range of resource m anagem ent activities for Champion (Table 4-16) were 
consistent w ith multiple use planning. Integrated resource planning, data collection and 
reporting, and resource monitoring were typical of multiple use organizations.
Table 4.16: Resource m anagem ent activities at the 
one other organizations in the subsample.
O rganization R esource M anagem ent A ctiv ities
Champion (M) Integrated resource planning for income and multiple use 
Data collection and reporting
Monitor endangered species through inventory system
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
T he resource m anagem ent activities appearing most frequently in Tables 4.14 to 
4.16 were data collection and reporting and resource monitoring, evaluation, and regu­
lation. D ata collection was a major activity for most multiple use organizations and also for 
some agencies involved in specialized resource m anagement. Mitigation of impacts and 
research each were reported for several agencies. Multiple use management agencies 
reported the widest range of activities.
Summarv for Part I. T he first part o f the interview schedule identified agencies’
activities that could potentially benefit from utilizing GIS technology. Also, the presence 
of particular staff categories and GIS hardware/software indicated agencies had the 
resources needed for GIS operations. T he resource m anagem ent activities were data 
collection and monitoring resources. M ultiple use agencies appeared to have the widest
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range of activities and thus the greatest potential as GIS education clients. Staff poten­
tially interested in GIS education, particularly resource specialists, were present at all 
organizations in the sample. Resource specialists were present at all organizations and 
database managers were least represented. A n overview of the systems at each organi­
zation revealed tha t the types of available systems were strongly associated with each 
agency’s organizational structure and history of GIS implementation and with progress 
toward new or expanded GIS operations. A lthough some agencies still relied on minicom­
puter networks, all were moving toward UNIX workstation or PC systems and commercial 
software. This could eliminate the necessity of preparing instruction for a variety of GIS 
software packages.
P a rt II, Staff Responsibilities fo r G IS P ro ject Phases. Two aspects of staff 
structures at agencies in the subsample indicate a demand for GIS education. Results for 
Part I of the interview questionnaire revealed tha t even though six of the eight organiza­
tions in the subsample had some GIS staff present, managers, resource specialists, and 
systems administrators were also present at seven or eight of the organizations. This 
revealed a sizeable pool of personnel potentially interested in GIS education. In this part 
of the questionnaire, interviewees indicated which staff were already engaged in GIS 
operations. T he same patterns of involvem ent m ight be expected to occur at other 
agencies in the population.
Interviewees were invited to  report additional staff or categories of persons having 
some responsibility in defining, planning, and carrying out the GIS projects for their
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organizations. T he range of agency-specific situations generated a num ber of additional 
categories.^^
A  variety of staff shouldered responsibilities for GIS Project Phases at federal 
agencies (Table 4.17). Each of the six major staff categories was associated with GIS 
projects for one or more agencies. Database managers appeared to be the least utilized
Table 4.17: Staff assignments to GIS Project Phases at the 
four federal agencies in the subsample.
Federal
A gen cy
GIS Project Phase
Needs Planning Input Data Query Analysis Output
BLM (M); 2 4 (1) 4 4 4 6
FS-RO (M) 1 1 1. 5 5 5 5 5
FS-R l-D  (M) 1 ,2 1 , 2 , 3 3. 3 . 5 2 , 3 2 , 3 2 , 3
FS -IFSL (S) 2 2. (3) (3), (3) 2. (3) 2, (3) 2, (3)
GS (S) 2 2 2 2 N A 2 2
SCS (S) 1 ,2 1 1 (4) N A 4 4 .6
where.
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
’Categories of persons listed in Tables 4.17 to 4.19. Numbers within parentheses refer to additional
)le mentioned by interviewees.
1; Managers (1); Field specialists
2; Resource specialists (2): Contractors
3; Database managers (3) : Professional support staff
4; GIS staff (4): National Cartographic Center
5; Systems support staff (SCS)
6: Cartographers (5): General Public
(6): Computer specialists
(7); Montana Legislators
(8): Other departments' staff
(9) ; Other technicians
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staff category. Two additional in-house staff categories ((1), (3)) were involved in GIS 
projects as well. The FS-R l districts and SCS appeared to utilize staff from more 
categories than  did other federal agencies or offices. Only BLM and SCS had definite GIS 
sections. Even so, the interviewees representing them  indicated interest in GIS education 
for bo th  GIS and non-GIS staffs.
A t the other extreme was GS where GIS Projects were carried out solely by exist­
ing resource specialists. In  the case of GS, all of the hydrologists had obtained GIS training 
at the GS regional training center. They usually planned and carried out individual 
projects. O ne hydrologist w ith relatively more GIS training served as an advisor and 
handled some database m anagem ent tasks. T he situation was similar at FS-IFSL in that 
researchers planned and coordinated their own projects but with some assistance from 
professional support staff (staff forester, m athem atician).
Am ong state agencies in the subsample, D O H  appeared to utilize the most in- 
house staff categories in carrying ou t GIS projects; only data managers were not involved
Table 4.18: Staff assignments to  GIS Project Phases 
a t the three state agencies in the subsample.^®
State
A gencies
G IS Project Phase
Needs Planning Innut Data M Ouerv Analysis Outcut
DSL-F (M) 1.2,  (5) 1 ,4 1,4 1,4 4 4 1,4
DSL-R (S) 1 ,2 4 2 ,4 4 2 ,4 4 4
DOH (S) 1 , 5 , 2 , 1 ,6 6, (8) 1 , 4 , 5 6 1,6 6
SL-NRIS fS) 1 .4 1 ,4 4. (2) 4 4 4. 6. (9) 4. (9)
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
^®See footnote 27, page 73 for the names o f staff categories.
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(Table 4.18, cf. Table 4.9, page 63). GIS staff performed tasks for most Project Phases at 
bo th  DSL divisions and a t SL-NRIS. A  systems administrator did perform some data 
m anagem ent tasks a t D O H .
T he local Cham pion office utilized individuals from three staff categories, 
managers, resource specialists, and a technician to carry out local GIS projects (Table 
4.19).
Table 4.19: Staff assignments to GIS Project Phases at the 
one other organization in the subsample.^^
O rganization GIS Project Phases
Needs Planning Input Data M Query Analysis Output
Champion (M) 1,2, 1, 2, (9) 2 ,3, 2, (9) 2 ,3, 2, 3, (9) 2, (9)  1
where,
M -  Multiple Use 
S -  Specialized
It is evident from Tables 4.17 to  4.19 that, for each organization, persons in at 
least one of the staff categories performed tasks for more than  one Project Phase. A t FS, 
GS, DSL, and Champion, resource specialists were involved in a minimum of three Pro­
ject Phases. A t BLM, DSL, and SL-NRIS, GIS staff performed tasks for a minimum of four 
Project Phases. A t some agencies, GS, SL-NRIS, and Champion, GIS staff and/or resource 
specialists were involved in all Project Phases.
A  point needs to  be m ade about the degree to which GIS was a part of individuals' 
responsibilities. Some individuals’ responsibilities included GIS as only a portion of their 
ongoing responsibilities. O ther individuals’ m ain function pertained to GIS. For example,
^^See footbote 27, page 73 for the names of staff categories.
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the State Soil Scientist was involved in three Project Phases at the SCS, whereas the FS- 
R l Regional Office in Missoula included a coordinator dedicated to GIS activities. Some 
managers m ade decisions about the objectives of GIS projects but were not involved in any 
of the planning for those projects.
Finally, tallies of the num ber of organizations assigning the responsibilities of GIS 
Project Phases to each staff position are listed in Table 4.20. Categories of persons other 
than  the six m ain staff categories are grouped into O ther internal and External categories. 
Resource specialists, managers, and GIS staff were utilized most frequently by agencies in 
the subsample. “O ther internal” staff and Database managers were next in frequency. 
Managers were involved primarily in the Needs and Planning Project Phases. Resource 
specialists primarily defined projects (Needs) but performed tasks in the remaining phases 
as well. GIS staff were also utilized for all Project Phases but were involved in Data 
M anagement and Analysis Project Phases at more organizations than  they were for the 
remaining phases.
Table 4.20: N um ber of agencies (out of eight agericies in the subsample) 
assigning responsibilities for GIS Project Phases to existing staff.
Staff
Categories
G IS Project Phases
Needs Planning Input Data M Query Analysis Output
Managers 6 6 3 3 0 I 1
Resource Sp. 7 3 3 2 3 3 3
Database Mgrs. 0 1 2 2 2 2 1
GIS Staff 1 3 2 4 3 4 3
Systems Support 0 0 1 2 1 1 1
Cartographers 0 1 1 0 1 2 3
Other internal 0 2 5 2 2 2 2
External 1 0 2 2 0 0 0
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“O ther internal” staff were utilized in  all but the Needs phase but performed primarily 
Input phase tasks. W here database managers occurred, they tended to be involved with 
Input, D ata M anagement, Query, and Analysis. Traditional cartographers were utilized 
for Analysis and GIS mapping tasks at more organizations than  for other Project Phases. 
Systems support staff were the least involved in GIS projects. External staff are not consid­
ered potential GIS education clients.
P a r t III, Selecting R elevant C oncepts. As previously noted, this part of the 
interview questionnaire solicited opinions concerning course content (pages 28 ff.). Each 
interviewee selected concepts relevant for his/her own organization according to which 
Project Phases required understanding of those concepts. Results are evaluated in terms of 
the concepts relevant for organizations as a whole and also in terms of concepts relevant 
for Project Phases. Results for each organization are presented first, followed by collective 
results.
Organizational Results. T he m ethods for summarizing interviewees’ responses to 
Part III of the interview schedule included calculating four indices to  interpret the results 
of each completed questionnaire (pages 31-32). Two indices (OSI and OGGI) indicate 
the relative importance of the concepts to  an entire organization, while two other indices 
(OGPI and DPI) indicate the im portance of concepts for each Project Phase. The OSI 
and OGPI values for subcategories were calculated first and then were used in calculating 
the more general Organizational Goncept Gategory Index (OGGI) and Organizational 
Phase Index (OPI) values respectively. These are listed in  Tables 4.21 and 4.24 with all 
values rounded to the nearest integer. T he OGGI values indicate the importance of the 
major Goncept Gategories to an organization, whereas the OPI values indicate the 
importance of all concept subcategories to  the Project Phases.
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A t this level of summary, no association between agencies’ sampling character­
istics (level of governm ent office, range of managem ent responsibility) and interest in 
Concept Categories is apparent (Table 4.21). O CCI values varied considerably even for 
one agency. In  particular, values for Analysis concepts ranged from 32 to 63 for the four
Table 4.21: O C C I values, indicating the relative importance of 
major Concept Categories to each organization.
O rganization M ajor C on cept Categories
Geog F Data S Data Q Data M Data C Analysis Cart DP
Federal
FS'Tanke (M) 86 29 43 34 32 32 9
FS'Vandiver (M) 77 24 46 41 31 52 37
FS'Stein (M) 34 45 61 53 44 63 35
FS-IFSL (S) 49 43 54 43 29 51 31
GS (S): 66 24 47 52 43 32 47
SCS (S): 43 38 53 38 57 61 47
State
DSL-F (M> 32 31 57 60 57 43 20
DSL-R (S) 80 53 100 69 50 40 33
DOH (S): 100 48 75 65 39 49 56
SL-NRIS 43 38 40 38 29 33 31
Other
Champion (M) 75 36 86 76 39 40 46
Range of values 68 31 60 42 28 31 47
where,
Geog F -Geographic Fundamentals
Data C -  Data Collection
Data Q  -  Data Quality
Data M -  Data Management
Data C -D ata  Capture
Analysis -  Data Manipulation and Analysis
Cart DP -Cartographic Display and Production
M -Multiple Use 
S -Specialized
FS interviewees. Also, among all federal agencies in the sample, the OCCI values for 
Geographic Fundam entals range from 32 to  100.
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T he interviewees' interests may reflect differences in  experience and also their 
respective roles in their agencies’ GIS operations. T he range of values for each Concept 
Category reveal th a t the most agreement occurred for D ata Sources, Data Capture, and 
Analysis. T he least agreement occurred for Geographic Fundam entals and Data Quality 
Concept Categories.
Similarly, the O PI values in  Table 4.22 do no t reveal agreement within agency 
groups (federal, state, other) or even within agencies. T he smallest range occurred for the 
Analysis and O utpu t Project Phases, indicating more agreement for those phases. The
Table 4.22: Summary of O PI values by project phase for each organization.
O rganizations'
Interviewees
1 GIS Project Phase
1 Needs Planning Input Data M Query Analysis Output
Federal
FS 'Tanke (M) 11 43 49 35 41 44 23
FS'Vandiver (M) 11 98 23 21 22 65 61
FS'Stein (M) 53 60 49 45 39 49 58
FS'IFSL (S) 12 21 42 54 67 76 50
GS (S): 10 93 38 36 42 69 41
SCS (S): 11 71 29 50 66 73 25
State
DSL-F (M) 20 73 49 18 16 43 52
DSL'R (S) 37 49 76 75 60 66 57
DOH (Mit): 51 88 56 58 60 65 53
SL'NRIS: 3 47 59 47 33 39 26
Other
Champion (M) 22 78 59 59 55 66 46
Range of values 50 77 47 57 51 37 38
where,
Needs -Defining User Needs
Planning -  Planning
Input -  Data Collection and Input
Data M -  -  Data Management
Query -  -  Data Query
Analysis -  -M anipulation and Analysis
Output -  Generation of Output Products
M -M ultiple Use 
S -  Specialized
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largest range value, or difference betw een interviewees’ opinions, occurred for the Planning 
Project Phase. T he lowest O PI values for Needs and Planning were given by Carolyn 
Chase of FS-IFSL, where CIS im plem entation was operational, bu t few people were 
involved in projects a t the time of the interview. She also said, however, that anyone 
involved with GIS should understand all of its aspects. In contrast, A lan Vandiver’s 
primary GIS role was as a planner at the Hebgen Lake District office. He gave high marks 
to Planning and relatively low marks to Needs, Input, Data Management, and D ata Query.
In  conclusion, there were no apparent similarities between organizations in their 
educational requirements for the Project Phases. Collective summaries yield more useful 
results.
Collective Results. C hapter 3 described the methods (pages 33-34) for summa­
rizing collective responses. T he indices defined there parallel the indices developed for 
summarizing individual interviewee's questionnaires but additionally take into account the 
num ber of people selecting each concept. T he importance of a Concept Category (CCI) is 
measured by the average of the im portance of its subcategories (SI). For phases, the 
importance of a Concept Category to a phase (CCPI) is an  average for each phase but 
weighted by the percentage or responses for each subcategory for tha t phase. The overall 
importance of concepts for each phase are another average (PI), weighted by the number 
of subcategories in each major Concept Category. Again, two tables present indices values 
for Concept Categories (Table 4.23) and their importance to  Project Phases (Table 4.24, 
page 81).
To interpret Table 4 23, consider th a t a higher magnitude for a category (CCI) or 
subcategory (SI) connotes not only th a t more interviewees selected those concepts but also 
that they selected them  for more Project Phases. Even the lowest SI value, 12, for Data
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Sources/Social survey m ethods and sampling, resulted from one interviewee selecting the 
Needs phase, two selecting Planning, three selecting Input, two selecting Data M anage­
ment, and one selecting the Analysis phase. The CCI value for D ata Sources is 32, the 
average of 47, 30, 34, 12, 29, and 38.
Table 4.23; SI values and their averages (CCI) 
by Concept Category.
C on cept Category Subcategories SI values
Geographic Fundamentals Geographic Phenomena 68
CCI =  61 Characteristics of digital objects 69
Relationships among features and attributes 64
Measurement 64
Spatial Analysis 38
Data Sources Remote sensing 47
CCI =  32 Records, ledgers, census 30
Ground survey methods 34
Social survey methods 12
Maps 29
Existing digital data 38
Data Quality Components o f quality 66
CCI =  55 Sources of error 61
Sensitivity analysis 30
Data quality standards 61
Data Management Database management systems 57
CCI =  49 Standard DBMS 57
Designing database tables 30
Spatial data models 47
Integrated spatial and attribute data 53
Cart e Data Transfer Standards 47
Data Capture Format conversion 56
CCI =  46 Processing 40
System specific issues 40
Procedures 49
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Table 4.23: SI values and their averages (CCI) by Concept Category (continued).
Analysis Procedures and Functions Spatial data maintenance i 34
CCI =  40 Attribute data maintenance and analysis 1 61
Integrated analysis i 47
Flow charting j 20
Specific GIS analysis functions 42
Cartographic Display and Production O utput formats, map types 36
CCI =  34 Hardware options j 36
Cartographic process j 42
Steps in making displays j 39
Steps in making maps ! 43
Generalization 1 28
Symbolization 31
Graphic design 26
Map layout 27
Map production and reproduction ; 18
Turning to the relevance of concepts to the Project Phases, the CCPI values for 
each Concept Category for each project phase, and also the overall PI values for each 
phase, are entered in Table 4.24. T he highest PI values occurred for the Planning and 
Analysis phases, suggesting tha t more concepts were im portant for carrying out those two 
phases than  other Project Phases. T he  O CPI values can be interpreted in two ways. One, 
they indicate the phases for which a C oncept Category was considered most important. 
For example, D ata Sources were utilized more for the Planning phase than for any other 
Project Phase. Two, they indicate which Concept Categories were considered most 
im portant for a particular phase. T h a t is. D ata Quality (OCPI =  71) and Data Capture 
(OCPI =  75) was considered more im portant than  Data Sources for performing Planning.
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tasks. Input, D ata M anagem ent, Query, and O utpu t phases had roughly equivalent 
knowledge requirements, w ith the Needs phase requiring the least knowledge.
Table 4.24: CCPI and PI values by Concept Category for CIS Project Phases.
C oncept
Categories
GIS Project Phase
Needs Planning Input Data M Query Analysis Output
Geog Fundamentals , 42 69 51 39 69 76 65
Data Sources 18 55 55 34 16 31 13
Data Quality 33 71 55 52 55 75 46
Data Management 5 52 52 74 59 61 46
Data Capture 12 75 86 73 25 36 14
Data M and Analysis 11 47 17 40 55 78 29
Cartographic D  and P 18 46 27 12 37 48 81
PI value 19 57 46 42 44 56 47
Appendix E shows more detail, listing the Subcategory Phase Index (pages 33-34) 
values for each subcategory for each Project Phase. For example. Table E.4 reveals that, 
even though the CCPI value for Data Quality for the D ata M anagement phases (52) was 
high, the Data Quality subcategory ‘Sensitivity analysis” (SPl =  9) was not considered 
relevant for the D ata M anagem ent Project Phase by the majority of interviewees. These 
types of differences betw een knowledge requirements for the phases are studied in C hapter 
5 to recommend course content.
Ranking o f Concept Categories. It can be seen th a t the Concept Category most 
often selected by interviewees was Geographic Fundamentals, having a CCI value of 61 
(Table 4.23). It had the highest CCPI values for two phases, Needs (CCPI =  42) and
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Query (CCPI =  69) ; the second highest CCPI value for Analysis and O utput; and the 
third highest CCPI value for Planning (Table 4.24).
T he Concept Category D ata Quality was next with CCI =  55. Although it did 
not have the highest CCPI value for any Project Phases, it ranked second among Concept 
Categories for N eeds Assessment (CCPI =  33) and Planning (CCPI =  71). T he most 
relevant applications of D ata Quality concepts were for the Planning and Analysis phases 
(CCPI =  75).
T he third highest CCI value (40) was for M anipulation and Analysis. This C on­
cept Category had the highest CCPI value (78) of any Concept Category for the Analysis 
phase.
D ata Capture and D ata M anagem ent came fourth. D ata Capture was the most 
relevant Concept Category for two phases, Planning (CCPI =  75) and Input (CCPI =  86). 
Data M anagem ent (CCPI =  74) and Data Capture (CCPI =  73) were both ranked highly 
for the Data M anagem ent phase.
The last two major Concept Categories of importance were Cartographic Display 
and Production, and D ata Sources. D ata Sources were most relevant for the Planning 
(CCPI =  55) and Input phases (CCPI =  55), whereas Cartographic Display and Produc­
tion was naturally most relevant to O u tpu t (CCPI =  81).
Summarv for Part III. Results for organizations revealed no association between 
the sampling strata and GIS education requirements. However, collective results did
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indicate the overall relative importance of each Concept Category and of the Concept 
Categories’ relevance to  performing tasks in the seven Project Phases.
Two of the seven major Concept Categories had CCI values greater than  50 on a 
scale from 0 to  100, while five had values less than  50. T he Concept Category containing 
the most frequently selected subcategories was Geographic Fundamentals. O f the major 
Concept Categories having CCI values less than  50, five contained at least one 
subcategory having an SI greater than  50.
Planning and Analysis Project Phases required the most GIS knowledge. The 
phase requiring the least am ount of knowledge was Determining User Needs.
T he relevance of concepts to organizations and Project Phases will be revisited in 
Chapter 5 to recommend course conten t for agencies in the population.
P a rt IV . P referred  E ducational M odalities. Responses from twelve interviewees 
representing nine agencies contributed to  the results for this section. Results for the eight 
questions are presented in four subsections. Each question has been reproduced for the 
reader’s convenience; num erical rankings (page 35) for Questions A, C, D, and E are 
included in tables.
Availabilitv and Adequacv of GIS Education Sources. The sufficiency of GIS tech­
nical support and educational sources available to agencies are examined via the results for 
Questions A  and B. Both are presented and discussed in this subsection. The numerical 
rankings calculated from responses to  Q uestion A  (placed in column to the right of each 
information source) are m entioned first, then  responses to Question B are reported.
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A. Please rank the following sources of GIS information according to their availabil­
ity to personnel in your agency (awareness of, funding for, other) on a scale o f 1 to 3 
(most available).
GIS Information Sources Average Rank
Software, hardware manuals 2.6
Periodicals 2.0
Texts 2.1
Technical Papers 1.8
In-house advisors 1.8
Organizational newsletters 1.5
Electronic bulletin boards 1.5
Conferences 2.1
Vendor short courses 1.7
Consultants 1.4
Consultant-produced short courses 1.5
University course work 1.5
University-produced short courses 1.5
O ther 0.7
The availability rankings for GIS technical support and education sources show 
that ‘Software, hardware m anuals’ were ranked higher than  any other source. Sources 
receiving moderate average rank values were ‘Texts,’ ‘Conferences,’ ‘Periodicals,’ ‘T ech­
nical papers’ and ‘In-house advisors.’ ‘Consultants,’ ‘Outside courses,’ ‘Organizational 
newsletters,’ and ‘Electronic bulleting boards’ were least available. Bill Tanke gave sepa­
rate responses for the FS-R l Regional Office and field offices (forests and districts). 
‘M anuals,’ ‘In-house advisors,’ ‘Organizational newsletters,’ and ‘Conferences’ were all 
ranked highly for the Regional Office. T he field offices had these, except that conferences 
had m oderate rank values. Only ‘Electronic bulletin boards’ and consultant-produced 
short courses were considered no t available for the Regional Office. The remaining 
sources had m oderate rank values. In  contrast, all sources no t already mentioned for field 
offices were ranked as being least available.
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B. Are the sources available to your agency adequate, if used? Describe any 
particular strong points, omissions, or difficulties.
A lthough the SCS interviewee considered available sources to be inadequate, 
several interviewees reported that available sources were in fact adequate. These were FS- 
IFSL, GS, D O H , DSL-F, and Cham pion Timberlands. FS-IFSL sources were apparently 
adequate because of access to a wide range of sources, as reported by the interviewee in 
response to Q uestion A. Several interviewees m entioned courses provided by their 
organizations in  their responses to Q uestion B, even though they were not mentioned in 
response to Q uestion A. GS, D O H , and Cham pion staffs could attend central office- or 
vendor-produced GIS courses. D O H  additionally retained a vendor consultant, although 
he was not considered to be an in-house advisor. DSL-F staff had close access to the UM 
GIS Lab and university course work; the two student interns also provided in-house 
expertise. Even so, the DSL-F interviewee suggested tha t some “available” sources were 
not actually used because of cost. In  sum, it appears that most organizations having 
adequate sources of GIS knowledge provided instruction within the organization.
Several interviewees reporting adequate sources of GIS education, nevertheless, 
mentioned or implied omissions and difficulties with the sources already available. Inter­
viewees for BLM, FS-R l, GS, D O H , SL-NRIS, and Champion Timberlands expected that 
their personnel could benefit from additional sources. T he existing courses provided by 
BLM and FS-Rl were no t considered comprehensive or sufficient for growth in GIS use. 
D O H  and the FS-Rl District interviewees specifically m entioned the need to encourage 
management support for GIS operations. SL-NRIS, Cham pion Timberlands and GS 
interviewees expressed interest in topics beyond what was known or in a theoretical 
approach as compared to hands-on or vendor-oriented skills. John Woods (Champion)
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was particularly interested in being able to  solve problems tha t arose frequently in 
performing comm on tasks.
In  conclusion, responses to  Q uestion B indicated tha t seven of the eight organi­
zations in  the sample could benefit from additional GIS education sources. Five inter­
viewees expressed interest in different education content than  was already available. 
Encouraging support from m anagem ent and improving theoretical knowledge and prob­
lem solving abilities were m entioned as reasons.
Preferred Education Sources. Questions D  and E were concerned with the 
educational sources preferred by the respondents. Q uestion D called for a ranking of 
possible instruction options. T he results from Q uestion D help to identify w hether organi­
zations would actually utilize university-produced short courses. W here interest in the 
university-produced courses was indicated, responses to  Question B are revisited to predict 
utilization. Responses to  Q uestion E gave insights into preferred ongoing information 
sources (the weighted average rank values are placed in a column to the right of the 
options).
D . Please rank the following possible instruction options by preference, on a scale of 
1 to 3 (most preferable).
Instruction O ntions Average Rank
In-house advisors 2.4
In-house-produced short courses 2.5
Conferences 2.3
Vendor short courses 2.0
Consultants 1.5
Consultant-produced short courses 1.9
University course work 1.8
University-produced short courses 2.4
Self-study workbooks 1.9
O ther 0.2
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T he average rank value for university-produced short courses was higher than  for 
any other outside source of GIS instruction. In-house advisors, in-house short courses, and 
conferences had rank values nearly equal to university-produced short courses. However, 
as was seen in the results for Questions A  and B, even though several organizations had 
their own sources, nearly all organizations in the sample were expected to benefit from 
additional sources of GIS education. Thus, not only were interviewees interested in addi­
tional sources, bu t they ranked university-produced short courses high among outside 
sources.
Specifically, of the agencies interested in additional GIS education sources (see 
Question B results), agencies giving high preference to university-produced short courses 
were BLM, FS-Rl, GS, SCS, and D O H . Because of the division of labor into various 
sections within the agency, the D O H  interviewee’s interest might not have applied to the 
entire spectrum of staff responsibilities. T he subagency DSL-F interviewee would have 
rated outside courses higher except for funding limitations.
E. Rank the following possible ongoing info sources by preference, assigning each a 
rank from 1 to 3.
Ongoing GIS inform ation Sources Average Rank
Software, hardware m anuals 2.3
Periodicals 2.0
Texts 1.8
Technical papers 2.3
In-house advisors 2.3
Organizational newsletters 1.6
Electronic bulletin boards 1.5
O ther 0.3
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T he ongoing sources allow individuals with some expertise to  m aintain or in-crease 
their knowledge on a daily basis. T he choices are a subset of the choices in Q uestion A, 
excluding outside sources. Manuals, technical papers, and in-house advisors were most 
preferred.
Preferred Learning Activities and Situations. Questions C and F were both 
concerned w ith preferred learning activities and situations. Responses to Question C 
revealed preferred learning activities involving formal learning situations or individual 
study. Q uestion F asked about preferences in the location of learning sites. The weighted 
average rank values are again placed in a colum n to the right of the listed options.
C. R ank  th e  following in struc tion  techniques by preference, on  a scale of 1 to  3.
Instruction Techniques Average Rank
V irtual dem onstrations of operations 2.4
H ands-on experience 2.9
Lectures on  principles with examples 2.0
Individual initiative (self taught) 2.0
O ther 0.1
The rank values show th a t virtual presentations and hands-on experience were 
preferred while lectures and individual initiative drew only moderate interest. This is 
consistent with the on-the-job necessity o f applying theoretical principles directly in using 
the GIS software. A lan Vandiver (FS-R l) recom mended the following sequence of steps 
for individuals learning GIS software. N ote  th a t bo th  dem onstration and hands-on exper­
ience are m entioned. He wrote.
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1. Sit down w ith someone who knows the software/hardware 
and have them  give you an overview.
2. Try it yourself.
3. G o to  a class
4. M eet w ith others who have similar problems.
5. Keep up to date in conferences.
Additionally, those agencies represented by interviewees indicating moderate 
interest in university-produced short courses were the subagencies FS-IFSL and DSL_R, 
the state agency SL-NRIS, and Champion. Referring back again to the results from 
Question B, one can infer tha t SL-NRIS and Cham pion might take advantage of the short 
courses if they were made available. T he DSL-R interviewee, like the DSL-F interviewee, 
was hesitant to  make any definite statem ent.
In  total, it appeared th a t six (BLM, FS-R l, CS, SCS, SL-NRIS, and Champion) of 
the eight organizations represented in the sample could benefit from and would prefer to 
utilize university-produced short courses. This is consistent with Objective O ne results in 
that the six organizations were considered to  be in Interest Croups A-C (page 51). Con­
tinuing w ith the second question about preferred sources,
F. W ould your organization prefer to send personnel to an educational site or to bring 
instruction to office locations?
W ith  some qualifications, interviewees favored sending personnel to classes at an 
education site. Reasons had to  do the num ber of persons attending, costs, and the level of 
instruction. In essence, there was a perception th a t introductory material could be 
provided for a wide range of staff on-site for a reasonable cost, but that staff would benefit 
more from “focused” or “specialized” instruction if they attended classes at an  education
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site. In teraction with others and the availability of systems for hands-on practice were 
additional benefits. Thom as (DSL-Reclamation) preferred on site classes when training 
materials could be available.
A dditional C om m ents. Interviewees were invited to offer any additional 
information of advice no t otherwise covered in the questionnaire. Question G inquired,
G . D o  you w ish to  m ake any additional com m ents?
Com ments ranged from general advice in adjusting instruction for particular 
audiences to predictions about the direction of CIS and GIS education. The most 
complete com m ent was given by Colleen Stein (FS-Rl-D);
O ne idea in setting up short courses would be to identify your target audience ie (sic) 
GIS individual or team  member not involved in GIS applications. Some courses could 
be very general for managers needing information, ie (sic) applications of GIS. For 
team  members getting involved in GIS, a more basic bottom -up hands on (sic) 
approach would be good. For people familiar w/ GIS, you could give brief introduc­
tions and go into more advanced functions and applications.
A  recurrent them e was the value of education as compared to training already 
available. A  preference was stated for the theory and knowledge to aid in problem solving. 
Kristen G erhardt, SCS, warned of the dangers of too little knowledge:
W ithout proper training/education, employees who have a GIS available to them  
are liable to “make things up” on  their own, leading to misinformation wasted time 
+  resources, bad decisions, destruction of customer confidence, and possible lawsuits. 
GIS technology is incredibly powerful and “seductive” -  government agencies must 
make the investm ent to  use it wisely.
Lastly, Brian Long expected tha t education and training needs would grow as GIS 
grew in scope. He suggested th a t there would eventually be a need to have ongoing 
courses to  train  personnel in a num ber of specialties.
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Summary for Part IV Results. Interviewees representing six of the eight organiza­
tions in the sample expressed at least m oderate interest in additional GIS educational 
sources, particularly university-produced short courses. In cases where interviewees con­
sidered their organization's CIS educational options adequate, in-house advisors or courses 
were available. For aspects of GIS expertise not covered by those sources, or where they 
were no t available, agencies were likely to  tu rn  to outside sources. University-produced 
short courses had the highest rank value as a most preferred option for both on-site and 
off-site "outside" GIS education options.
Appropriate Education 
T he detailed interview results revealed some interesting information about 
providing GIS education alternatives. Results from Parts I, II, and IV of the questionnaire 
in particular strengthen the justification for providing university-produced short courses for 
agencies in the population. It is apparent from Part I th a t the majority of agencies had 
staff who could become involved in  GIS operations and th a t each agency engaged in 
resource managem ent activities th a t could benefit from GIS. Furthermore, all were 
expecting to  update their hardware/software systems if they had no t already done so. Part 
II showed that existing staff often becam e involved in performing a wide range of GIS 
tasks. Concepts selected in Part III showed th a t every subcategory contained concepts of 
interest to the organizations. They further revealed which Concept Categories were con­
sidered most relevant to  each Project Phase. Part IV verified the need for additional GIS
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education sources and tha t organizations generally preferred to send personnel to classes at 
an  instructional site. Moreover, even organizations having good sources of GIS education 
were open to additional education, particularly university-produced short courses.
Summary of Results
This chapter covered the results for Objectives O ne and Two. The highlights of 
each are summarized before going on to  C hapter 5 which utilizes the results in making 
recommendations for the conten t of GIS short courses.
Objective One
Objective O ne stated tha t the status of GIS operations in  1992 for agencies in 
M ontana which managed forest resources would be surveyed. It included identifying the 
Stages of Implementation, personnel, foreseeable GIS applications, and interest in GIS 
education. Seventeen federal and state agencies and two corporations were included in 
the sample for Objective O ne. T he two-stage sample was stratified by range of resource 
management responsibility (multiple use, specialized), and by level of organization (federal, 
state, other). In contacting each organization in the sample via telephone, it was found 
that a wide range of im plem entation situations were in  existence although a trend towards 
implementation and increasing use of existing systems was evident. Contacts expressed 
varying degrees of interest in obtaining GIS education for employees in their organization. 
As startup begins, individuals who carry ou t projects or parts of projects need basic instruc­
tion and hands-on experience via some form of GIS instruction. A n initial suggestion for 
appropriate education was based on  the eight Application Patterns observed among agen­
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cies in the sample. Similarities betw een some Application Patterns were noted, and it was 
suggested th a t short courses could be structured to treat similar Application Patterns 
together.
Objective Tw o
T he m ain purpose of Objective Two was to determ ine appropriate concepts to be 
included in short courses suitable for agencies in the population and their staffs. A  sub- 
sample of organizations was taken from the first sample to include agencies having the 
most m ature GIS operations and leading GIS managers and practitioners. Each GIS expert 
was interviewed in  person, guided by a detailed interview questionnaire.
T he results for the four parts of the interview were presented in sequence. It was 
found from Part I tha t most organizations represented by interviewees had at least one 
dedicated GIS staff person. However, most organizations had assigned a wide range of GIS 
tasks to other staff (Part II), implying a dem and for GIS education. GIS projects were 
defined primarily by managers and resource specialists. Planning was done by these and 
others. In the remaining five phases, resource specialists and GIS staff appeared to be 
involved in  more Project Phases than  o ther staff groups. Results from Part III of the inter­
view questionnaire about concepts relevant to  organizations were summarized for indivi­
dual interviewees and over all organizations in the subsample collectively. In general, if a 
concept was ranked highly, it was considered relevant for several or all GIS Project Phases. 
O n the whole, it was found tha t carrying ou t some Project Phases required more knowl­
edge than  others particularly in  the areas o f Planning and Analysis. Geographic Funda­
mentals and D ata Quality were selected as the two most relevant concept categories. 
Results from Part IV indicated tha t seventy five percent of organizations would utilize
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university-produced short courses. They preferred to attend classes away from their offices 
and to  leam  by virtual dem onstrations and hands-on experience. T he importance of 
improving m anagem ent support for GIS operations and increasing the theoretical knowl­
edge and problem solving abilities of staff carrying out GIS projects were emphasized.
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Chapter 5 
RECOM M ENDATIONS
T he results associated w ith Objectives O ne and Two (Chapter 4) provided several 
pieces of information w hich are useful in defining appropriate content for short courses. 
This chapter integrates those pieces of information to make recommendations for course 
content and organization (cf. pages 13 and 36). Instruction for personnel employed at 
agencies in the population would include concepts selected from the seven major concept 
categories.
A  num ber of characteristics of agencies in the population which were surveyed in 
two interviews related to GIS educational requirements for agencies in the population.
The first (Objective O ne) was concerned w ith the status of GIS operations and interest in 
GIS education. This resulted in the identification of (1) Stages of Implementation 
associated with agencies in the sample (pages 40ff.), (2) Interest Groups defining the range 
of interest in GIS education (pages 50ff.), (3) corresponding stages of learning GIS (pages 
53-54), and (4) Application Patterns (pages 55ff.) observed among agencies in the startup 
and operational Stages. T he second interview (Objective Two) focused on staff 
responsibilities (pages 72-77) and GIS concepts appropriate for agencies and their staffs 
(pages 77-85).
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Recom mendations are for agencies and subagencies in the startup or operational 
Stages of Im plem entation, such as those in  Interest Groups A - C .  T he Application 
Patterns introduced in  Objective O ne and the concepts selected by interviewees (Objec- 
tive Two) are instrum ental in developing recommendations.
Objective Three
Recommend short course content and organization in a way that is suffi­
ciently flexible to satisfy GIS education requirements for the range of agencies 
studied.
Two sections cover the GIS education requirements for entire organizations and 
for individuals’ responsibilities. T he first section utilizes the Application Patterns and 
concepts selected by interviewees to  delineate educational requirements between groups of 
organizations. In the second section, interviewees’ selections of concepts relevant for 
Project Phases are studied to derive education requirem ents according to individuals’ 
responsibilities in carrying out GIS projects. Finally, the information is synthesized to 
recommend an organization of short courses. T he term  ‘short courses’ was defined broadly 
in Chapter 1 as “any subset of a curriculum  presented in one or more time periods planned 
by educators” (page 13). T hree curriculum s are recommended for five programs of study.
Characterizing each Organization's 
GIS Educational Requirements
T he focus is on  education for agencies, subagencies, and offices in the startup and 
operational Stages of Im plem entation. It is expected tha t recommendations for short 
courses would also serve the needs of o ther agencies in the population when they reach 
those stages.
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Ideally, one would w ant to  m atch concepts to  Application Patterns and provide 
courses based on the  con ten t suitable for each pattern. Educational requirements for an 
Application P attern  would be derived from concepts selected by interviewees in the 
subsample. A n  interviewee’s selections would be m atched to the Application Patterns 
associated w ith his/her organization. Further, it would be preferable to combine instruc­
tion for some Application Patterns to  reduce the num ber of courses required. Education 
Groups are defined in  the next section by subsets of the eight Application Patterns.
Following the description of the Education Groups, GIS education recommen­
dations are m ade for each group.
Education Groups
A  comprehensive set of Education Groups could be defined by the combinations 
of one or more Application Patterns (pages 55ff.). However, this would generate a large 
number of groups.
Recall (page 60) th a t Application Patterns 1 (Data Collection and Records 
M anagement), 3 (Complex interpretation), and 8 (Generation of O utput Products) were 
nearly universal among organizations having at least one office in the start up or opera­
tional stage. Also, Application P attern  2 (Simple interpretation) could be included as a 
subset of Application Pattern  3. A pplication Patterns 4 and 5 could also be combined 
because they are similar to A pplication Patterns 2 and 3 with the addition of classification 
operations.^”
“̂Subsequent mention of these Application Patterns will be hyphenated, i.e.. Application Patterns 2-3 
and Application Patterns 4-5.
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Using these simplifications, the primary Education Group included Application
Patterns 1 ,2-3 , and 8. Additional groups include Application Patterns 4-5, 6, and 7 singly
and in com bination to  produce an  exhaustive list of eight Education Groups.
Agencies represented by the two samples were assigned to groups according to 
their associated Application Patterns. Additional information collected about Applica-
Table 5.1; Organizations assigned to  Education Groups 
as defined by Application Patterns.
E ducation Groups 
(A pplication  Patterns)
O rganization
Education Group A  
(1 +  (2 - 3) +  8)
FS'Districts. FS-Reeional Office fMl
Education Group B 
(I +  (2 - 3) +  (4 - 5) +  8
Education Group C  
(1 +  (2 - 3) +  6 +  8)
DNRC-W (S)
Education Group D  
(1 +  (2 ' 3) +  7 +  8)
BIA'Pahlo (M), BLM (M)„ FWS-CMR (S), NFS- 
GNP. Chamnion fM)
Education Group E
(1 +  (2 ' 3) +  (4 - 5) +  6 + 8)
Education Group F
(1 +  (2 ' 3) +  (4 ' 5) +  7 +  8)
BIA-Billings (M), FWS-GBRC (S). FWS-WSAL 
fS). FS'IFSL fSL DOH fS). SL-NRIS
Education Group G 
(I +  (2 -3 )  +  6 +  7 +  8)
Education Group H
(1 4- (2 ' 3) +  (4 ' 5) +  6 +  7 +  8)
GS(S), SCS (S), DHES (S), DNRC-RWRCC (S), 
DSL-F (ML DSL-R (SI
where,
1 -A P I-D a ta  Collection and Records Management
2 -A P2-Sim ple Visual Interpretation
3 -A P 3 -Com plex Visual Interpretation
4 -  AP4 -Classification and Simple Interpretation of One Theme
5 -  AP5 -Classification and Complex Interpretation of More than One Theme
6 -  AP6 -Integration with Modeling Software
7 -A P 7  -O ther Analysis and Interpretation
8 -A P 8 -Presentation of Products
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tion Patterns in  some cases. Table 5.1 lists these Education Groups by their Application 
Patterns and the agencies assigned to each group. Any agency in the population could be 
assigned to  one of the eight groups. T he num ber of agencies assigned to groups varied as 
did the num ber of interviewees representing the groups. Education Groups A, D, F, and 
H  had the most members. T he underlined names indicate organizations that were 
included in the subsample and thus represented by at least one interviewee.
E ducation  G roup  A . Only those organizations not carrying out projects associ- 
ated w ith Application Patterns 4, 5, 6, or 7 belong in  Education Group A. The Region 
O ne Forest Service offices, represented by three interviewees, most appropriately belonged 
to this Education Group. Aside from data collection, known projects were in Application 
Patterns 2 and 3 along w ith some map production (Application Pattern 8). Although the 
Forest Service offices represented in  the sample were operational, system capabilities and 
projects were limited. Interest was expected to increase somewhat when newer equipment 
and commercial software became available, bu t some standardization of data and mapping 
procedures was expected to  continue. T he two FS-GNF interviewees, Alan Vandiver and 
Colleen Stein, tended to  have greater interest in GIS concepts than  did Bill Tanke (FS- 
R l RO). They seemed to be enthusiastic about future possibilities, whereas Tanke 
tended to select concepts for the typical GIS user in the agency.
E ducation G ro u p  B. N o agencies in  the samples belonged to this group. As 
mentioned in C hapter 4, classification techniques include delineating land areas by 
similarity of a nominal characteristic, setting class limits based on arithmetic or statistical
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measures, and regionalization based bo th  on  attribute values and connectivity of loca­
tions. W ithou t evidence of agencies belonging to this group, no recommended course 
con ten t will be made.
E ducation  G roup  C . T he only agency out of the two samples assigned to Educa­
tion Group C  was DNRC-W . GIS operations at DNRC-W  in early 1992 were approach­
ing the startup phase and no  GIS expert was available for an interview. A  pilot project 
involved primarily data collection, and planned projects included use of modeling software 
to study flood frequency and sedim entation (Application Pattern  6). O ne could not say 
for certain  tha t the agency would rem ain in this Education Group once it became 
operational. W ithout th a t certainty and w ithout representation by an interviewee, no 
education recom m endations will be m ade for this group.
E ducation  G roup  D . T he addition of Application Pattern  7 (O ther analysis and 
interpretation) to the definition resulted in more agencies in this Education Group.
Analysis operations can be used for a wide range of purposes and can be combined with 
both integrated modeling and classification procedures. However, based on known facts, 
several organizations and offices appeared to  be performing or planning analytical 
operations separately from either: the BIA-Pablo area office, BLM, FWS-CMR, NPS- 
GNP, and Champion were placed in to  Education Group D.
The one interviewee in  the  subsample representing Education Group D was John 
Woods of Cham pion International. John had  attended formal training provided by corp­
orate headquarters and seemed to  know of all of the concepts listed in the interview 
questionnaire.
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E ducation  G roup  E. N o agencies represented in either sample fell into this 
group. A n  hypothetical agency in  this group may be expected to utilize a GIS to prepare 
data  for input into a modeling program and to  produce maps for in-house reference or final 
presentation of results. Preparation for modeling inputs would likely include generation of 
topographic variables. Maps produced could range from in-house working maps to formal 
maps for public presentations. It is unlikely however tha t any GIS project involving both 
classification and modeling would no t also include substantial use of other analytical 
operations, placing any such agency in to  Education Group F. N o formal GIS education 
recommendations are m ade for this group.
E ducation  G roup  F. Seven agencies were assigned to this Education Group: five 
federal agencies and two state agencies. They engaged in classification and other analyses 
but did not integrate modeling software w ith GIS. SL-NRIS was included in this Educa­
tion Group because its duties in  providing support for other agencies took its educational 
requirements beyond those needed for its own projects. A lan Cox had considerable 
experience w ith GIS m anagem ent and expressed strong interest in many topics, including 
concepts pertaining to Application Patterns 4 and 7.
O f the other two agencies in  the group represented by interviewees, FS-IFSL was 
primarily research-oriented. Carolyn Chase, although actively engaged in GIS operations, 
was at the awareness stage in  term s of some types of GIS activities and had no access to 
current generation systems. T he second interviewee, Don Cromer (DOH), both coord­
inated GIS operations at D O H  and performed hands-on work. The D O H  GIS activities 
supported road planning and m itigation of impacts on natural resources. Additionally, 
some research was done on  contract for others.
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E ducation  G roup  G . It is conceivable tha t an  agency in the population could 
m atch the definition of this Education Group, however, none of the agencies represented 
in  either sample were assigned to  it. A n  hypothetical agency might be expected to  have 
GIS education requirem ents similar to  those of Education Group C, but would also require 
additional M anipulation and Analysis concepts and possibly more Geographic 
Fundam entals concepts. W ithout actual evidence of agencies belonging to this group, no 
formal recom m endations will be made.
E ducation  G roup  H . Sufficient variety in GIS activities was identified for GS,
SCS, DHES, DNRC-RW RCC, DSL-F, and DSL-R to place them  in Education Group H. 
W ith  the exception of DSL-F, all agencies in  this group had specialized resource manage­
m ent responsibilities. GS, SCS, and DSL-R were similar in tha t they utilized modeling 
software but also used auxiliary analysis operations to derive inputs for these models and to 
interpret outputs. T he m ost com m on modeling applications were surface and sub-surface 
water flow. Modeling objectives were similar for DSL-F, but had a relatively low priority. 
DHES expected to carry out w ater quality studies to classify wells by water quality 
measures derived from ground water models. Further analysis was to associate results with 
known health  records. DN RC-RW RCC estim ated basin transevaporative losses and 
consumption of water by vegetation.
Four interviewees represented agencies in this Education Group: Dave Briar 
(GS), Kristen G erhardt (SCS), Brian Long (DSL-F), and Loretta Thomas (DSL-R). Dave 
Briar had the most GIS expertise among GS staff and advised other hydrologists. Kristen 
G erhardt a t SCS coordinated GIS for a team  of resource specialists. In addition to data
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collection and reporting, she expected to carry out sedimentation studies and other 
analyses. Brian Long, who planned and coordinated GIS projects, filled out the interview 
schedule according to  his own education requirements. Loretta Thomas provided GIS 
support for a group of resource specialists.
C onclusion . T he num ber o f agencies assigned to Education Groups ranged from 
zero to  seven. As GIS operations m atured, agencies tended to settle into one of four 
Education Groups: A, D, F, and H.
T he num ber of interviewees representing the four main groups ranged from zero to 
four. Education Group D was represented by one interviewee and Education Groups A, F, 
and H  were represented by three, three, and four interviewees respectively. Recom­
mended course content will pertain  only to  these four groups.
Education R equirem ents fo r E ducation  G roups
T o differentiate betw een education requirem ents for the Education Groups, one 
needs to look beyond the major concept categories because all interviewees selected 
concepts in each major concept category (OCCI >  0, Table 4-21, page 78). To eliminate 
any concept category for any Education Group would be to  eliminate concepts needed for 
common GIS tasks. Averaging the  O C C I values by Education Group (Table 5.2) yields a 
low value (27) for Cartographic Display and Production for Education Group A. How­
ever, Cartographic Display and Production concepts include ‘Map design,’ for example, 
which drew specific interest from an interviewee representing this group. A t the other end 
of the scale a high value does no t m ean th a t all subcategories and topics in a concept 
category are relevant for an Education Group. Geographic Fundamentals rated highly for
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Education Group D, bu t the subcategory ‘Spatial analysis’ was no t considered relevant for 
the group. It is necessary to  study interviewees’ responses in more detail to determine 
which subcategories and topics should be included for each Education
Table 5.2: Average O C C I values by Concept Category 
for each Education Croup.
C on cept Categories Education Group
A B C D E F G H
Geographic Fundamentals 66 75 64 55
Data Sources 33 36 43 37
Data Quality 50 86 56 75
Data Management 43 76 49 55
Data Capture 36 39 32 52
Manipulation and Analysis 49 40 44 44
Cartoeranhic Disolav and Production 27 46 39 37
where,
A  is defined by A PI, AP2-3, and AP8 
B is defined by A PI, AP2-3, AP4-5, and, AP8 
C is defined by A PI, AP2-3, AP4-5, AP6, and AP8 
D is defined by A PI, AP2-3, AP7, and AP8 
E is defined by A P I, AP2-3, AP4-5, AP6, and AP8 
F is defined by A P I, AP2-3, AP4-5, AP7, and AP8 
G is defined by A PI, AP2-3, AP6, AP7, and AP8 
H is defined by A PI, AP2-3, AP4-5, AP6, AP7, and AP8
Croup. A  drawback of relying only on  the O CCI values for this purpose is that they reflect 
not only the relevance of concepts bu t also their relevance to  Project Phases. Thus, they 
indicate the importance of concepts in terms of how m uch they are used by organizations 
(page 31-32). T he 0, 1, 2 interest level values^* associated w ith topics within subcate­
gories have the advantage th a t they only m atch topics to  organizations and do not include
^^These were introduced on pages 31 and 33. A n interest level value of 0 indicates that a topic was 
non- relevant’ to an organizations GIS operations, 1 indicates a neutral or general level of interest, a value 
of 2 indicates that a topic was of specific interest to an organization.
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a measure of the num ber of Project Phases for which they are used. This simplifies 
calculations and provides a direct m ethod for m atching topics to Education Groups.
Recommended Concents for each Education Group
Because there is always some variation w ithin groups, appropriate GIS course 
con ten t will be formulated for an  hypothetical agency in  each of the four main Education 
Groups. T hree levels o f education are derived (see the next paragraph) from the responses 
of interviewees representing those groups. Core topics should be taught at an intermediate 
level to tha t group. Introductory topics are either o f general interest for an hypothetical 
agency in an Education Group or topics that would become a core topic for an agency as it 
plans or begins projects tha t place it into a different Education Group.
T o  derive the education levels from interviewees responses, the topic interest level 
values^^ are first averaged for an  Education Group, and then  criteria are applied to the 
average values (see m ethods, page 36). T he results for each concept category are 
presented in the following series of paragraphs and tables, one table per concept category 
(Tables 5.3-5.9, pages 108-118). Subcategories and topics within them are listed in the 
lefthand column. Tw o sets o f four columns in each table list the average interest level 
values (ranks) and resultant recom m ended education levels, respectively for each of the 
four Education Groups A , D, F, and H.
^^See the previous footnote.
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Geographic Fundam entals. Concepts in this category provide a theoretical 
foundation for representing geographic features digitally, utilizing digital cartographic data, 
and for measuring location and relationships between features. Studying the interest 
levels for each Education Group, average interest levels were lowest for Education Group 
A  (Table 5.3). Using the decision rules, these values translate into the Introductory level 
of instruction for nearly all topics. T he single Education Group D interviewee indicated 
specific interest (interest level value =  2) in nearly all topics, translating into an educa-
Table 5.3: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels 
for Geographic Fundam entals topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T opics Interest Levels Education Levels
Education Group Education Group
A D F H A D F H
Geographic phenomena
Natural features 1.7 2 1.7 1.5 C C C C
Abstracting phenomena 1.7 2 1.7 1.5 C C C C
Characteristics of digital objects 1 2 1.7 1.5 1 C C C
Relationships
Among locations 1.3 2 1.7 1.5 I C C c
Among attributes at one location 1.3 2 1.7 1.5 I C C c
Among locations of attributes of 1.3 2 1.7 1.5 I C c c
a given distribution
Measurement
O f location and relationships 1.3 2 2 1.8 1 c c c
among locations
Of attributes 1.3 2 2 1.8 1 c c c
O f objects 1.3 2 1.7 1.5 I c c c
Spatial Analysis
Connectivity 1 1 1.7 1.3 1 1 c 1
Distributions 1 0 1.7 1 1 c 1
Areal association 1 1 1.7 1.3 I 1 c I
where,
-  -N on- relevant 
I -Introductory education level 
C -Core education level
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tion level of C. T he averaged values for the three interviewees representing Education 
Group F resulted in all topics being recom mended as Core topics for the group. Average 
interest levels were also high for Education Group H  except for Spatial Analysis tech­
niques. T he latter was attributed to  the division of labor at one agency (DSL-F) and 
the relatively limited operations at bo th  DSL divisions. Resource specialists at DSL-F were 
not expected to become directly involved in GIS.
Data Sources. T he factors influencing interest in this concept category included 
the availability of existing data, the division of labor for data collection tasks, and the 
variety o f data sources required for project data themes. Even so, some data sources drew 
high interest while others were dependent on specialized projects {i.e., social surveys, Table 
5.4). D ata Sources m ost popular among the Education Groups were aerial photo-graphs, 
existing maps, and existing digital data. Existing digital data was ranked most highly for 
Education Groups F and H  defined by the most Application Patterns.
Applying the criteria^^ to  the  average interest level values, one sees that most 
topics should be taught as Core topics for at least one Education Group and that every 
topic should be taught at least at the Introductory level for one or more groups. N on­
photographic sensors. Records, and Social survey methods were not appropriate for some 
Education Groups.
 ̂̂ Described on page 36.
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Table 5.4: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels
for Data Sources topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T op ics Interest Levels Education Levels
E ducation Group Education Group
A D F H A D F H
Remote sensing 
Photographic sensors 
Aerial 
Satellite 
Non-photographic sensors 
Thermal 
Multispectral 
Microwave, ultraviolet 
Radar
1.3
1.3
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.3 
.3 
.3
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
.8
.8
1
I
1
I
C
I
C
I
1
I
C
C
C
C
I
I
Records, ledgers, census 
Ground survey methods 
Social survey methods
1.3
1.3 
1
0
2
0
1.3 
1.7
1.3
1
1.3
.3
1
1
I
C
1c
I
I
1
Maps 
Pre-existing sources 
Preparing manuscripts
1.3
1.7
2
0
1.7
1.3
1.5
1.5
I
C
c c cc
Existing digital data 
Base map data 
Images
Natural resource themes
1.3
1.3
1.3
1
I
1
2
2
2
1.8
1.5
1.8
I
I
1
I
I
I
ccc
ccc
where,
— Non- relevant 
I -  Introductory education level 
C -Core education level
D ata Quality. Interest in  D ata Q uality topics was strongest for agencies focusing 
on research, those interfacing models w ith a GIS, and the one agency that had used a GIS 
to facilitate operations for some time (D O H ). These were all in Education Groups F and 
H. Interest was relatively low for agencies having bo th  existing data sources and projects 
which were undemanding in  terms of da ta  quality. Recommended education for all topics 
are Introductory for Education Groups A  and D and included as Core topics for Educa­
tion Groups F and H  (Table 5.5).
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Table 5.5: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels
for Data Quality topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T opics Interest Levels Education Levels
Education Group Education Group
A D H A D F H
Components o f quality
Microlevel 1 1 2 1.8 1 I C C
Macrolevel 1 1 2 1.8 1 1 C C
Sources of error
Data collection 1 1 2 1.8 1 1 C C
Data input 1 1 2 1.8 1 1 C C
Data storage 1 1 1.7 1.8 1 1 C C
Data compilation 1 1 1.7 1.8 1 1 C c
Data manipulation 1 1 1.7 1.8 1 I C c
Data output 1 1 1.7 1.5 I 1 C c
Use of results 1 1 2 1.8 1 1 C c
Sensitivity analysis 1 1 2 1.8 1 I c c
Data quality standards
Quantifying standards I 1 2 1.5 1 1 c c
u s e s  RMSE 1 1 2 1.8 1 1 c c
National Map Accuracy 1 1 2 1.8 1 1 c c
Standards
where,
-  -N on - relevant 
I -  Introductory education level 
C -Core education level
D ata M anagem ent. Interest in  D ata M anagem ent concepts appeared to be 
determined by several factors. T he m ost im portant was the division of labor for data 
management tasks. Interest was high where individual GIS operators (resource specialists, 
analysts, cartographers) m aintained their own databases locally. The available software 
and the data types used (raster or vector) were also major determinants for most agencies. 
Furthermore, where complex projects or data sharing were commonplace, additional 
expertise was required. This pattern  is evident in  Table 5.6. Topics pertinent to individ­
uals doing their own project data  m anagem ent include ‘Definition of common terms,’
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‘Relational database models’, and ‘V ector spatial data models’- Each of these was ranked 
highly for two or more Education Groups. Topics pertaining to selecting a DBMS 
(‘Desirable characteristics,’ ‘O ther database models’) and the federal ‘Cartographic Data 
Transfer Standards’ were ranked as being of medium interest for three or more Education
Table 5.6: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels 
for D ata M anagem ent topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T opics Interest Levels Education Levels
Education Groups Education Groups
A D F H A D F H
Database management systems
Definitions of common terms 1.3 1 1.7 1.8 I I c C
Desirable characteristics 1 0 1.3 1.3 I - I I
Attribute database models
Relational 1.3 2 2 1.8 I C c c
Other 1.5 0 1.7 1.3 C - c 1
Designing database tables 1 1 1.7 1.3 I 1 c I
Spatial data models
Raster 1 0 . .7 1.8 I - 1 c
Vector 1 2 2 1.8 I c c c
Managing spatial and attribute 
data together 
Associating attributes
Raster encoding, images 1.3 0 .7 1 I - 1 1
Vector encoding 1.3 2 1.7 1.5 1 c c c
Map libraries 1.7 1 1.7 1.5 C 1 c c
Cartographic Data Transfer Standards 
Definitions of digital objects
Documentation, file formats 1 1 1.7 1 I I c I
1 1 2 1 I 1 c I
where,
-  -N on - relevant 
I -Introductory education level 
C -Core education level
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Groups. T he only topic no t pertaining to  individual projects and tha t was also ranked 
highly for two or more groups was ‘Map libraries.’
Interest levels were mixed for each Education Group. Education Groups A  and D 
require lower levels of instruction than  do Education Groups F and H. The inclusion of 
SL-NRIS in  Education Group F raised the interest levels for some topics. Its special role in 
archiving and exchanging data  added to the ranks for the ‘O ther database models,’ 
‘Designing database tables,’ and ‘Cartographic D ata Transfer Standards’ topics as 
compared to  the interest levels for those topics associated with Education Group H.
D ata C apture. Levels of interest and recommended education levels are fairly 
consistent across the subcategories for Education Groups A  and H, but differ considerably 
within Education Groups D  and F (Table 5.7). T he greatest variation in average interest 
level values occurred for ‘Form at conversion’ topics, which are highly dependent on 
project data requirements, available sources, and available conversion methods. The 
interviewee representing Education Group D expressed specific (high) interest in several 
processing topics, narrowing the distinction betw een the education requirements for that 
and other groups for this concept category.
Applying the criteria^'^ to  convert the average interest level values to recom­
mended education levels, the Introductory education level is assigned to most topics for 
Education Group A  and the Core education level is assigned to most topics for Education 
Group H.
34 See page 36.
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Table 5.7: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels
for Data Capture topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T opics Interest Levels Education Levels
Ec ucation Group Ec ucation Group
A D F H A D F H
Format conversion
Photointerpretation 1 2 1 1.5 I C I C
Keyboard entry 1.3 0 0 1.5 I - - C
Coordinate geometry 1 0 1.3 1.3 1 - I 1
Digitizing 1.3 2 1.7 1.5 I C c C
Scanning 1.3 2 .7 1.3 I C 1 I
Processing
Data structure conversion 1 0 1 1.5 I - I C
Data reduction, generalization I 1 1.3 1.5 I 1 1 C
Error detection, editing 1 2 1.3 1.5 I c 1 c
Edgematching 1 2 1.7 1.5 I c c c
Rectification 1 2 1.7 1.5 1 c c c
Interpolation I 2 1.3 1.3 I c 1 1
System specific capabilities
Number of polygons, layers, etc. 1 1 1.3 1.5 I I I c
Routines available 1 1 1.3 1.5 1 I I c
Procedures
Input process procedures 2 2 1.3 1.5 C c 1 c
Creating data dictionaries 1 1 2 1.5 1 1 c c
Lineage tracking 1 1 1.7 1.5 I J I c c
where,
-  -N o t relevant 
I -Introductory education level 
C -Core education level
M anipulation and Analysis. M anipulation and Analysis topics apply to a range of 
GIS tasks from evaluating data accuracy to  preparing files for use to performing analytical 
operations on the data. Because Education Groups are defined by combinations of 
Application Patterns, and some A pplication Patterns (4-5 and 7) are defined by the type 
or am ount of analysis done, it follows th a t distinctions between the GIS educational
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requirem ents o f Education Groups are apparent in the interest levels for this category 
(Table 5.8). All topics had relatively low interest levels for Education Group A. Topics 
ranked high for Education Group D  were moderate in complexity. Although the ranks 
for those same topics were no t always higher for Education Groups F and H, more topics 
had high ranks for those groups than  for others.
As expected, more topics were assigned the Core level of instruction for Educa­
tion Groups F and H, i.e., those defined by more Application Patterns. The Core level of 
instruction was assigned to  more topics for Education Group H than  for any other group.
Table 5.8: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels 
for M anipulation and Analysis topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T opics Interest Levels Education Levels
Education Group Education Group
A D F H A D F G
Spatial data maintenance
operations
Assess accuracy 1 1 1.3 1.3 I I I I
Select or join areas o f interest 1 1 1-7 1.3 1 I C 1
Geometric operations 1 1 1.7 .8 1 1 C 1
Attribute maintenance, analysis
Editing 1.3 1 1.7 1.5 1 I c C
Querying 1.3 1 1.7 2 I I c C
Arithmetic operations 1.3 2 1.7 1.8 I C c C
Statistical operations
Summarize data 1.3 1 1.7 1.8 I 1 c C
Intermediate statistics
Crosstabs .7 0 1 1.8 1 — I c
Correlation, regression .7 0 1 1.8 1 - I c
Analysis of variation .7 1 1.3 1.8 I I I c
Setting idiographic class limits .7 1 .7 1.8 1 I 1 c
Multivariate statistics .7 0 .7 1.8 I - 1 c
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Table 5.8: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels
for Manipulation and Analysis topics by Education Group (continued).
Subcategories and T op ics Interest Levels Education Levels
Education Group Education Group
A D F H A D F G
Integrated operations
Retrieval and display 1 1 2 1.8 I I C c
Generalization 1 1 2 1.5 I I c c
Reclassification 1 1 2 1.8 1 I c c
Aggregation 1 1 2 2 I I c c
Measurement
Distance 1.3 2 2 2 I C c c
Area 1.3 2 2 2 I C c c
Perimeter 1.3 2 2 2 I C c c
Centroids 1 2 1.7 1.8 I C c c
Shape 1 2 1.7 1.3 I C c I
Line length and sinuosity 1 2 1.7 1.3 I C c I
Cut and fill calculations 1 0 1.7 2 I c c
Logical overlay 1 1 2 1.8 I I c c
Algebraic surface modeling 1 0 1.3 1.3 I I I
Terrain modeling, profiling 1 1 2 1.5 I I c c
Thematic layer drape 1 1 2 2 I I c c
Network modeling 1 1 2 1.5 I I c c
GIS analysis functions 
Neighborhood operations
Search 1 2 1.3 1.8 I c I c
Line, point-in-polygon 1 2 1.7 1.8 1 c c c
Topographic functions 1.3 2 1.7 2 I c c c
Thiessen polygons .8 0 1 1.5 I — I c
Interpolation 1 1 1.7 2 I I c c
Contour generation 1.3 2 1.7 2 I c c c
Trend surface 1 2 1.7 1.8 I c c c
Filtering, enhancement 1 0 .7 1.8 I I c
Connectivity operations
Contiguity measures 1 1 1.3 1.5 I 1 1 c
Proximity, buffers 1 2 1.7 2 I c c c
Network operations 1 2 1.3 1.5 1 - I c
Spread 1 0 .7 1.5 I - I c
Seek or stream functions 1 0 .7 1 I I I
Intervisibility 1 2 .7 1.5 I c I c
Perspective view 1.3. 1 1.7 1.5 1 I c c
Hill shading 8 0 1.3 1.5 I - I c
Procedures 1 1 1.3 1.5 I I I c
where,
-  -Non-relevant 
I -Introductory education level 
C -Core education level
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Cartographic Display and Production. Interest in this concept category was 
primarily influenced by the quality of maps required for end users. Maps produced for in- 
house reference required less planning and designing knowledge, whereas those for public 
presentation required more knowledge. W here high quality maps were required for agency 
GIS projects, the hardware/software capabilities were usually available to produce those 
maps. O ne exception was tha t DSL-F (Education Group H) appeared to be hampered by 
inadequate peripheral hardware.
W orking maps appeared to be the rule for both Education Groups A  and D (Table 
5.9). High average interest level values for Cartographic Display and Production topic 
occurred more frequently for Education Groups F and H. Agencies known to pro-duce or 
to be interested in producing high quality maps were SL-NRIS and DOH, both in 
Education Group F — hence the strong interest in  ‘Principles of graphic excellence’ and 
‘M ethods for many copies.’ T he high interest in  ‘Screen display, 3D views’ compared to 
the low interest for other topics for Education Group D (Champion) was due to having to 
send plot files to corporate headquarters, whereas screen displays could be done entirely at 
the local office.
Overall, the education level recom m ended most frequently for Cartographic 
Display and Production topics was Introductory. Topics pertaining to both working and 
presentation maps were designated Core topics for Education Groups F, H, or both. These 
included ‘Types of maps,’ ‘T he cartographic process,’ several topics in ‘Steps in
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Table 5.9: Average interest levels (ranks) and recommended education levels
for Cartographic Display and Production topics by Education Group.
Subcategories and T opics Interest Levels Education Levels
Education Group Education Group
A D F H A D F H
Topics and formats of output products
Maps 1.3 1 1.7 1.8 1 I C c
Charts, scatter plots. 1 1 1.7 1.8 1 I C c
Numerical 1 1 1.7 1.3 1 1 C I
Hardware components
Hardcopy 1 1 1.7 1 1 I C I
Softcopy 1 1 1 1 I I I I
The cartographic process 1.3 1 1.7 1.5 1 I c c
Steps in making screen displays
Select perspective and vantage point 1.3 1 1.3 .8 I I I I
Generalize data if needed 1.3 1 1.7 1.5 I 1 c c
Create symbolism, text 1.3 1 1.3 1.5 I I I c
Steps in planning and building a map
Select region and time frame 1 1 1.3 1.8 I I I c
Select perspective, vantage point 1 1 1.3 1.8 I I I c
Select scale and features 1 1 1.3 1.8 I I I c
Select a projection and datums .7 1 1.7 1.3 I I c I
Compile spatial, attribute data 1 1 1.3 1.3 I I I I
Generalize data if needed 1 1 1.3 1.3 I 1 I I
Design symbolism, format, typography 1 1 1.3 1 I I I I
Produce map file or plot file 1 1 1.3 1.3 I I 1 I
Using generalization techniques 
Simplification
Common manipulations 1.3 1 1.7 1.5 I I c c
General guidelines 1.3 1 1.7 1.8 I I c c
Exaggeration 1 1 1.3 1.8 1 I I c
Elimination routines 1 1 1.3 1.5 I I I c
Modification routines 1 1 1.3 1 I I I I
Smoothing operators 1 1 2 .8 1 I c I
Enhancement routines 1 1 1.3 1 I I I I
Classification
For nominal data 1 1 1.7 1.8 I 1 c c
For quantitative data .7 1 1.7 1.5 I I c c
For integrated data .7 1 1.3 1.3 1 I I I
Induction .7 1 1.7 1.8 I I c c
Defining symbolism 1 1 1.7 1.5 I 1 c c
Principles o f graphic excellence 1 1 1.7 1 I I c I
Map design
Format, layout, basemap, marginal elements 1 1 1.3 1.3 I I I I
Screen display, 3D views 1 2 1.3 .8 1 C 1 I
Map production and reproduction
Methods for a few copies 1 1 1.7 1.8 1 I c c
Methods for many conies 1 0 1.7 .5 1 - c
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planning and building a m ap,’ seven out of eleven topics in ‘Using generalization 
techniques,’ ‘Defining Symbolism,’ and ‘M ethods for a few copies.’ Topics pertaining 
primarily to high quality maps were ranked highly only by interviewees in  Education 
Group F. These were ‘Principles of Graphic Excellence’ and ‘Methods for many copies.’
Conclusion. T o  distinguish betw een the education requirements for the four main 
Education Groups (A, D, F, H ), interviewees’ interests in topics within subcategories were 
studied. Distinctions between the recommended education requirements of the Education 
Groups were most evident in  the education levels recommended for topics. It was found 
that every topic was relevant for one or more of the four main Education Groups.
T he recom mended education levels for the four Education Groups (A, D, F and 
H) did largely increase w ith the num ber of Application Patterns defining the groups. In 
particular the Introductory education level was recommended for nearly all topics for 
Education Group A. Also, the “C ” education level was recommended more frequently for 
groups F and H than  for Education Groups A  and D. This pattern was most evident for 
four of the seven concept categories. Those were Data Sources, Data Quality, Data 
M anipulation and Analysis, and Cartographic Display and Production.
For three of the concept categories, the pattern  of recommended education levels 
was different. T he Core education level was recommended for most Geographic Funda­
mentals topics for most Education Groups. For D ata M anagement and Data Capture, the 
recommendations were more mixed th an  for other concept categories.
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Courses for Education Groups
T he GIS education requirem ents for the four m ain Education Groups revealed a 
range of concepts and education levels appropriate for each (pages 108-118). In  theory, 
each of the four groups would be best served by courses exactly matching the recommen­
dations. It may no t be feasible to  provide such an array of courses or to ensure adequate 
attendance at each course. Also, agencies GIS education can change as GIS operations 
m ature or change in  some other way, such as with the availability of new data sources or 
systems. A  more realistic option would be to  prepare just two series of short courses or 
programs of study, presenting Introductory and Core (equivalent to Intermediate) levels of 
instruction. Thus, individuals could first a ttend introductory courses and later attend 
intermediate courses as needed. T he programs of study, when feasible, could be tailored to 
the Education Groups. Because no t all personnel perform the same tasks, further divisions 
in the programs of study are proposed in  the next part of this chapter.
Characterizing Individuals' GIS 
Educational Requirements
A n im portant part of recom mending education requirements for agencies in the 
population is to address the requirem ents of individuals as they take on GIS responsibi­
lities. As has been previously observed, non-GIS staff had become involved in defining 
and carrying out GIS projects.^^ This indicates a pattern  of involvement in most agencies 
in the subsample. It is reasonable to expect th a t additional staff at these and other
was found that six of the eight organizations in the subsample had at least one GIS staff member. 
Nevertheless, as expected, responsibilities in every GIS Project Phase were being filled by non-GIS staff as 
well. All staff categories were associated with more than one Project Phase. A t most organizations, each 
Project Phase was carried out by more than one staff category.
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agencies in  the population would also become involved as GIS technology becomes more 
prevalent. For example, even though the US Geological Survey office in Helena had 
traditional cartographers on  the staff, they had yet to utilize a GIS.
T o  prevent redundancy of instruction, it would be preferable to combine instruc­
tion for staff categories where feasible. T h a t is, if one or more staff categories have similar 
responsibilities, then  instruction for those staff categories would be combined. Each staff 
category had broad responsibilities, suggesting the possibilities of such combining for the 
purposes of instruction. However, there were notable differences as well.^^ Identifying 
mutually exclusive sets of staff categories proved impossible save for lumping them  all 
together. This would overwhelm many individuals with information not relevant for their 
particular responsibilities.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to base staffs’ educational requirements on the 
actual responsibilities for Project Phases, rather than  by their defined positions. The seven 
phases can be considered in the contexts o f ‘managerial’ and ‘hands-on’ responsibilities.
The Input, Data M anagement, Analysis, and O u tpu t Project Phases all require hands-on 
expertise, whereas managers were involved primarily in the Needs and Planning phases.
In the following pages, con ten t is recom m ended for the managerial and hands-on aspects 
of GIS projects. First, a course for m anagerial tasks is proposed. Second, an approach to 
defining course content for the hands-on Project Phases is described. Comments by
^®For example, managers were involved primarily in the Needs and Planning Project Phases (Table 4- 
20, page 76). ‘Other internal’ staff performed primarily Input Phase tasks. Also, at most agencies (BLM, 
s e s ,  DSL'F, DSL'R, DOH, DNRC-RWRCC, and D O H ), resource specialists were less involved in hands- 
on Project Phases than were the remaining staff categories (Tables 4-17 to 4-19, pages 73-75).
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interviewees affirm this approach. A  general overview of concepts for managers was 
preferred in contrast to specific information needed for hands-on personnel. Concepts 
selected by interviewees for the Project Phases of course play a key part in making 
education recom m endations for both  aspects.
It is sufficient to  study the relevance of concepts at the subcategory level, rather 
than  topics, to discern patterns in  the GIS educational requirements for the Project 
Phases. T he Subcategory Phase Index^^ values are presented in seven concept category 
tables in Appendix E. T he values for each phase are studied first in the context of the 
managerial aspect of GIS projects and then  in the context of the hands-on completion of 
projects.
Education for Managerial Responsibilities
Tw o Project Phases, Needs and Planning, encompass the great majority of 
managers GIS tasks. T o  estim ate the GIS education required to perform managerial tasks, 
first consider the concepts suitable for the Needs phase. For most subcategories, the SPP® 
values for the Needs phase were less th an  50 (Appendix E). A nother striking observation 
however is that, for m ost subcategories, SPI values for the Planning Phase were greater 
than  50.
T o  reconcile these seemingly opposite requirem ents for managerial duties, 
consider the range of staff categories involved in the Planning Project Phase. N ot only
 ̂ The Subcategory Phase Index values indicate the relevance of each concept subcategory to each 
Project Phase (page-33).
38 See the previous footnote.
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managers, bu t also resource specialists, GIS staff, data  managers, and cartographers were 
engaged in  planning GIS projects (Table 4-20, page 76). Thus the Planning phase 
appeared to  require the skills o f those carrying out ‘hands-on’ Project phases tasks as well 
as managerial skills. O ne could reasonably infer tha t the specific knowledge required for 
planning applied to these staff categories rather than  to managers. For example, 'Sensi­
tivity analysis' in  Data Quality pertaining to Input and Analysis phases, and detailed 
planning associated w ith the topic would usually be done by individuals having responsi­
bilities for those phases. Thus managers may only need introductory GIS knowledge for 
both  the Needs and Planning Project Phases.
A t some organizations, however, managers were closely involved in one or more of
the hands-on Project Phases. A t SCS, for example, the state soil scientist collected field 
data. Some managers, such as D on Crom er at D O H  and Brian Long at DSL-F performed 
hands-on GIS tasks and/or closely supervised operations. Brian in particular indicated 
specific interest in many topics for himself. Managers who deal this closely with projects 
may w ant to also attend  instruction for some ‘hands-on’ phases.
Managers' Course
T he overview course for managers m ust enable them  to make decisions in defining 
and guiding the completion of GIS projects. T h a t includes understanding the range of 
data sources and data quality requirem ents, and the procedures, analysis options, and 
output products tha t are possible. They need to  be able to  delegate tasks to  staff and often 
to  be able to  evaluate the skills, equipm ent, and procedures required to carry out those
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tasks. N o t all subcategories had  high SPP^ values for the Planning Phase, but the nature 
of m anagerial duties and comm ents by interviewees imply tha t some knowledge of each is
appropriate.
C urricu lum . T he recom mended curriculum for managerial responsibilities is
listed below.
G eographic Fundam entals
Geographic phenomena
Characteristics of digital objects
Relationships
Measurement
Spatial analysis
D ata Q uality
Components o f quality 
Sources o f error 
Sensitivity analysis 
Data quality standards
Data Sources
Remote sensing 
Records, ledgers, census 
Ground survey methods 
Social survey methods 
Maps
Existing digital data
D ata M anagem ent
Database management systems 
Attribute database models 
Designing database tables 
Spatial data models 
Maintaining spatial and attribute data 
Cartographic Data Transfer Standards
D ata Capture
Format conversion 
Processing
System specific issues 
Procedures
M anipulation and Analysis
Spatial data maintenance 
Attribute maintenance and analysis 
Integrated operations 
GIS analysis functions 
Procedures
Cartographic Efisplav and Production
Topics and format o f output products 
Hardware components 
The cartographic process 
Steps in making screen displays 
Steps in planning and building a map
Using generalization techniques 
Defining symbolism 
Principles of graphic excellence 
Map design
Map production and reproduction
^®See discussion and footnote on page 122.
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Education for Hands'on Project Phases
T he five hands-on Project Phases were carried out primarily by non-m anagem ent 
staff. In  addition, as m entioned above, some Planning tasks were also performed by 
‘hands-on’ staff categories. It would be desirable to combine instruction for these, wher­
ever reasonable. As a start, separate treatm ent for the Planning Project Phase does not 
seem advisable. For example, knowledge of how cartographic data are georeferenced 
(included in ‘M easurem ent of locations,’ Geographic Fundamentals) is required in 
Planning (SPI >  50, Appendix E ), and in carrying out all of the subsequent phases as well. 
Concepts tha t could appear in a separate course for planning would perhaps be better 
allotted to the rem aining five Project Phases where those concepts are applied directly.
O ne additional simplification is readily noted. Studying the tables in Appendix E 
further, one sees tha t the subcategories tha t had high SPI ( 50) values for the Query
phase also have high SPI values for the Analysis Phase. Also, the staff categories engaged 
in queries were usually the same staff categories involved in carrying out analysis. Among 
agencies in the subsample, DSL-R was the  only exception (Tables 4-17 to 4-19, pages 73- 
75). These facts suggest that, for the purpose of recommending education relevant for 
individuals, there would be no harm  in elim inating the Query Project Phase.
Studying the rem aining Project Phases reveals no other consistent patterns. This 
leaves four Project Phases to consider in  defining education requirements; Input, D ata 
M anagement, Analysis, and O utput.
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It would be possible to describe four course sequences, corresponding to the Input, 
D ata M anagem ent, Analysis, and O u tpu t Project Phases. There are two main problems 
w ith this approach. O ne is the impracticality of adding four more divisions of courses for 
each of the Introductory and Interm ediate series of short courses (page 120). T he other is 
in dealing w ith redundancy. For example, the subcategory ‘M easurement’ had high SPI 
values for bo th  the Analysis and O u tpu t Project Phases. Thus, sets of concepts for Input, 
D ata M anagem ent, Analysis, and O utpu t are no t mutually exclusive. This is an  issue 
particularly for individuals performing tasks for more than  one of the hands-on phases.
T he associations betw een concept subcategories and Project Phases can be used 
however as guides in  designing curriculums for hands-on staff GIS education. The criteria 
specified in the m ethods (page 36) were based on agreeing with the majority of the 
interviewees. A  higher threshold could be used to  further reduce redundancy but brings 
the attendant risk tha t too many concepts would be eliminated. Entries (x) in Tables 5.10 
to 5.16 indicate the subcategories recom m ended for each phase. Interpretations are given 
for each table. T he resulting patterns are utilized in the next section of this chapter to 
recommend hands-on courses. W here feasible separate versions of these courses could be 
modified for the Education Groups. T h a t is, the level of instruction (not included. 
Introductory, or Interm ediate) would vary w ithin one series of short courses.
Most subcategories in Geographic Fundam entals were considered relevant (SPI > 
50) for more than  one Project Phase (Table 5.10). ‘Characteristics of digital objects’ was 
relevant for all four phases in the table. People involved in the Analysis or O utpu t phases 
could benefit the most from Geographic Fundam entals concepts.
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Table 5.10: Geographic Fundamentals subcategories relevant
to each hands-on Project Phase.
C on cept Subcatgory Project Phase
I D A o
Geographic phenomena
Characteristics o f digital objects
Relationships
Measurement
Snatial analysis
X X X
X X X X
X X
X X X
X
where,
I -Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D  -D ata  Management Project Phase 
A  -  Data Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -O utput Project Phase
X -Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase
Subcategories in  D ata Sources were considered relevant primarily for individuals 
performing tasks for the Input Project Phase (Table 5.11). ‘Existing digital data’ was also
Table 5.11: D ata Sources subcategories relevant 
to each hands-on Project Phase.
C oncept Subcategory Project Phase
I D A O
Remote sensing 
Records, ledgers, census 
Ground survey methods, sampling 
Social survey methods, sampling 
Maps
Existing digital data
X
X
X
X X
where,
I -  Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D -  Data Management Project Phase 
A  -D ata  Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -O utput Project Phase
X -  Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase
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considered relevant for those doing data m anagement. Only individuals working in the 
Input Project Phase would be expected to benefit from two or more or the subcategories.
Two subcategories (‘Com ponents of quality* and ‘Sources of error’) in Data 
Quality were considered relevant for all four hands-on Project Phases (Table 5.12). 
T hree of the subcategories were relevant for three phases. Individuals working in any of 
the phases could benefit from two or more of the four subcategories.
Table 5.12: D ata Quality subcategories relevant 
to each hands-on Project Phase.
C on cept Subcategory Project Phase
1 D A o
Components of quality 
Sources o f error 
Sensitivity analysis 
Data quality standards
X X X X
X X X X
X
X X X
where,
I -  Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D -  Data Management Project Phase 
A  -  Data Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -O utput Project Phase
X -  Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase
Two subcategories were also considered relevant for all Project Phases for the 
Data M anagement concept category (Table 5.13). These were ‘A ttribute database 
models’ and ‘Managing spatial and attribute data .’ Individuals in  any of the four hands-on 
Project Phases could benefit from a t least half of the  six subcategories.
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Table 5.13: Data Management subcategories relevant
to each hands-on Project Phase
C on cept Subcategory Project Phase
I D A o
Database management systems 
Attribute database models 
Designing database tables 
Spatial data models 
Managing spatial and attribute data 
Cartographic Data Transfer Standards
X X X
X X X X
X
X X
X X X X
X X X
where,
I -  Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D  -D ata  Management Project Phase 
A  -  Data Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -O utput Project Phase
X -  Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase
Data Capture subcategories have to  do w ith converting data to digital form and 
preparing it for use. T hree of the four subcategories were considered relevant for both  the
Table 5.14: D ata Capture subcategories relevant 
to each hands-on Project Phase.
C oncept Subcategory Project Phase
1 D A O
Format conversion X X
Processing X X
System specihc issues X
Procedures X X
where,
I -  Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D  -D ata  Management Project Phase 
A  -  Data Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -O utput Project Phase
X -  Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase
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Input and D ata M anagem ent Project Phases (Table 5.14). ‘System specific issues,’ having 
to  do w ith software and hardware limitations in handling types or quantities of data, were 
considered relevant only for the Input phase.
For the  M anipulation and Analysis concept category (Table 5.15), the subcate- 
gories ‘Spatial data m aintenance’ and ‘A ttribute m aintenance and analysis’ were 
considered relevant for the D ata M anagem ent Project Phase. The combination of 
m aintenance and analysis tasks in  the second subcategory drew interest for both Database 
M anagem ent and Analysis Project Phases. T he remaining three subcategories had SPI 2  
50 for only the Analysis Phase.
Table 5.15: M anipulation and Analysis subcategories relevant 
to  the hands-on Project Phases.
C on cept Subcategory Project Phase
I D A 0
Spatial data maintenance 
Attribute maintenance and analysis 
Integrated operations 
CIS Analysis functions 
Procedures
X
X X
X
X
X
where,
I -  Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D  -  Data Management Project Phase 
A  -D a ta  Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -  Output Project Phase
X -  Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase 
Most of the Cartographic Display and Production subcategories pertaining to 
making both  working maps and presentation maps were considered relevant for bo th  the 
Analysis and O utpu t Project Phases (Table 5.16). Subcategories necessary to create 
presentation quality maps were considered relevant for only the O utpu t Project Phase.
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Table 5.16; Cartographic Display and Production subcategories relevant
for the hands-on Project Phases.
C on cep t Subcategory Project Phase
1 D A O
Topics and format of output products 
Hardware components 
The cartographic process 
Steps in making screen displays 
Steps in planning and building a map 
Using generalization techniques 
Defining symbolism 
Principles of graphic excellence 
Map design
Map production and reproduction
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
where,
I -  Input or Data Collection Project Phase 
D -  Data Management Project Phase 
A  -  Data Manipulation and Analysis Project Phase 
O  -O utput Project Phase
X -  Indicates that a subcategory is relevant for a Project Phase
T he above discussion covering subcategories relevant for each hands-on Project 
Phase verifies differences betw een the education requirements of the phases. For some 
concept categories requirem ents were m utually exclusive for some phases. For example, 
M anipulation and Analysis subcategories did no t m eet the 50% (SPI >  50) threshold for 
either Input or O u tpu t phases. This and o ther exclusions occurred for four of the seven 
concept categories. In  contrast, one or more subcategories in each of Geographic 
Fundamentals, Data Quality, and D ata M anagem ent (five subcategories in all) were 
considered relevant for all four Project Phases. Two D ata Sources subcategories did no t 
m eet the 50% threshold for any Project Phase.
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H ands-on Courses
Given the delineation of concepts appropriate for Project Phases (previous sec­
tion), it remains to design curriculums for the hands-on courses (cf. page 121). Two 
alternatives are considered.
A lternative 1. T he simplest solution would be for hands-on staff to attend 
instruction for some concept categories and avoid others. This would require no 
additional series of short courses. It would, however, be a considerable compromise for 
staff in th a t the errors of omission and commission would be considerable for some people. 
For example, a person engaged in Input tasks could well attend instruction in Data 
Sources, D ata Quality, and D ata Capture. But, attending all instruction pertaining to 
Geographic Fundam entals would be overwhelming.
Educators could opt to present only the popular subcategories for all hands-on 
staff categories and then  add others if sufficient interest warranted doing so. This would 
minimize the errors of commission bu t could then  err more on the side of omission. If a 
subcategory needed to be relevant for three or more phases to  be included for all hands-on 
staff categories, the subcategories ‘Relationships’ and ‘Spatial Analysis’ would no t be 
taught for example.
A lternative 2. A nother compromise, bu t perhaps better, solution is proposed.
The solution in A lternative 1 attem pts to  eliminate some subcategories for all four hands- 
on Project Phases. A nother way to  reduce errors of omission is by aggregating the four 
phases into two. Insights gleaned from Tables 5.10 to 5.16 provide a way to do this. 
Because no t all Project Phases benefit equally from each of the seven concept categories,
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the differences lead to  a grouping of concept categories according to  their relevance for 
the phases. In  Table 5.17, entries are the proportion (fraction) of subcategories in each 
concept category relevant for each Project Phase. T he Input and Data M anagement 
Project Phases had similar education requirements in th a t Data Sources and D ata Capture 
concepts were relevant for those phases bu t not for the other two phases.
Table 5.17: T he proportion (fraction) of subcategories in each major concept category
considered relevant for each Project Phase.
Project
Phase
C on cept Category
Geog F Data S D ataQ Data M Data C Analysis Cart. DP
Input 3/5 4/4 3/4 4/4 4/4 0/4 0/10
Data M 1/5 1/4 2/4 6/4 3/4 2/4 0/10
Analysis 5/5 0/4 4/4 4/4 0/4 4/4 5/10
Output 4/5 0/4 3/4 3/4 0/4 0/4 10/10
where,
Project Phase;
Input -D ata  Collection 
Data M -  Data Management 
Analysis -Manipulation and Analysis 
Output -O utput Products
Concept Category:
Geog F -Geographic Fundamentals
Data S -  Data Sources
Data Q  -  Data Quality
Data M -  Data Management
Data C -  Data Capture
Analysis -  Analysis Procedures and Functions
Cart. DP -  Cartographic Display and Production
Also, Geographic Fundam ental concepts, particularly the Relationship subcategory, were 
less relevant for Input and D ata M anagem ent Project Phases than  for other phases. O n  the 
other hand, Cartographic Display and Production subcategories were relevant for Analysis 
and O utpu t Project Phases bu t were no t relevant for the Input and Data M anagement 
phases.
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Studying Table 5.17 further in conjunction with Tables 5.10 to 5.16, one can also 
see a way to  reduce the num ber of subcategories included for instruction for each of the two 
sets of phases. For example, the set of subcategories relevant for Data M anagement (only 
one element, ‘Characteristics o f digital objects’) is a subset of the set of subcategories 
relevant for Input. Thus instruction for Geographic Fundamentals for Input/Data 
M anagem ent would be comprised of just three subcategories.
O ne additional benefit of this alternative derives from the nature of the tasks 
performed in Input/D ata M anagem ent and Analysis/Output. Data sets are created, stored, 
and m aintained in the Input and D ata M anagem ent phases, whereas they are utilized 
during the Analysis and O u tpu t phases. N ot only are there some notable differences in the 
concept recom m endations for the two sets of phases, bu t it may be argued tha t the 
presentation of concepts for Input and D ata M anagem ent phases should differ somewhat 
from the presentation for the Analysis and O u tpu t phases. For example, the tasks 
performed for Data M anagem ent and for Analysis Project Phases in the area o f ‘A ttribute 
m aintenance and analysis’ would differ somewhat: those performing Data M anagement 
tasks m aintain and prepare data  for use, whereas those performing Analysis tasks are using 
the data to derive results. This kind of treatm ent reduces excess instruction (as compared 
to Alternative 1 for individuals working in  only one of those Project Phases and reduces 
redundancy for individuals needing education for bo th  phases.
In conclusion, the au thor considers A lternative 2 to  be the better choice because it 
reduces redundancy of instruction and yet retains all needed subcategories for each hands- 
on project phase. Staff are able to  a ttend  instruction targeted to their own GIS education 
requirements. Educators can benefit from reduced preparation time and greater attendance 
at each series of short courses.
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Proposed  C urricu lum s. Following the scenario described in Alternative 2, 
curricula for Input/D ata M anagem ent and Analysis/Output education requirements are 
proposed in  the following paragraphs. For each curriculum, the included concepts would 
pertain to  b o th  the introductory and interm ediate instruction, yielding a total of four 
programs of study for hands-on project phases.
Curriculum  for the Input/D ata M anagem ent Course. All subcategories considered 
relevant for either the D ata Collection/Input or D ata M anagem ent Project Phases are listed 
below. T hree of the five subcategories in  Geographic Fundamentals, four of six
G eographic Fundam entals
Geographic phenomena 
Characteristics o f digital objects 
Measurement
Data O ualitv
Components of quality 
Sources of error 
Data quality standards
D ata Sources
Remote sensing 
Ground survey methods 
Maps
Existing digital data
D ata M anagem ent
Database management systems 
Attribute database models 
Designing database tables 
Spatial data models 
Managing spatial and attribute data 
Cartographic Data Transfer Standards
D ata Capture
Format conversion 
Processing
System specific issues 
Procedures
M anipulation and Analysis
Spatial data maintenance 
Attribute maintenance and analysis
Data Sources subcategories, three o f four D ata Quality subcategories, all six D ata M an­
agement subcategories, all four D ata C apture subcategories, two of five M anipulation and 
Analysis subcategories, and no Cartographic Display and Production subcategories were
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considered relevant for those phases. In  total, twenty-two of the forty concept subcate­
gories (55%) were considered relevant for individuals carrying out the Input and Data 
M anagem ent Project Phases.
Curriculum  for the Analvsis/Output Course. Subcategories considered relevant for 
either the Analysis or O u tpu t Project Phases are listed below. All Geographic Fundam ent­
als, D ata Quality, and Cartographic Display and Production subcategories are included. No 
D ata Sources, five D ata M anagem ent, no Data Capture, and four Manipulation and
G eographic Fundam entals
Geographic phenomena
Characteristics of digital objects
Relationships
Measurement
Spatial analysis
D ata M anagem ent
Database management systems 
Attribute database models 
Designing database tables 
Spatial data models 
Managing spatial and attribute data 
Cartographic Data Transfer Standards
D ata O ualitv  
Components of quality 
Sources o f error 
Sensitivity analysis
M anipulation and Analysis
Attribute maintenance and analysis 
Integrated operations 
GIS analysis functions 
Procedures
Cartographic D isplay and Production
Topics and format of output products
The cartographic process
Steps in planning and building a map
Defining symbolism
Map design
Hardware components 
Steps in making screen displays 
Using generalization techniques 
Principles of graphic excellence 
Map production and reproduction
and Analysis were considered relevant for one or bo th  phase. Altogether, eighteen 
of forty subcategories (45%) were considered relevant for individuals carrying out the 
Analysis and O utpu t project phases.
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In  conclusion, the two curriculums for the Input/D ata M anagement and Analysis/ 
O u tpu t hands-on Project Phases require different subsets of the forty concept subcate­
gories. This potentially results in considerable savings of effort for staff attending short 
courses and suggests an efficient division of labor for personnel carrying out GIS projects. 
Inefficiencies in  staff education increase where individuals have responsibilities for one or 
more of Input or D ata M anagem ent and also one or more of Analysis and O utput phases. 
Such individuals would require instruction according to both  curriculums. In total, four 
programs of study have been proposed for the hands-on phases, two for introductory and 
two for interm ediate instruction.
Conclusion to Individuals' GIS Education Requirements
T he characterization of individuals’ GIS education recommendations has resulted 
in curriculums for (1) a separate M anagers’ Course and (2) two courses for hands-on 
Project Phases. T he M anagers’ Course would consist of introductory instruction on  all 
subcategories in the concept categories. T he  hands-on Project Phases were first aggregated 
into four phases for the purposes of education: Input, D ata M anagement, Analysis, and 
O utput, and the recom m ended education aggregated into two curriculums.
T he three proposed curriculums should be considered a starting point for designing 
and preparing short courses. A  num ber of issues m ust be considered. The reader may recall 
that some agencies did not require knowledge in  all of the subcategories/ topics for their 
agencies GIS projects (pages 107-118). W hen  feasible and sufficient numbers of attendees 
w arrant it, customized curriculums could be m ade up from appropriate subsets of the
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proposed curriculums. For either standardized or custom courses, the arrangem ent of 
m aterial being presented m ust be planned. T he subject m atter referred to by concept 
subcategory names ranges from relatively simple to broad and complex topics. The 
arrangem ent of topics and class time required for each needs to be considered in planning 
courses. O ne short course presented over several days should complete instruction for one 
or more sets of related topics or subcategories. T he timing and num ber of short courses 
planned to  cover the subcategories in the curriculums is best left to educators and 
administrators.
Summary of Objective Three and Chapter 5 
T he purpose of C hapter 5 has been to m eet Objective Three, that is, to make 
recom mendations for GIS education for agencies in the population and their staffs. In 
doing this, there was an attem pt to  take agencies’ concerns about budgetary and time 
constraints (page 3) into account. Efficiency in instruction was to  be achieved by tailoring 
course content to agencies’ GIS applications and the GIS responsibilities of their personnel. 
The GIS education requirem ents of organizations were addressed first, and education 
requirements of individuals w ithin organizations were addressed second. Education 
requirements for organizations led to two programs of study, defined by two education 
levels. Further division of those resulted in  two curriculums defining concept content for 
individuals performing Input/D ata M anagem ent tasks and those performing 
Analysis/Output tasks respectively. Utilizing bo th  sets of recommendations was thought to 
strike a balance between providing sufficient instruction, yet reducing the num ber of
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courses th a t would need to  be attended by each staff member. Additionally, a separate 
course was recom m ended for managerial tasks pertaining to  GIS projects.
Organizations' education requirem ents. It was known (Chapter 4) tha t all 
organizations represented in the subsample expected to carry out projects associated with 
more th an  one Application Pattern  and tha t some Application Patterns were common to all 
organizations. Thus, education requirements could no t be directly identified for each 
Application Pattern  from interviewees' responses. T he solution was to define Education 
Groups by combinations of Application Patterns associated with organizations. Inter­
viewees' responses were interpreted in the context of the Education Groups to which their 
organizations belonged at the time of the  interviews. Most agencies were associated with 
Application Patterns tha t placed them  in to  four m ain Education Groups (A, D, F, and H ) , 
each represented by one to four agencies in  the subsample.
Responses of interviewees indicated tha t subcategories in every one of the seven 
concept categories were relevant for each of the four m ain Education Groups. A  complete 
listing of subcategories and topics proved m ost useful in highlighting differences in 
education requirements. T he relevance for each topic was ranked for a hypothetical agency 
in an Education Group by a weighted average of responses for interviewees representing 
that group. Criteria were applied to  the rank values to assign an education level to each 
topic. Similarities and differences in education requirem ents for the Education Groups A,
D, F, and H  were noted. W here feasible, courses could be customized to the mix of 
education levels recommended for each Education Group. Otherwise, two series of short 
courses would provide introductory and interm ediate instruction separately.
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Individuals' education requirem ents. It was found earlier (Chapter 4) that GIS 
responsibilities were assigned to  personnel who were not GIS staff members. Each staff 
category th a t was considered to be potentially involved in GIS operations was associated 
w ith not just one, but usually several GIS Project Phases.
Concepts relevant for each Project Phase were estimated by the collective responses 
of the eleven interviewees responding to Part III of the interview questionnaire. O ne 
course/curriculum for managerial tasks and four courses/two curriculums for hands-on 
Project Phases were proposed. T he M anagers’ Course was to include an overview of all GIS 
education topics. T he Input/D ata M anagem ent Phase program of study was to serve 
individuals performing tasks in  the Input and Data M anagem ent Project Phases. The 
Analysis/Output curriculum  was to serve those performing tasks in the Analysis and O utput 
Project Phases. Because Planning actually pertains to every phase, no separate course was 
recommended for this. A nother simplification was the merging of Query instruction with 
tha t for Analysis. T he num ber of subcategories comprising the Input/D ata M anagement 
and Analysis/Output curriculums were subsets of the total num ber of subcategories in the 
seven concept categories. This m eant a potentially substantial savings in the num ber of 
course hours to be attended by each staff member. Each of the two curriculums was 
intended to be presented at bo th  the introductory and intermediate education levels.
In conclusion, the three curriculums were considered a starting point for designing 
and preparing short courses. A ny of them  could, w hen feasible, be modified for one or more 
Education Groups. For any of the three curriculums, the arrangem ent of instruction 
materials and allotment of class time to  topics needs to  be considered in planning series of
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short courses to  present each. T he timing and num ber of short courses planned to cover 
the subcategories in the five series of short courses is best left to educators and 
administrators.
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Chapter 6
SUM M ARY A N D  SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
This thesis began by citing an increase in the use of GIS technology and the need 
for expertise among individuals already working in the management of forest resources.
O ne source in particular'’̂  stressed the knowledge required for specialists in "GIS applica­
tion areas," e.g., natural resource m anagem ent applications. Existing sources of GIS 
information were generally known to be lacking in some aspect or inaccessible in terms of 
expenditures in time and dollars. T he author's proposed solution was that education- 
oriented (vs. training-oriented) short courses, produced by T he University of M ontana, 
would be directly appropriate for the agencies and their staff. Two goals (page 5) addressed 
identification of the interest in and the con ten t of customized and standardized short 
courses. Ideally, concept modules were to  be defined tha t could be utilized in a flexible 
m anner when planning short courses.
T he relationship betw een cartographic principles and the knowledge required to 
perform GIS tasks is well known (Chapter 2). Cartographic theory remains the same, 
independent of what particular technology one uses to make maps, and analytical
°M. Goodchild and K. Kemp, eds., Core Curriculum in GIS,  1.
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cartography provides the theoretical and m athem atical basis for processes incorporated into 
GIS technology. Furthermore, the acquisition of cartographic data and the interpretation 
of inform ation products output from a series of GIS operations require knowledge of 
cartographic principles. Cartographic principles are needed for carrying out bo th  manual 
and computer-assisted geographic information systems procedures (pages 8-9).
A n  auxiliary benefit of the thesis is tha t the recommendations could also provide 
guidance for personnel who make decisions about GIS education in  their own agencies. A  
num ber of interviewees have expressed interest in seeing the recommendations. Recent 
(1997-1998) developments in the M ontana D epartm ent of Adm inistration have included 
the formation of the M ontana Geographic Information Council, which has some respon­
sibility for coordinating GIS education for state agencies. In  that context, the M ontana GIS 
Information Specialist expressed interest in also seeing the recommendations.
M ethods. M ethods (Chapter 3) were described for three objectives to meet the 
goals. T he first two objectives called for surveys to estimate the status of GIS operations 
and interest in GIS education, the patterns o f staff involvement in GIS projects, and the 
GIS education requirem ents for agencies and staff. T he third objective was to derive GIS 
education recom mendations from the results for Objectives O ne and Two.
In carrying out Objectives O ne and Two, the population, samples for each objec­
tive, and the phases of GIS projects were defined. T he first sample, the organizations 
surveyed by telephone, was stratified by organizations' level of organization (federal, state, 
other) and by the scope of resource m anagem ent responsibility (multiple use, specialized). 
Interviewees representing agencies in  the subsample were selected to represent both 
managerial and hands-on GIS experts and to  represent each stratum  of the first sample.
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Results. T he results (Chapter 4) for Objective O ne revealed a trend towards 
increasing use of GIS technology, a wide range of implementation situations, and broad 
interest in GIS education. T he Stage of Implementation, available personnel, and the scope 
of resource m anagem ent responsibility were major determ inants of interest in GIS 
education. Four levels of interest, from agencies in the operational stage and having 
personnel interested in  additional education to agencies in the awareness stage were 
identified. A  fifth interest group included agencies tha t were not expecting their GIS 
operations to  increase. A n  initial grouping of organizations and their offices by the degree 
of interest in GIS education was made. Initial development of appropriate course content 
addressed stages of GIS education and Application Patterns describing the range of projects 
m entioned by contacts during the telephone survey. It was suggested that agencies in the 
population carrying out projects associated with the same Application Patterns would 
require similar expertise.
More was learned about agencies represented by the subsample. All were in the 
operational stage. Background inform ation (Part I) included a synopsis of 1992 staff 
potentially available for performing GIS tasks, systems available for GIS operations, and 
major resource m anagem ent activities. M ost of the ten  organizations represented in the 
subsample had at least one dedicated GIS staff person. The trend in systems was toward 
current generation software and the work-station/PC platforms. The most prevalent 
resource m anagem ent activities among the ten  organizations were 'D ata collection and 
reporting,’ and ‘Monitoring of resources.’
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Results verified tha t many existing staff members had already become involved in 
carrying out some phases of GIS projects. Resource specialists and GIS staff were involved 
in more Project Phases at more organizations than  any other staff category. Individuals at 
most organizations were involved in more than  one Project Phase.
Results on the topics relevant for inclusion in short courses (Part III) were sum­
marized bo th  collectively and for each organization represented in the subsample. All of the 
major concept categories were selected as relevant for each organization represented by 
interviewees. Geographic Fundam entals and D ata Quality had the highest collective 
rankings. T he Project Phases reportedly requiring the most expertise were the Planning and 
Analysis phases. N o strong trends were immediately apparent in the summary of 
organizational educational preferences. Organization-specific situations and the particular 
responsibilities and experience of interviewees appeared to influence preferences strongly. 
Rankings of the major concept categories were generally consistent with the organization- 
specific situations and Application Patterns associated with each organization. The 
selection of topics for organizations appeared to be more objective (matching each 
organization's education requirem ents as a whole) than  did the relative importance of topics 
for each Project Phase.
Lastly, the results for Part IV of the guided interview indicated the likelihood of 
agencies to  utilize university-produced short courses and their preferred learning methods. 
Factors considered to influence a ttendance a t university-produced short courses included 
adequacy of available GIS information sources and a preference for university-produced
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short courses as compared to other sources of GIS educational information. Most 
interviewees preferred to  send staff to a learning site rather than  bring instruction to the 
work site.
Recom m endations. C hapter 5 addressed Objective Three, to recommend course 
organization for agencies and their staffs. From the results presented in Chapter 4, it was 
apparent th a t the Application Patterns provided the most uniform, objective starting point 
in organizing appropriate course content for the range of agencies in the population. They 
were used to  define Education Groups. For each of the four main Education Groups, 
recom mended levels of instruction for each topic for an hypothetical agency in the group 
were derived from interviewees' responses. Distinctions between education requirements of 
the groups became evident at the subcategory and topic level. Education requirements for 
individuals performing tasks in  particular Project Phases were satisfactorily derived from the 
collective responses of interviewees about the relevance of subcategories for each project 
phase.
The final recom m endations for organizations as a whole and for staffs working in 
each Project Phase aimed to find a balance betw een completeness and redundancy of 
instruction for individuals. T hree curriculums, one for managerial responsibilities and two 
for ‘hands-on’ Project Phases were proposed. T he M anager’s Course was to include an 
overview of all subtopics in the seven C oncept Categories (page 30), whereas the hands-on 
short courses were to be available at bo th  the  introductory and intermediate education
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levels. T he curriculums for the two hands-on courses, one for the Input/D ata M anage­
m ent phases and one for the Analysis/Output phases, were subsets of the total num ber of 
subcategories. Agencies in Interest Groups A, B, and C would be most likely to  benefit 
from these courses.
Suggestions for Further Study
This thesis has been multifaceted in its approach to providing appropriate GIS 
education for agencies in  the population. It addressed several determinants of interest in 
GIS education as well as the range of applications and GIS Project Phases requiring 
expertise. Recommended programs of study were sufficiently flexible to address all of these 
factors to a large degree.
Further study to plan GIS short courses would center around two main issues. One 
would be the actual design and preparation of classes making up short courses and the other 
would be to receive timely feedback from as many interviewees as possible.
As m entioned on page 137, the proposed curriculums “should be considered a 
starting point for designing and preparing short courses.” Arranging topics into a series of 
short course requires considerable knowledge about the topics themselves and the 
availability of instructional m aterials and systems for hands-on instruction. Suitable 
instructional materials may no t be available for all of the topics and those available would 
not necessarily follow the same order used to list the seven Concept Categories and their 
subcategories throughout the thesis. Considerable preparation of instruction materials and 
hands-on exercises could be required.
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It would be wise to revisit as many interviewees as possible. This could have three 
benefits. T he first would be to  receive feedback about the proposed curriculums at this 
point in  time. In  particular, agencies may have migrated from one Education Group to 
another or have more knowledgeable staff and state-of-the-art systems on hand. Second, a 
num ber of interviewees were interested in the results of the survey; they could evaluate 
their own responses in light of the selections made by other interviewees. Third, current 
interest in  university-produced short courses at this time could be used to estimate 
attendance.
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Appendix A  
LIST OF ABBREVIATIO NS
Federal agencies, subagencies, and offices:
BIA Bureau of Indian Affairs, US Departm ent of Interior
BLM Bureau of Land Management, US Departm ent of Interior
EPA Environm ental Protection Agency, US Departm ent of
Energy
PS Forest Service, US D epartm ent of Agriculture
FS 'R O  Region O ne Regional Office
FS'FN F Region O ne Flathead N ational Forest
FS 'G N F Region O ne Gallatin N ational Forest
FS-D Region O ne districts
FS'IFSL Interm ountain Research Station Interm ountain Fire
Sciences Lab
FWS Fish and Wildlife Service, US Departm ent of Interior
FW S-CM R CM R Wildlife Refuge
FW S'GBRC Grizzly Bear Recovery Project
FW S-W SAL M ontana Wildlife Cooperative Research Unit,
Wildlife Spatial Analysis Lab
GS Geological Survey, US D epartm ent of Interior
NPS N ational Park Service, US Departm ent of Interior
s e s  Soil Conservation Service, US Departm ent of Agriculture
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Montana state agencies and offices:
D A
D O H
DHES
DSL
DSL-F
D SL'R
DNRC
DNRC-W
D N R C'RW RCC
FW P
SL-NRIS
M ontana D epartm ent of Agriculture
M ontana D epartm ent of Highways
M ontana D epartm ent of H ealth and Environmental 
Sciences
M ontana D epartm ent of State Lands 
Forestry Division
Reclamation Division
M ontana D epartm ent of N atural Resources 
W ater Resources Division W ater M anagement Bureau 
Reserved W ater Rights Com pact Commision
M ontana D epartm ent of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
M ontana State Library
Other organizations: 
BPA
Champion
MPC
NW PPC
US D epartm ents of Energy and Interior Bonneville Power 
A dm inistration
Cham pion International Corporation 
M ontana Power Company
N orthw est Power Planning Council, quasi federal committee 
of appointees from Idaho, M ontana, and W ashington.
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Appendix B 
TELEPHONE SURVEY TOPICS
Agency, office; Contact:
Agency resource m anagem ent responsibilities:
Resources managed: Services, products:
Im plem entation:
Phase of Im plem entation (Aranoff):
Systems:
Staff, GIS staff (if any) :
Awareness
Planning
Startup
Operational
GIS Use:
GIS task categories:
Data collection, format conversion, and preprocessing 
Records m anagem ent and spatial data  m anagem ent 
Analysis: types of analysis and interpretation 
O utpu t products such as maps and reports
Current and expected GIS Projects:
Limitations
Interest in GIS education:
Interest in  instruction;
Recommendations:
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Appendix C
AR ANO FF’S PHASES OF IM PLEMENTATION 28
1. Awareness: People within the organization become aware of GIS technology and 
the potential benefits to their organization. Potential uses and users of the CIS are 
postulated.
2. Development of System Requirements : T he idea that a GIS could benefit the 
organization is formally acknowledged and a more systematic and formal process is 
instituted to  collect inform ation about the technology and to identify potential users and 
their needs. A  formal needs analysis is often done at this time.
3. System Evaluation: A lternative systems are proposed and evaluated. The 
evaluation process takes into account the  needs analysis of the previous phase. A t the 
end of this phase, a formal decision m ust be made whether or not to proceed with 
acquisition of a GIS.
4. Development o f an Implementation Plan: Having made the decision to proceed with 
acquisition of a system, a plan is developed to  acquire the necessary equipment and staff, 
make organizational changes, and fund the process. T he plan may be a formally accepted 
docum ent or a more or less informal series o f actions.
5. S^/stem Acquisition and Start-up: T he system is purchased, installed, staff are 
trained, creation of the data base is begun, and operating procedures begin to be 
established. Creation of the database is usually the most expensive part of the 
implementation process. Considerable atten tion  is needed to establish appropriate data 
quality controls to ensure tha t the data entered m eet the required standards and that 
suitable updating procedures are implemented to  m aintain the currency and integrity of 
the data base.
6. Operational Phase: By this stage the initial autom ation of the data base is 
complete and operating procedures have been developed to m aintain the data base and 
provide the information services th a t the organization requires. In this phase procedures 
are developed to m aintain the GIS facility and upgrade services for that the GIS continues 
to support the changing inform ation needs of the organization. Operational issues 
concerning the responsibilities of the GIS facility to  provide needed services and to 
guarantee performance standards become more prom inent.
^*Stan Aranoff, Geographic Information Systems: A  Management Perspective (Ottawa: WDL Publications, 
1991).
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Appendix D
C U R R IC U L U M  C O N T E N T  IN T E R V IE W  Q U E ST IO N N A IR E
{Author's note: Font size is reduced to allow for a wide left margin.)
The need for GIS education. With the increasing demands on nat­
ural resource managers, GIS are becoming necessary as a means to handle 
large amounts of data, make decisions, conduct research, and pre-sent 
information. As a result, many agency personnel will be needing to 
learn cartographic principles to effectively use these systems, while at 
the same time dealing with funding and time constraints.
The purpose of the following questions is to determine suitable 
cartographic topics for such a curriculum, as well as preferred depth of 
treatment and methods of instruction.
Part I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION.
Agency, office:
Location :
Interviewee: Date:
Title :
Implementation situation:
Please describe the staff positions in your organization which 
pertain to GIS implementation (information needs analysis, systems 
requirements, project planning, training, operations).
Management
Resource staff
Database management staff
GIS staff (draftspersons, GIS operators, cartographer,
GIS Analyst, GIS coordinator, project manager,other)
Systems support staff
Cartographer
Please draw lines matching items in the two columns below.
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1 5 4
DBASE
FOXPRO
ORACLE
ADVANCED REV.
INFO
Other
Minicomputer
Workstation
PC
Network
MOSS/SPATIAL
GRASS
ERDAS
PAMAP
ARC/Info
Other
Please indicate which of the following peripherals are available to 
your staff.
  Digitizing tablet<s)
Size(s):
Resolution(s):
Vendor(s):
Digitizing software:
  Scanner
Vendor :
Software :
One-pen plotter 
Multiple-pen plotter 
Laser printer
Thermal Printer 
Ink Jet Plotter 
Electrostatic Plotter
Which of the following general descriptions apply to your 
organization?
  Integrated resource planning for income and multiple use.
  Integrated resource management for public use only.
  Data collection and reporting.
  Specific resource monitoring, evaluation and regulating.
  Mitigation of impacts on resources.
  Research
Other
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Part II. STAFF RESPOHSIBIX.ITIES IN THE PHASES OF A GIS PROJECT.
Please study the following description of phases of a GIS project. 
Would you modify this in any way?
Next note the job roles associated with each phase. Would you add
or remove any roles? Please indicate the staff positions in your
organization responsible for each role in each phase.
1. Determine user needs.
Responsibilities :
Determine user objectives and decisions to be made 
Decide contents and form of information products.
Specify the criteria and procedures to be used in making the 
decisions.
Roles: end users {public, managers, resource staff, modelers),
project manager 
GIS analyst
Staff:
2. Planning to meet user needs.
Responsibilities.
Identify the sequence of spatial and attribute operations required to 
generate the information required.
Specify the accuracy criteria, presentation form and format of 
output.
Identify the spatial and attribute data needed as inputs to the 
modeling process (include data sources and input accuracy).
Determine the processing system requirements (file formats, data 
management, computing power).
Evaluate tasks to be performed and staff requirements to perform 
them.
Designate overall responsibility for project coordination.
Roles: project manager 
GIS analyst 
systems analyst
process supervisor (input, processing) 
cartographer
Staff:
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3. Data collection and processing.
Responsibilities :
Data acquisition: acquire spatial data and attribute data, i.e., field 
sampling, maps, photomaps, raster images, digital maps, other digital 
files.
Preprocessing :
photo interpretation,
format conversion (data medium conversion (digitizing, scanning), 
data structure conversion (vector, raster)), 
data reduction and generalization (summarize, code, 
simplify, 
error detection and editing, 
build topology, 
edgematching,
geocode features, rectification and registration.
Prepare layers for query, analysis or production: 
associate attributes; 
interpolation; 
document data quality.
Roles’. field surveyors Staff’.
draftsperson 
digitizer 
scan operator 
image/photo analyst 
processor 
keyboardist 
data manager 
systems manager
4. Data management.
Responsibilities:
Design database tables.
Maintain data integrity, updates.
Manage map libraries.
Manage metadata.
Program custom macros.
Roles: database manager Staff:
systems manager 
programmer
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5. Data query.
Responsibilities
Retrieve and display geographic information for end users
(define content of output products, produce output products)
Roles: GIS analyst Staff:
GIS technician 
cartographer
6. Manipulation, and analysis
Responsibilities 
Interpret data.
Derive new data (maintenance and selection of spatial data, 
maintenance and selection of attribute data, integrated analysis of 
spatial and attribute data).
Define content of output products.
Roles: modeler Staff:
GIS analyst
programmer
cartographer
7. Product generation
Responsibilities
Design maps (content, format, symbols); 
Produce maps (single, few, many copies); 
Design graphs or tables;
Produce graphs or tables;
Roles: cartographer Staff:
editor
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Part III. CONCEPTS TO BE INCLUDED IN A CURRICULUM.
Seven major educational categories for GIS are listed on the 
following pages. Please consider the whether the subcategories listed 
would be appropriate to include in a GIS curriculum suitable for your 
implementation situation and staff. In particular, indicate for which 
phases they are appropriate. Also, I'd like you to put an asterisk by 
the topics suitable for your implementation situation, and strike out 
those which are not suitable.
Geographic Fundamentals
Phases
N P I D Q A O
e 1 n a u n u
e a P t e a td n u a r 1 P
s n t y y ui M s t
n i
g s
Concepts
Geographic Phenomena
natural features and events 
abstracting phenomena: geographic objects 
Characteristics of objects: location, attributes 
Relationships : 
among locations
(distance, direction, patterns (density, 
dispersions, connectivity)); 
among attributes at one location 
(factors occurring at a place); 
among locations of attributes of a given 
distribution (association); 
among locations of derived or combined 
attributes of given distributions 
(how interrelated factors vary from place 
to place).
Measurement :
of location and relationships among locations 
(coordinate systems, bearings, distance 
measurement scales); 
of attributes
(scales of measurement); 
of objects
(shape, orientation, length)
Spatial analysis concepts and techniques 
Connectivity 
Distributions
Central tendency 
Dispersion 
Areal Association
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Data Sources
P h a s e s
N P I D Q A Oe 1 n a u n u
e a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y y ui M s t
n i
g s
C o n c e p t s
Remote sensing
Technology and product characteristics: 
photographic sensors 
aerial 
satellite 
non-photographic sensors 
thermal
multi-spectral 
microwave 
passive microwave 
radar
ultraviolet 
Records, ledgers, census
Ground survey methods, sampling techniques 
Social survey methods, sampling techniques 
Maps
pre-existing sources
preparing manuscripts for medium conversion 
Existing digital data 
base maps 
images
natural resource data
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Data Quality
Phases
N P I D Q A 0e 1 n a u n u
e a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y y ui M s t
n i
g s
C o n c e p t s
Components of quality 
Microlevel:
positional and attribute accuracy and 
precision 
logical consistency 
resolution 
Macrolevel : 
completeness 
timeliness 
lineage 
Sources of error 
data collection 
data input 
data storage 
data compilation 
data manipulation 
data output 
use of results 
Sensitivity analysis 
Data quality standards 
Quantifying error
u ses
NMAS
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N P I D Q A 0e 1 n a u n u
e a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y V ui M s t
n i
g s
161
Data Management
C o n c e p t s
DBMS
definitions of common database terms 
desirable software characteristics 
Attribute DB models and query languages 
relational 
network 
hierarchical 
Designing database tables 
Spatial data models 
raster
simple arrays, hierarchical arrays 
vector
spaghetti, whole polygon, topological, TIN 
Managing spatial and attribute data together 
Associating attributes
raster encoding schemes, image coding 
vector topological encoding schemes 
DIME and TIGER 
arc-node 
relational 
DLG
Map libraries 
layers 
tiles 
Limitations 
Cartographic Data Transfer Standards 
definitions of digital objects 
documentation of data and data quality 
file format considerations 
cartographic feature definitions
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Data Capture
Phases
N P I D Q A O
e 1 n a u n u
e a p t e a t
d n u a r 1 p Concepts
s n t y y u
i M S t
n i
g s
Format conversion
photo interpretation 
keyboard entry
coordinate geometry procedures 
digitizing 
scanning 
Processing
data structure conversion 
data reduction and generalization 
error detection and editing 
edgematching 
rectification 
interpolation 
System specific capabilities and limitations 
# of polygons, layers, etc, 
routines available 
Procedures
flow charting procedures to be done 
input process procedures
creating and maintaining data dictionaries
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Analysis Procedures and Functions
P h a s e s
N P I D Q A 0e 1 n a u n ue a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t Y y ui M 3 t
n i
g s
C o n c e p t s
GIS analysis procedures
Spatial data maintenance operations 
assess accuracy
select or join areas of interest 
geometric operations
{rectify as needed generalize as needed, 
conflation as needed)
Attribute maintenance and analysis operations 
editing 
querying
arithmetic operations
aggregate measures (sum, min, max) 
compute densities 
set systematic class limits 
statistical operations 
summarize data
mean, mode, median 
measures of variation 
histograms 
intermediate statistics 
crosstabs
correlation and regression analysis 
analysis of variance 
setting idiographic class limits 
multivariate statistics
principal component analysis 
cluster analysis 
maximum likelihood
Integrated operations 
Retrieval and display 
Generalization 
Reclassification 
recode 
overlay 
Aggregation
merging classes 
resampling 
filtering 
other
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Analysis Procedures and Functions (cont.)
P h a s e s
N P I D Q A 0e 1 n a u n ue a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y y ui M s tn i
g s
Concepts
Measurement
distance
area
perimeter
centroids
shape
line length and sinuousity 
cut and fill calculations 
Image analysis
measurement analysis
(temperature, vegetation index, etc.) 
classification analysis
(species composition, geologic strata) 
estimation analysis
(resource volume inventory)
Logical overlay
Algebraic surface modeling
Terrain modelling, profiling
Thematic layer drape
Network modelling
Other
GIS analysis functions 
Neighborhood operations
search (aggregate values within a radius or 
window)
line-in-polygon and point-in-polygon 
topographic functions 
Thiessen polygons 
interpolation 
contour generation 
trend surface 
filtering, enhancement 
Connectivity operations 
contiguity measures
(drainage shape, assign category to 
fractionated areas) 
proximity, buffers 
network operations 
spread
(running total of a variable over 
distance, i.e., travel time, distance, 
friction surface) 
seek or stream functions
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Analysis Procedures and Functions (cont.)
P h a s e s
N P I D Q A Oe 1 n a u n ue a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y y ui M s t
n i
9 s
C o n c e p t s
intervisibility 
perspective view 
hill shading 
Digital image analysis operations 
Other
Procedures
Flow charting procedures
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N P I D Q A 0e 1 n a u n ue a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y y ui M s t
n i
g s
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Cartographie Display and Production
C o n c e p t s
Topics and format of output products 
maps
charts, scatter plots 
numerical
Hardware components 
Hardcopy 
raster 
vector 
Softcopy
The cartographic process: methods and constraints 
Simplification Objective
Classification Scale
Induction Graphic limits
Symbols Data Quality
Steps in displaying geographic databases 
Select perspective and vantage point 
Generalize data if needed
Design and create symbolism and annotation
Steps in planning and building a map 
Select region and time frame 
Select scale of representation and features 
Select perspective and vantage point 
Select a projection and datum 
Compile spatial and attribute data 
(from query or analysis results)
Generalize data if needed
Design symbolism, format, typography, layout 
Produce map file or plot file
Using generalization techniques 
Simplification :
common manipulations 
general guidelines
exaggeration of important characteristics 
elimination routines 
modification routines 
smoothing operators 
enhancement routines
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Cartographic Display and Production (cont.)
P h a s e s
N P I D Q A Oe 1 n a u n ue a P t e a td n u a r 1 Ps n t y y ui M s tn i
g s
C o n c e p t s
Classification : 
for nominal data: 
point clustering 
line typification 
areal aggregation 
for quantitative data: 
setting class limits 
for integrated data: 
regionalization 
Induction :
interpolation routines
Defining symbolization for geographic objects and 
scales of measurement 
Types of maps
Thematic (choroplethic, dasymetric, 
isarithmic, range maps)
Topographic (contouring, perspective views, 
hill shading)
Classes of symbols for geographic variables 
Primary graphic elements and applications 
(hue, value, size, shape, spacing, 
orientation, location)
Mapping with point symbols (nominal place data, 
quantitative data)
Mapping with line symbols (nominal linear data, 
quantitative data, 3D)
Mapping with area symbols (nominal areal data, 
quantitative data, 3D)
Principles of graphic excellence
demand for cartographic quality maps 
components and controls of graphic map design 
clarity and legibility technical limits
visual contrast objective
visual balance reality
figure-ground scale
hierarchical organization audience 
colors systems for softcopy and hardcopy maps 
typography
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Cartographic Display and Production (cont.)
P h a s e s
N P I D Q A oe 1 n a u n ue a P t e a td n u a r 1 ps n t y y ui M 3 tn i
g s
C o n c e p t s
Map design
format and orientation 
basemap, marginal information 
screen display 
scene generation
Map production and reproduction 
Methods for a few copies 
thermal printers 
pen plotters 
electrostatic plotters 
Methods for many copies 
graphic arts photography 
four color process
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Part IV. PREFERENCES IN GIS EDUCATION METHODS.
The following questions relate to GIS education opportunities 
available to your staff.
A. Please rank the following sources of GIS information to 
personnel in your agency according to their availability (awareness of, 
funding for, other), on a scale of 1 to 3 (most available).
  Software, hardware manuals
  Periodicals
  Texts
  Technical papers
  In house advisors
  Organizational newsletters
  Electronic bulletin boards
  Conferences
  Vendor short courses
  Consultants
  Consultant-produced short courses
  University coursework
  University-produced short courses
  Other
B. Are the sources available to your agency adequate, if used? 
Describe any particular strong points, omissions, or difficulties.
C. Rank the following instruction techniques by preference, on a 
scale of 1 to 3.
  Virtual demonstrations of operations
  Hands-on experience
  Lectures on principles with examples
  Individual initiative
  Other
D. Please rank the following possible instruction options by 
preference, on a scale of 1 to 3 (most preferable).
  In-house advisors
  In-house-produced shortcourses
  Conferences
  Vendor short courses
  Consultants
  Consultant-produced short courses
  University coursework
  University-produced short courses
Self-study workbooks 
Other
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E. Rank the following possible ongoing info sources by preference assigning each a number from 1 to 3, '
  Software, hardware manuals
  Periodicals
  Texts
  Technical papers
  In house advisors
  Organizational newsletters
Electronic bulletin boards 
  Other
F. Would your organization prefer to send personnel to an 
educational site or to bring instruction to office locations?
G. Do you wish to make any additional comments?
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Appendix E 
CO NCEPTS RELEVANT TO  PROJECT PHASES
T he seven tables below list the Subcategory Phase Index (SPI) for each subcategory 
for each Project Phase. Columns are headed by one-letter Project Phase abbreviations (N 
=  Needs, P =  Planning, I =  Input, D  =  Data M anagement, Q  =  Query, A  =  Analysis, 
and O  =  O ut-put). T he SPI values represent the percentage of interviewees representing 
agencies in the subsample tha t considered a concept subcategory relevant for that Project 
Phase (page 32-33).
Table E-1; SPI values by Project Phase for 
Geographic Fundamentals subcategories.
Subcategories Pro ect Phase
N P I D Q A O
Geographic phenomena
Characteristics o f digital objects
Relationships
Measurement
Snatial analysis
64 91 64 36 55 64 64
45 82 82 55 72 72 72
55 64 36 36 82 82 72
29 64 55 45 82 91 82
18 45 18 18 55 72 36
Table E-2: SPI values by Project Phases 
for D ata Sources subcategories.
Subcategories Pro ect Phase
N P I D Q A O
Records, ledgers, census 
Ground survey methods, sampling 
Social survey methods, sampling 
Maps
Existing digital data
9 55 45 36 18 29 18
36 91 72 29 29 45 9
9 18 29 18 0 9 0
9 72 55 18 9 18 18
18 82 64 64 9 18 1
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for D ata Quality subcategories.
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Subcategories Project Phase
N P I D Q A O
Components of quality 
Sources of error 
Sensitivity analysis 
Data quality standards
36 91 82 72 55 72 55
29 55 72 72 64 91 55
29 45 9 18 36 55 18
36 91 55 45 64 82 55
Table E-4: SPI values by Project Phase 
for D ata M anagem ent subcategories.
Subcategories Project Phase
N p I D Q A O
Data management systems 
Attribute database models 
Designing database tables 
Spatial data models 
Managing spatial and attribute data 
Cartographic Data Transfer St'ds
9 64 72 91 64 72 29
0 55 55 72 82 82 55
9 55 36 55 18 29 9
9 55 36 55 55 72 45
0 45 55 82 64 72 55
0 36 55 91 72 82 82
Table E-5: SPI values by Project Phase 
for D ata Capture subcategories.
Subcategories Project Phase
N P I D Q A O
Format conversion 9 82 100 91 45 45 18
Processing 9 72 91 72 9 18 9
System specific issues 0 64 72 45 36 36 29
Procedures 29 82 82 82 9 45 0
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Table E-6: SPI values by Project Phase for
Manipulation and Analysis subcategories.
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Subcategories Pro ect Phase
N P I D Q A O
Spatial data maintenance 9 36 36 55 29 55 29
Attribute maintenance and analysis 
Integrated operations 
GIS Analysis functions 
Procedures
18 55 29 64 82 100 45
9 45 9 45 82 100 36
9 45 9 36 64 91 36
9 55 0 0 18 55 0
Table E-7; SPI values by Project Phase for Cartographie 
Display and Production subcategories.
Subcategories Project Phase
N P I D Q A O
Topics and formats o f output products 55 72 0 18 36 91 100
Hardware components 
The cartographic process 
Steps in making screen displays 
Steps in planning and building a map 
Using generalization techniques 
Defining symbolism 
Principles o f graphic excellence 
Map design
Map production and reproduction
45 55 0 9 18 45 72
18 55 18 18 36 55 91
9 45 0 18 55 55 82
18 45 0 29 55 72 82
0 29 0 18 64 72 72
9 45 0 0 45 36 82
9 45 9 9 18 18 72
9 36 0 0 29 36 82
9 36 0 0 9 0 72
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